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Résumé

Cette étude porte sur le développement d’un outil de contrôle qualité basé sur l’expérience, dérivé du

concept de frontière stochastique en économie et s’appuyant sur des connaissances géométriques spé-

cifiques au patient pour améliorer la qualité des traitements de curiethérapie à haut débit de dose pour

le cancer de la prostate. Cent plans cliniques de curiethérapie à haut débit de dose de la prostate ont été

utilisés dans cette étude, dans laquelle l’échographie transrectale était la seule modalité d’imagerie.

Une fraction unique de 15 Gy a était prescrite à tous ces patients. Un algorithme de recuit simulé

de planification inverse a été appliqué pour réaliser tous les plans et Oncentra Prostate a été employé

comme système d’imagerie et de planification du traitement en temps réel. Les recommandations re-

latives aux paramètres de dose de la société américaine de curiethérapie pour la cible et les organes à

risque ont été suivies. Les relations entre les paramètres géométriques et les paramètres dosimétriques

d’intérêt sont examinées. Les paramètres géométriques sont liés aux dimensions anatomiques des

patients et ceux associés aux cathéters. Pour déterminer les paramètres géométriques dominants dans

un modèle de frontière stochastique donné, les relations monotones entre les paramètres géométriques

et les paramètres dosimétriques d’intérêt sont mesurées avec une approche non paramétrique, à sa-

voir le coefficient de corrélation de Spearman. Ensuite, une recherche de force brute est effectuée

pour un modèle donné dans lequel différents modèles, incluant toutes les combinaisons possibles des

paramètres géométriques dominantes, sont optimisés. L’optimisation est accomplie en utilisant une

méthode de vraisemblance maximale implémentée dans le progiciel de calcul statistique R, avec son

algorithme de recuit simulée généralisée. Le test du rapport de vraisemblance et sa valeur-p corres-

pondante sont utilisés pour comparer la signification statistique de l’ajout de nouveaux paramètres

géométriques aux modèles. Un modèle de production pour la cible et un modèle de coût pour chacun

des organes à risque sont développés pour le traitement par curiethérapie à haut débit de dose guidé

par l’échographie transrectale. De plus, pour valider si chacun des modèles développés est universel,

nous l’appliquons à une autre catégorie de traitement de la curiethérapie à haut débit de dose, dans

laquelle la tomodensitométrie était utilisée comme modalité d’imagerie plutôt que de l’échographie

transrectale. Ainsi, une nouvelle cohorte de cent plans cliniques curiethérapie à haut débit de dose

guidés par la tomodensitométrie est prise en compte. Un modèle de frontière stochastique de produc-

tion pour la cible et trois modèles de coût pour les organes à risque basés sur la tomodensitométrie

sont développés. Enfin, les modèles intégrés de la tomodensitométrie et de l’échographie transrectale

sont comparés.
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Abstract

This thesis focuses on developing an experience-based quality control (QC) tool, derived from the

concept of stochastic frontier (SF) analysis in economics and based on patient-specific geometric

knowledge to improve the quality of the high-dose-rate brachytherapy (HDR-BT) treatment for pro-

state cancer. One hundred clinical HDR prostate BT plans, using the transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) as

the only imaging modality, all treated with a single fraction of 15 Gy, and made using Inverse Planning

Simulated Annealing (IPSA) algorithm, are studied. Also, Oncentra Prostate system is employed as

the real-time 3D prostate imaging and treatment planning system. American Brachytherapy Society

dose parameter recommendations for target and organs at risk (OARs) were followed. Relationships

between all the different geometric parameters (GPs) and the four dosimetric parameters (DPs) V100

of the prostate, V75 of the bladder and rectum, and D10 of the urethra were examined. Geometric

information of the patients and catheters are considered as different GPs. To find the dominant GPs

in a given SF model, monotonic relationships between the GPs and DPs of interest are measured us-

ing a nonparametric approach: the Spearman correlation coefficient. Then, to determine the optimal

SF model for each of the target production SF, and the OARs cost SF models, brute-force searches

are performed. Different SF models including all the possible combinations of the dominant GPs in

the SF model under study are optimized. Optimization is done using a maximum likelihood method

implemented in the statistical computing package R, along with its Generalized Simulated Annealing

algorithm. The likelihood ratio test and its corresponding p-value are used to compare the statistical

significance of adding new GPs to SF models. A production SF (PSF) model for the target, and a cost

SF (CSF) model for each of the bladder, rectum, and urethra are developed for TRUS-guided HDR-BT

treatment. The difference between the dose value of a plan obtained by IPSA and the one predicted by

an SF model is explored. Additionally, to verify if each of the models developed for the TRUS-guided

category of the HDR-BT treatment for prostate is universal, we apply it on another category of HDR-

BT treatment, in which computed tomography (CT) was used as the imaging modality. So, a different

cohort of one hundred clinical CT-guided HDR-BT plans is taken into consideration. A target pro-

duction SF and three OARs cost SF models are developed for the CT-based plans. Subsequently, the

built-in SF models for the TRUS-based and CT-based plans are compared.
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Introduction

Cancer is the second leading cause of death worldwide. According to the 2018 special report published

by the Canadian Cancer Society (1), cancer is the leading cause of death in Canada. Nearly one in

two Canadians is anticipated to be diagnosed with cancer during their lifetime, and about one in four

will die. What is that disease exactly? Cancer is a collection of diseases in which the cells of the body

start to divide uncontrollably, resulting in a malignant growth or tumor. One of the most frequently

diagnosed cancers among Canadian men is prostate cancer, which is the third leading cause of death

from cancer among males in Canada. The prostate is a gland situated in front of the rectum, between

the bladder and the penis, with the urethra passing through the center of the prostate. One in seven

Canadian men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer during their lifetime. Based on the estimation

reported by the Canadian Cancer Society in 2017, a daily average of 58 Canadian men was diagnosed

with prostate cancer, and 11 died. Those statistics shed light on the importance of performing research

in the realm of prostate cancer treatment in order to save and increase the quality of life of people

fighting against the disease.

Since the discoveries of radioactivity by Henri Becquerel in 1896 and of radium nearly two years

later by Marie Curie, Man’s life has been influenced to a great extent by practical applications of

radioactivity in many aspects including but not limited to industry, nuclear power, and medicine.

Depending on the type, the site, and the stage of cancer, there are some possible treatments such as

surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy. Radiation therapy can be categorized into two principal

modalities: external-beam radiation therapy (EBRT) and internal radiation therapy, namely brachy-

therapy (BT). As opposed to the EBRT, in which the source of the radiation is outside the patient,

in BT the radioactive sources (i.e., seeds) are inserted inside the body, directly into the tumor (2).

An advantage of BT compared to EBRT is that most of the radiation dose released by a BT seed is

in its vicinity. Also, in BT, the radiation does not need to pass through healthy tissues in order to

reach the target, which in turn reduces the risk of damaging healthy tissues. Consequently, a local-

ized dose is offered by the dosimetric distribution of BT compared to EBRT (3). There is undeniable

evidence from practices in many clinical sites pointing to the advantages of applying modern BT in

treating cancers such as prostate (4), cervix (5), breast (6) and head and neck (7). That is owing to

the advancement of BT over the past decade along with the development of a number of technolo-

gies such as afterloading technology (8), computer-assisted treatment planning (9, 10, 11), transrectal
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ultrasound (TRUS)-guided implants (12), image-guided adaptive brachytherapy (13, 14), and quantit-

ative dosimetry (9). Extensive reviews (15, 16, 17, 18) and books (10, 11, 19, 20) are discussing these

advances.

There are two techniques for clinically localized prostate radiotherapy: the first is the permanent

implantation of radioactive seeds in the cancerous tissues, and the second is the temporary implanta-

tion of the seeds, by which the seeds are inserted and then removed after releasing the required dose

(21). Based on the definitions of the International Commission on Radiation Units & Measurements

(ICRU), BT treatments can be different depending on the rate at which the dose is delivered (i.e., dose

rate). A dose rate ranges between 0.4 and 2 Gy/h is referred to as low-dose-rate brachytherapy (LDR-

BT), between 2 Gy/h and 12 Gy/h is known as the medium dose rate brachytherapy (MDR-BT), and at

12 Gy/h or more is called high-dose-rate brachytherapy (HDR-BT). Additionally, in pulsed-dose-rate

brachytherapy (PDR-BT), the dose is delivered in a large number of small fractions with short inter-

vals (22). In LDR-BT for prostate cancer (23), seeds such as iodine-125 (125I) (24) and palladium-103

(103Pd) (25) are placed permanently in the prostate. However, in the case of HDR-BT for prostate

cancer, high-energy radionuclides such as Iridium-192 (192Ir) (26, 27, 28) are temporarily placed at

the predetermined positions in the prostate (3).

BT boost refers to a treatment in which BT is used in combination with EBRT (29). Although LDR-

BT or HDR-BT monotherapy can be used as a treatment option for patients showing low risk and

intermediate risk of prostate cancer (30, 31), BT boost is a treatment option for patients at high risk

of the disease (32, 33, 34). In the case of LDR-BT boost, the implant is usually inserted after EBRT

is delivered (35). However, in HDR-BT boost (36, 37), EBRT can be delivered before, along with, or

after BT (29).

Brachytherapy for Prostate Cancer

LDR vs HDR brachytherapy for prostate cancer

The application of a TRUS-guided remote afterloading system was suggested to deliver a high dose of

radiation to the prostate while minimizing the dose received by the OARs (i.e., bladder and rectum).

Additionally, this approach was proposed to tackle some limitations of the TRUS-guided LDR-BT,

such as the strong dependence on the radiation oncologist for precisely place the seeds in the prostate,

the difficulty of modifying the seeds after their insertion, and the variability of dosimetry between

implants (29, 33).

During an HDR-BT procedure, which is performed in a shielded operating room, a radiation oncolo-

gist inserts catheters through the perineum directly into the prostate. After the catheters are positioned

inside the prostate, a 3D image set is acquired to precisely contour the shape of the prostate, urethra,

bladder, and rectum for treatment planning (38). It is important to acknowledge that the CT scanning

2



overestimates the contoured volumes as compared to the MRI and TRUS (39, 40). The CT-based

volumes are proven to be larger, approximately 50%, compared with the TRUS-based volumes (39).

However, studies have shown that specific prostate volumes can be obtained using both MRI and

TRUS imaging modalities (40, 41, 42, 43). Fig. 0.1 shows an afterloader, which is a system that auto-

matically deploys and retracts an HDR seed along a catheter at specified positions and time. By using

an afterloader, the HDR seed can be remotely controlled to be stopped at pre-established positions

(dwell positions) for a pre-planned time frame (dwell time).

Note that the HDR-BT treatments can be delivered directly after treatment planning, and there is no

need to change the position of the patient when using a 3D ultrasound planning system. However,

when utilizing CT planning, variations in the position of some catheters about their planned positions

can occur because the patient needs to be transferred, sometimes to a different room, to acquire CT

images (44, 45, 46). Even if the possibility to acquire CT images in the same operating room, the

patient’s legs must always be lowered for image acquisition. Catheter displacement between planning

and treatment delivery, and the corresponding dosimetric impact, in the treatment of prostate cancer

patients, has been discussed in several studies (47, 48, 49). However, by using TRUS technique,

not only as the guidance but also for planning, there is no need to displace the patient. Therefore,

the catheter displacement is minimized (50). That is one of the best benefits of employing TRUS in

HDR-BT rather than CT scanning through the pelvic region. Fig. 0.2 represents the dose absorption

Figure 0.1 – Transrectal Ultrasound (TRUS) probe placed in the rectum and a template grid located at
the skin between the anus and scrotum used to guide the insertion of metal needles into the prostate.
An HDR seed is remotely directed via a thin cable from an afterloader and traveled inside the needles
(51).

in water as a function of distance from a point source in Log scale, in which the dose is normalized

to 100% at a distance of 1 cm. The dose associated with HDR-BT with the radioactive seed 192Ir
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is shown in blue, and the dose associated with the LDR-BT with 103Pd and LDR-BT with 103I are

illustrated in light and dark green respectively. Getting further away from the source leads the dose

to drop quickly in both LDR- and HDR-BT, and less than 10% of the dose is delivered to the tissues

further than 4 cm away. The high-energy HDR-BT deviates a little from the inverse square (1/r2)

law. However, the LDR-BT with two low-energy seeds shows more absorption at a shorter range than

the HDR-BT (29). Additionally, in the case of LDR-BT, the precise deployment of seeds is strongly

Figure 0.2 – Log scale distribution of dose in water as a function of the distance from a point source
associated with three isotopes, 103Pd, 125I and 192Ir, used in BT for prostate cancer. The LDR-BT with
103Pd and 125I respectively shown in light and dark green, and the HDR-BT with 192Ir in blue (29).

.

dependent on the expertise of the operator. Also, once the seeds are deposited in the prostate, their

positions cannot be adjusted (29, 33). Note that after delivering an HDR-BT treatment, no radioactive

seeds remained inside the patient, and therefore, there is no radiation exposure for the hospital staff

nor the people around the patient.

The current water-based BT dose calculation in the BT dose planning systems are performed based

on the formalism of the Task Group No.43 (TG-43) protocol (52, 53) of the American Association

of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM). Additional to the AAPM TG-43 dosimetry formalism (52), the

2004 update (TG-43U1) (53), the 2007 Supplement (TG-43U1S1) (54), and the 2017 Supplement 2

(TG-43U1S2) (55) are used in BT dose calculation. The AAPM TG-43 formalism will be discussed

in 1.1.2.

The advantages of using HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer, are, but not limited to: the precise

implantation, which can be extended to comprise the seminal vesicles and extracapsular disease, ow-

ing to the application of image-guided catheter placement (56, 57, 58, 59); the minimized target and

OARs motions (3, 38); the possibility to individualize the source positions throughout the extent of the

prostate in reference to a determined planning target volume and OARs (38, 60); the highly conformal

dose delivery provided by the inverse planning dose distribution optimisation (38, 61); the applica-

tion of high doses per fraction as a biological dose advantage for tumors with a low alpha beta ratio

(62, 63); no source preparation time for performing stepping source temporary BT, low dependency

on the operator, and a good radiation protection for the treatment staff (21, 29, 64); low risk of severe
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side effects for the patient; and a favourably cost-effective technique because of the possibility of us-

ing a single source for a large number of patients (65) by a multipurpose equipment. Therefore, using

HDR-BT for the treatment of prostate cancer provides us with the most state-of-the-art method to de-

liver a high dose of radiation to the target while minimizing the dose to the OARs such as the bladder,

rectum, and urethra (66, 67, 3). Consequently, the focus of this work is on the HDR-BT utilized as a

curative treatment for patients with localized prostate cancer.

Brachytherapy Target Delineation

The detailed information regarding HDR-BT for prostate is accessible from American Brachytherapy

Society (ABS) consensus guidelines (68, 69). The gross tumor volume (GTV) is the location and

extent of the malignant growth, as shown in Fig. 0.3. In other words, GTV is defined as what can be

observed, palpated or imaged, which comprises the primary tumor and the developed lymph nodes,

or distant metastases according to physical examination and imaging. Therefore, the GTV is a purely

biological concept (70). The clinical target volume (CTV), as illustrated in Fig. 0.3, is composed of

GTV and a margin to consider the sub-clinical disease extension, which must be eliminated. The CTV,

like GTV, is a purely biological concept (70). In order to achieve the goal of the therapy, which is cure

or palliation, the CTV volume has to be treated sufficiently.

The Planning Target Volume (PTV) is a geometrical concept utilized for treatment planning. The

PTV comprises the CTV as well as an extra margin to take into account the net effect of all the

possible geometrical variations and inaccuracies such as any setup error, organ movement, and patient

movement. By defining PTV, one ensures that the prescribed dose is indeed absorbed in the CTV.

Fig. 0.4(a) represents the PTV (in purple), which is the CTV (in light blue) plus a typical expansion

of 0.5 cm to 1.0 cm (71). That expansion is required in EBRT due to possible differences in patient

positioning on the linac table and prostate movement caused by changes in the adjacent organs. In

order to cover PTV in EBRT, the radiation beam has to go through the soft tissues of the pelvis.

However, in the case of BT, as illustrated in Fig. 0.4(b) and (c), since a setup error is rare, the extension

of CTV to define PTV can usually be minimized. Consequently, in BT, CTV is equivalent to PTV.

However, there are some exceptions, for example, ultra-focal HDR treatment, in which only a target

lesion or subvolume of the prostate is being treated (72). As shown in Fig. 0.4(b), in LDR-BT, the

LDR seeds are permanently placed in the target, which in turn results in the dose cloud covering the

CTV. So, movements of an organ or a patient following the insertion of the seeds are allowed. In

HDR-BT, as shown in Fig. 0.4(c), the needles, which are positioned in the target during the temporary

implant, fix the prostate in place to avoid its movement in the course of transferring the seed to the

defined dwell positions using an afterloading system. Note that the position of the catheters in the

HDR-BT for prostate can be shifted between the planning and treatment delivery stages. So, it is

highly recommended to verify internal catheter positions immediately before any HDR prostate BT

treatment delivery (73, 44).
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Figure 0.3 – On the left, an anteroposterior illustration of the target and main organs at risk. On the
right, the gross tumor volume (GTV) in red, the clinical target volume (CTV) in light blue, and the
planning target volume (PTV) in purple (29).

Figure 0.4 – In EBRT(a), the PTV, which is the CTV plus an expansion, shown in purple, is contoured
for the prostate by going through some soft tissues. For both BT, LDR in (b) and HDR in (c), con-
touring the PTV as an expansion to the CTV is not needed. In (b), the LDR seeds are shown as small
cylinders deposited in the CTV, which deliver the prescribed dose (green cloud) to the CTV. In (c), an
HDR seed visits all the dwell positions represented as circles within the needles placed in the prostate,
for predefined dwell times in order to deliver the prescribed dose (blue cloud) (29).
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Problematics

Quality assurance (QA) in radiotherapy (RT) is defined as "all procedures that ensure consistency of

the medical prescription, and safe fulfillment of that prescription, as regards to the dose to the target

volume, together with minimal dose to normal tissue, minimal exposure of personnel and adequate

patient monitoring aimed at determining the end result of treatment" (74). Thus, a QA has to deal with

all aspects of the appropriate delivery of RT, such as programmatic organization, the qualifications of

the staff included in RT, the optimal performance of the equipment used in the planning and treatment

stages, procedures and policies, supervising the incidents, and providing the reports (75). Almost

every RT program in Canada is utilizing the current version of Quality Assurance Guidelines for

Canadian Radiation Treatment Programs (75).

The Canadian Partnership for Quality Radiotherapy (CPQR) along with the Quality Assurance and

Radiation Safety Advisory Committee (QARSAC) tackled a comprehensive review of the previous

CAPCA Standards produced by the Canadian Association of Provincial Cancer Agencies (76). The

result was a suite of documents, named technical quality control (QC) guidelines, which guide the

safe and consistent utilization of RT equipment and technologies in Canada.

Despite many studies performed to achieve a full quantification of the decision-making procedure for

the RT treatment plan evaluation, judgments on the degree of the quality of a plan are, yet, subjective

and can demonstrate variability among the planners with different planning experiences and prefer-

ences, even if their clinical treatment objectives are the same (77). The principal challenge in the QC

of a BT treatment, as of an EBRT, is to obtain a balance between target-coverage and OAR-sparing.

OARs sparing evaluation has been a very difficult task, notably because of the complication in clinical

objectives, the distinctive variations in patients’ anatomies, insufficient quantitative metrics to judge

whether a BT plan is optimal or not, and the subjectivity and corresponding experience of the experts

involved in the planning procedure (77, 78, 79).

An important number of problems should be discussed when judging the quality of a treatment plan.

First, there are uncertainties on the current dose-response knowledge. These uncertainties occur when

a global knowledge needs to be translated to the institutional level in order to standardize the treatment

quality. Some of the challenges in producing general dose-response recommendations for different RT

treatment sites are: the consistency for the delineation of clinical target volumes (CTVs) and OARs,

as well as for attaining the results; the great complexity in assessing the real dose delivered to the

patient; and the relationship between the delivery systems and procedures used in different clinics and

their corresponding total results (77). Consequently, there are cases in which people involved in RT

treatment planning are unable to obtain the required trade-offs between the normal tissue complication

probability (NTCP) and tumor control probability (TCP) when applying general dose-response recom-

mendations. In these cases, planners are compelled to rely on their judgments, which in turn yields

variations in treatments and results (77). The American Brachytherapy Society (ABS) dose parameter
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recommendations for target and OARs are usually followed for a given patient in a BT treatment (80).

Nevertheless, regardless of the planner’s experience, a procedure that depends on the subjective and

qualitative evaluation of OARs sparing will frequently encounter two potential pitfalls. First, in some

patients for whom further sparing of OARs is attainable, it is possible that treatment planners do not

put in extra effort to yield a dose distribution that spares those OARs beyond the standard objective.

Falling into that pitfall will result in under sparing the OARs (78). Second, there are some unfavorable

clinical cases in which the geometry of patients makes it nearly impossible for the treatment planner to

fulfill one or more clinical objectives without impermissible loss of another clinical objective. In order

to tackle these unfavorable cases, treatment planners might spend too much inefficient time and effort

trying to achieve the clinical objectives (78). The second problem is related to the uncertainty caused

by the rapid pace of adopting new technological developments in the RT field (81). Some examples of

new technologies used in RT are: the different forms of intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT)

(82, 83); computer-assisted treatment planning (10, 11); using TRUS for image-guided implants (12);

image-guided adaptive brachytherapy (14, 84). When new RT technologies and new methodologies

are introduced, the professionals who start using these technologies are the ones who develop proto-

cols, and subsequently, provide them to other users. However, not only those procedures usually lag

behind the rapidly developing technologies, but also one needs to take the learning curves of staff into

account (77).

There are many individuals performing treatment planning each with different experiences, which

are not necessarily related to the same treatment planning system (TPS) nor the same objectives.

However, professionals in the RT field can share knowledge only in the boundary of their experience

with those that have utilized almost the same TPS, dose delivery devices, and clinical objectives

(78). Nevertheless, even under those circumstances, comparing the quality of treatment plans have

continued to be challenging. This challenge is because dose optimality is dependent on the anatomy

of an individual patient. Considering the increase in the number of patients using BT treatment for

prostate cancer and the augmentation of the complexity of the treatments, the necessity for QA in

BT has become apparent. So far, the basis for QC comparison has been dependent on the clinical

experience and results on a patient, and, relatively, on the subjective experience of the physicians,

medical physicists, and dosimetrists involved in the planning process (77).

The third problem to mention is related to human errors. The lack of experience and inefficiency of

the planners to attain optimal solutions acts negatively with the previously mentioned challenge of

obtaining a trade-off between NCTP and TCP. Therefore, in the absence of quantitative benchmarks,

a conclusion of optimality cannot be promised. Hence, the clinical experts involved in the treatment

planning should be not only more attentive to their judgment errors, but also the technical errors (77).
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Goal of this Research Project

The goal of this research project was to develop an experience-based QC tool derived from the

stochastic frontier analysis concept and based on patient-specific geometric knowledge to improve

the quality of planning for TRUS-guided HDR-BT treatment. The idea was to analyze the treatment

plans of previously treated patients in order to develop models that could predict target and OARs

doses of future treatment plans as a function of patient-specific geometries.

In this study, we used one hundred clinical HDR prostate BT plans, in which TRUS is the only

imaging modality, to develop the TRUS-based stochastic frontiers. The Oncentra Prostate (OcP)

system (Elekta Brachytherapy, Veenendaal, The Netherlands) was employed as a TPS and for real-

time 3D prostate imaging. The Inverse Planning Simulated Annealing (IPSA) algorithm was used to

optimize all the treatment plans in this study (85, 86, 87). All the patients were treated with a single

fraction of 15 Gy. ABS dose parameter recommendations for the target and OARs were followed. We

developed a TRUS-based production stochastic frontier (PSF) model for the target. Additionally, we

developed a TRUS-based cost stochastic frontier (CSF) model for each of the bladder, rectum, and

urethra.

Furthermore, we used a different cohort comprising one hundred clinical cases of CT-based HDR-BT

treatment plans for prostate cancer to develop CT-based target PSF, as well as a CT-based bladder,

rectum, and urethra CSF model. Note that all the patients in this cohort were treated with a single

fraction of 15Gy. Also, the treatments of these patients were optimized using the IPSA on Oncentra

Brachy TPS (Elekta-Brachy). To develop these CT-based PSF and CSF models, we evaluated the

values of the dosimetric parameter (DPs) and the geometric parameters (GPs) based on the data of the

one hundred new CT-based plans.

To develop these experienced-based models for the target PSF and OARs CSF, we utilized a model

in economics, known as stochastic frontier analysis (SFA). SFA is a mathematical model, which was

initially introduced in economics to evaluate the technical inefficiency of producers in respect of an op-

timal frontier (88, 89). We employed SFA to optimize the output in terms of inputs, and subsequently,

to determine a frontier. In the case of BT treatment planning, we utilized the SFA to optimize the dose

as the output in terms of the geometric parameters as the inputs.

We examined the relationships between GPs and DP of interest. We took into account the DPs in-

cluding the dose V100 to the target, V75 to the bladder, V75 to the rectum, and D10 to the urethra.

Furthermore, we considered the GPs related to the geometry of patients. These patient-related GPs

comprise the volume of the target, the volume of the OARs (i.e., bladder, rectum, and urethra), and the

Hausdorff distance (HD) between the target and OARs. Moreover, we considered the GPs related to

the implanted catheters. These catheter-related GPs include the ratio of number of inserted catheters

and the maximum surface of the prostate, the ratio of area enclosing all the inserted catheters and the

maximum surface of the prostate, the average distance between all the catheters and the minimum
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distance between the active points of the catheters placed in the lowest portion of the prostate and

their closest points on the midplane and full length of the rectum.

Note that, as opposed to the planning tools developed by using Knowledge-Based Planning (KBP),

the frontiers developed by SF analysis are not penalized by bringing in the non-optimized plans.

The assumption is that the degradation of the quality of a plan with respect to an optimal frontier

results from two error components. The first error component is associated with factors that are

uncontrollable by treatment planners such as the geometry of the target, the geometry of the OARs,

and the geometry between the target and OARs. That random error component, which captures the

effects of statistical noise, can increase or decrease the productivity of a plan, and shift it above or

below its PSF. The second error component is related to controllable factors in the process of treatment

planning such as the efficiency and competency of clinicians taking part in the planning. That second

error component, which includes the influence of technical inefficiency, has a negative effect on the

dose to the OARs.

Additionally, in order to establish if each of the TRUS-based SF models is universal, we individually

verified the application of each of the target PSF, and bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models on

another category of HDR-BT treatment plans for prostate cancer. The imaging modality used in this

cohort is CT rather than TRUS. The goal was to verify that the SF models can be adopted to other

imaging modalities. We used a different cohort including one hundred CT-based clinical HDR-BT

treatment plans for prostate cancer to develop a CT-based target PSF, and a bladder, rectum, and

urethra CSF models. Finally, we compared the developed CT-based target PSF to its corresponding

TRUS-based PSF. We carried out the same comparison between each of the developed CT-based

bladder, rectum, and urethra CSFs and their corresponding TRUS-based CSFs.

As a result, using our QC tool including all the developed SF models enables planners to predict,

before the treatment planning, the possible trade-off between the target coverage and OARs sparing.

Therefore, planners avoid OARs under sparing or wasting time and effort trying to obtain impossible

dose objectives. Consequently, the quality of the HDR-BT treatment plans will be improved.

Outline of this Thesis

In this work, first, the procedure for BT treatment of the prostate was briefly discussed and the two

imaging modalities used in the implantation and reconstruction steps, namely CT and TRUS, are

compared. Then, the dosimetry, planning and dose optimization of HDR-BT treatment for prostate

are introduced. Also, since all the treatment plans in this work are optimized by using the Inverse

Planning Simulated Annealing (IPSA) algorithm, IPSA will briefly reviewed.

Subsequently, an overview of the theory of stochastic frontier analysis is discussed as a basis for

understanding the results of our experience-based QC tool developed for improving the quality of
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planning for TRUS-guided HDR-BT treatments by considering the patient-specific geometric know-

ledge. Since the PSF and CSF models used here were developed based on the geometric information

of patients treated with HDR-BT, the process of data collection and evaluation applied in this research

project were outlined. Also, the DPs and GPs taken into consideration to develop the SF models were

detailed. Then, the optimization using the MLL method implemented in the statistical computing

package R, as well as its Generalized Simulated Annealing (GenSA) algorithm were described. In

order to compare the statistical significance of adding a new GP to an SF model, the LRT and its

p-value were employed.

Afterward, a nonparametric approach, called the Spearman correlation coefficient (SCC), was used to

measure the monotonic relationships between the GPs and DPs of interest, to assess the importance

of incorporating each of the GPs into a given SF model, and, accordingly, to find the dominant GPs.

Additionally, a systematic approach, namely the brute-force search, was applied in order to consider

all the possible combinations of the chosen GPs for each of the target PSF model, as well as the

bladder, rectum, and urethra CSFs, and to optimize the associated SF models. Then, the optimal

target PSF and OARs CSF models developed based on TRUS-based HDR-BT plans were presented.

Finally, to demonstrate that each of the SF models developed for the TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment

is universal, the models were tested on the CT-based HDR prostate BT. Therefore, one hundred clinical

HDR prostate BT plans, in which CT was implemented as the imaging modality rather than TRUS,

were used to calculate a target PSF and three OARs CSF models. Subsequently, each built-in CT-based

PSF or CSF model is compared with its corresponding TRUS-based SF model.
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Chapter 1

Theoretical Overview

1.1 HDR Brachytherapy Treatment for Prostate Cancer

Generally speaking, HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer includes: placing the catheters in the tar-

get using imaging as guidance; acquiring images while the catheters are in position; reconstructing

the catheters, as well as contouring the target and OARs (i.e., bladder, rectum, and urethra) on the

TPS; optimization of the dwell time in order to obtain the required dosimetric constraints; performing

quality assurance, for example second controlling of the catheter positions and the plan; and deliv-

ering the treatment plan to the patient (50). Significant advancements of imaging in BT in the last

decades has risen from the advancements in volumetric imaging such as magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI), computed tomography (CT), and transrectal ultrasound (TRUS). In the past, there were situ-

ations in which the geometry of applicators was used to prescribe the treatment and to show the dose

distribution. Due to the recent developments in the 3D imaging, patient-specific anatomy images are

employed to optimize and represent the dose distribution (2). Note that the focus of this research

project is on the TRUS-based category of the HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer. Furthermore,

we verify if the developed TRUS-based SF models are universal and can perform well for another

category of the HDR-BT for prostate cancer. Therefore, the TRUS-based target PSF model, as well as

the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models are compared to their corresponding CT-based models.

Thus, in the following section, these two 3D imaging modalities in BT, CT, and TRUS are discussed.

1.1.1 Imaging Modalities in HDR Brachytherapy for Prostate Cancer

In HDR-BT for prostate, a radioactive source, usually 192Ir, is used to irradiate the prostate through

interstitial catheters, placed within the prostate gland. Note that there are significantly high dose

gradients of 20%/mm at 1cm from the source channel for 192Ir (90). Therefore, the precise positioning

of catheters is important. Furthermore, the correct delineation of the prostate and OARs an HDR-BT

treatment for prostate as well as the precise reconstruction of the catheter positioning (i.e., 2 mm by
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GEC-ESTRO and 1 mm by AAPM) is essential. Catheters are usually positioned within the prostate

under TRUS imaging guidance. MRI or CT imaging modalities have been, also, reported as guidance

for catheter insertion (91, 92). For the planning, MRI, TRUS, or CT can be used while the catheters

are in position. As stated before, CT has the advantage of the high visibility of the inserted catheters.

However, using CT as the imaging modality in an HDR-BT brings the risk of catheter displacement.

That is due to the need to change the patient position (e.g., lowering of legs) or to transfer the patient

to a different room to perform CT imaging (50). In 2001, intraoperative US was reported to be

used in HDR treatment planning (61). Later on, the application of CT in treatment planning became

popular due to its improvements, for example in the 3D visualization of the implanted catheters (93).

Additionally, cone-beam CT (CBCT) was reported to be used to measure the catheter displacement

between CT planning and treatment (94). CBCT was also used, along with TRUS, in the intraoperative

setting for BT treatment planning (95).

Moreover, MRI has been employed as guidance for HDR catheters insertion and treatment planning.

As compared to CT or US imaging, MRI provides better contrast for different soft tissues in visualiz-

ing male pelvic anatomy and prostate cancer. By using MRI images, a better depiction of the tumor

and OARs, hence more conformal dose distributions of target volumes can be achieved. Additionally,

the dose to OARs and the corresponding toxicity can be minimized. No radiation exposure for the

patient or staff is associated with MRI imaging. Furthermore, MRI allows determining the relative

position between MRI-compatible BT needles and the surrounding anatomy (96). However, as com-

pared to CT-based and TRUS-based planning methods, MRI can be more time consuming and much

more expensive (92).

1.1.1.1 Computed Tomography (CT)

Previous to the development of a more efficient TRUS-only workflow, CT was the imaging modality

that was being routinely employed in HDR-BT planning.

Along with the 3D visualization of the anatomy, CT allows the possibility to define the required

contours for the target and OARs. Furthermore, CT allows distinction between the bone and high-

density material (97). Moreover, CT can be used as the main imaging modality in reconstructing the

implants in interstitial BT for head and neck (98), breast (99), as well as the post-planning of seed

implants in the prostate (100).

Fig. 1.1 shows a CT-based HDR-BT for prostate, in which the intraoperative TRUS imaging is used as

guidance to insert the catheters (needles) within the prostate gland. Afterward, treatment planning is

performed, in which a radiation treatment plan is generated based on CT images. However, acquiring

CT images for planning requires repositioning the patient in the supine position rather than in the

lithotomy position. Additionally, in some institutions, the patient needs to be transferred to another

room or department to acquire CT images and then back to the BT treatment room. The repositioning
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and the corresponding swelling during patient setup for the acquisition of the CT images yield shifts

in needle positions in CT-based HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer. Mean shifts of 11 mm was

reported for needles positioning that occurred between the CT-based planning for single fraction HDR-

BT treatment plans (94). This study showed more than 20 mm of inferior shifts for over 10% of the

implanted needles. Therefore, evaluation, as well as correction, of any catheter displacement after the

optimization process and before the final delivery of the treatment plan are important (94). Fig. 1.2(A)

represents an example of the CT-based planning with a highly conformal dose delivery to the prostate.

However, Fig. 1.2(B) shows that neglecting the inferior catheter displacement can lead to a critical

inaccuracy in dose delivery, such as underdosing of the target and overdosing of the urethra (50).

Figure 1.1 – In a CT-based HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer, catheters are inserted using TRUS
imaging modality as the guidance. In order to acquire CT images for planning, the patient legs are
lowered, or, in some clinics, the patient is transferred to a different room. After the plan optimiza-
tion, and before delivering the treatment plan to the patient, corrections for any catheter displacement
caused by the changes in the position of the patient is needed. For that reason, quality assurance (QA)
in CT-based planning is significant (50).

Furthermore, delineation of the prostate volume in CT images is challenging due to the poor soft-

tissue contrast between the prostate and the tissues around it, i.e. its background. The challenge of

CT segmentation for the prostate is, also, ascribed to the uncertainty in the delineation of the prostate

base and apex using CT images. An inaccurate localization of the prostate in HDR-BT could result

in delivering a high dose of radiation to the surrounding normal tissues, such as rectum and bladder.

Additionally, the inaccuracy in prostate contouring could give rise to undertreating the tumor within
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Figure 1.2 – A comparison between two CT-based plannings for prostate HDR-BT: one with a highly
conformal dose delivery (A); the other with target underdosing and urethra overdosing due to unspe-
cified inferior catheter displacement (B). (50).

the prostate, hence to a poor treatment result. (101). The existence of lack of consistency, hence

variations, in contouring the prostate using CT-based images was reported among physicians (102).

Furthermore, it was shown that CT consistently, overestimated the prostate volume by approximately

50% as compared to TRUS (39). In another study, the prostate volume defined based on CT im-

ages was reported to be, on average, 32% bigger (range 5%-63%) than the volume defined based on

MRI (103). In recent years, investigations have been conducted to introduce new methods that can

improve CT prostate segmentation. These methods include, for example, model-based registration-

based (104), classification-based (105, 106, 107), and model-based methods (108, 109). Most of these

methods are based on the texture and appearance of the prostate on CT images. Also, in HDR-BT for

prostate, the CT images are acquired following the insertion of the catheters. Therefore, the texture

and appearance of the prostate can be smeared by, for example, the artifacts caused by metal cath-

eters on CT images. Consequently, these methods might not perform well for the prostate HDR-BT

implementation (101). Note that flexible catheters can be used in HDR-BT rather than the rigid metal

catheters (steel or titanium). Flexible catheters are disposable and more comfortable for the patient if

they must be left in position. However, rigid catheters require to be re-sterilized, have a larger dead

space at the tip, and are prone to produce more imaging artifact (50).

Finally, taking into account the existed challenges in CT-based HDR-BT for prostate, such as the

precise contouring of prostate based on CT images, TRUS and MRI are suggested as superior imaging

modalities in terms of prostate contour than CT (102, 41, 110). Studies comparing prostate volume

measured using TRUS and MRI have shown that MRI and TRUS prostate volume estimates agree

nearly with the prostate volume based on pathological analysis (42, 111). So, although MRI is a

more precise technique in ascertaining the prostate volume, TRUS is more efficient, economical,

noninvasive, and almost as precise as MRI.
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1.1.1.2 Transrectal Ultrasound (TRUS)

Ultrasound (US) is a clinical imaging modality, in which high-frequency sound waves, usually in the

range of 1 and 20 MHz, are used. Transducers, generally a piezoelectric crystal, are used to produce

the sound waves and to receive the echoes. By applying an electric current to the crystal, hence chan-

ging its thickness quickly, sound waves are produced. These generated sound waves are refracted and

reflected in the tissue, and their echoes are received by the transducer. Subsequently, the deformations

in the crystal coming from the reflected waves are changed into an electrical potential, and also detec-

ted, by the transducer. An array of US transducers send sound waves in different directions, which are

received after. In other words, the transducers are in brightness (B-) mode. A 2D image plan can be

computed based on the detected signals. Each pixel in this 2D image plane gives the amplitude of the

reflected signal from that position. A 3D reconstruction can be carried out after scanning a volume

by longitudinal movement of the US probe or utilizing a fan-like scan while rotating the probe in the

rectum. In 3D ultrasound imaging for brachytherapy of prostate, a standard TRUS probe mounted on

a motorized stepper unit with precise encoders can be used to obtain a full 3D image reconstruction

from the oversampling of overlapping 2D images. After, the obtained dataset can be represented any

arbitrary planes with no image degradation (2).

The clinical implementation of US as the imaging modality benefits from its multiple advantages such

as the low cost; easy handling; dynamic real-time "live" imaging; no ionizing radiation exposure;

high soft-tissue contrast, and high flexibility (2). The US has been successfully applied to position

applicator and dose planning for prostate (112), anal (113), and cervix (114) cancers. The catheters

positioning in BT treatment for some sites, such as breast (115), head and neck (116), and skin (117),

can be carried out under the US guidance (59).

TRUS continues to be the gold-standard imaging modality for prostate HDR-BT (118). TRUS provides

an excellent view of the prostate gland (50, 118). Furthermore, TRUS apparatus is less expensive, and

smaller, compared to CT and MRI, and it is often widely available in many clinics. TRUS equipment

has been integrated into clinical TPSs, such as Oncentra TPS (Elekta Brachytherapy, Veenendaal, The

Netherlands), for both LDR- and HDR-BT for the prostate. Owing to the TRUS imaging, a quick,

cost-effective, and precise determination of needle implantation in BT is plausible (119, 38). By using

TRUS, not only the real-time positioning of the needles (tip) is allowed in 3D, but also identification of

the target and OARs is feasible. It has been shown that using only TRUS, catheter insertion, planning,

and treatment delivery in the HDR-BT for prostate can be to be finalized in shorter than 90 minutes

(50).

In a TRUS-only workflow, the entire procedure, including catheter insertion, implant reconstruction,

and treatment planning, is performed under TRUS guidance. Fig. 1.3 shows a TRUS-based technique

in which TRUS imaging is used to intraoperatively visualize the insertion of the catheters within

the prostate gland. In addition to catheter insertion, dose optimization and treatment delivery can

be conducted under TRUS guidance without removing the probe or changing the patient position. By
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taking advantages of the TRUS-based images acquired with catheters in place, it is possible to perform

real-time planning in a shielded operating room with the patient still under general anesthesia and the

US probe in position (inside the rectum). As a result, the risk of catheter displacement caused by the

changes in patient position can be neglected, and the planned dosimetry is that delivered (50). After

acquiring TRUS images for planning, the dose optimization is performed. During the optimization

step, the dwell times are optimized such that the dosimetric constraints are met. Some centers, such

as CHU de Québec–Université Laval, use the inverse planning simulated annealing (IPSA) to perform

optimization of the treatment plans for HDR-BT for the prostate cancer (85, 120). The description of

the dose constraints are included in the inverse planning (IP), and simulated annealing (SA) acts as

the optimization engine. IPSA will be discussed in details in 1.1.4. Additionally, dose constraints are

provided by the American Brachytherapy Society (ABS) on the target and OARs (68).

Figure 1.3 – In a TRUS-only workflow for HDR-BT for prostate, the insertion of catheters, optimiz-
ation of the dwell times, and delivering the treatment are performed under TRUS guidance, with no
need for removing the US probe or changing the position of the patient (50).

In the past, the application of the TRUS for planning was complicated for treatments such as the

single fraction HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer. Exact reconstruction of the catheters is sub-

stantial for these treatments (121, 122). These complications were related to, for instance, the shad-

owing of needles’ tips, offsets in position caused by bright echoes, and offsets in longitudinal position.

Nowadays, however, these deviations are corrected using the following technique (122, 2, 123). For

example, the craniocaudal shifts, which was linked to yield shadowing of the needles, can be correc-

ted by measuring the residual needle length adjacent to the template (122). Also, to obtain a precise
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spatial identification, the position offsets resulting from the bright echoes, which were shown to be

related to the wall of needles rather than their centers, can be corrected. Consequently, TRUS-based

imaging can be applied in a single fraction HDR-BT treatment with variations of . 2% as compared

to CT-based imaging (2, 123).

1.1.2 Brachytherapy TG-43 Dosimetry

A dose calculation formalism for BT treatments, the TG-43 (52), was introduced by the AAPM.

Information on the distribution of the absorbed dose in the water surrounding a BT source is provided

by TG-43 formalism. Furthermore, in TG-43, the influences of the detailed geometry of a BT source

is taken into consideration. Also, the specific design of each BT source is accounted for in the dose-

rate constants and other dosimetric parameters applied in the TG-43 formalism (53). As shown in

Fig. 1.4, in TG-43 BT dosimetry formalism, the source dose distribution is assumed to be cylindrically

symmetric. A polar coordinate system is used with its origin at the center of radioactivity of the BT

source. Dose distributions at the point P(r,θ) are calculated near the source with radial distance r and

polar angle θ . r is the distance from the center of the radioactivity of the BT source to the calculation

point P(r,θ). θ is the angle in reference to the long axis of the source (z axis). The selected reference

point, P(r0,θ0), is placed on the source transverse plane at a distance of 1 cm from its center, that

is r0 = 1 cm and θ0 = 90◦. Also, L represents the active length of the source, and t is the source

thickness. β is the angle subtended by active source with respect to the point P(r,θ), and is given by

β = θ2−θ1 (52).

Figure 1.4 – Graphical representation of the geometry used for the TG-43 brachytherapy dose calcu-
lation formalism (52).

The 1D or 2D equations to calculate dose rate are provided, respectively, in Eqs.1.1 and 1.2 (11):
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Ḋ(r) = SK ·Λ ·
(r0

r

)2
·gP(r) ·φan(r), (1.1)

Ḋ(r,θ) = SK ·Λ ·
(

GL(r,θ)
GL(r0,θ0)

)
·gL(r) ·F(r,θ), (1.2)

where the corresponding dosimetry parameters are described in the following. For an extensive de-

scription concerning these dosimetry parameters, the reader is refereed to the original AAPM TG-43

article (52), as well as its 2004 update (TG-43U1) (53).

Air-kerma strength, SK , is a measure of BT source strength and has the units of U=cGycm2 h−1.

The air-kerma strength is ascertained for specific sources (124). Note that the value of SK should

be traceable to a primary standards dosimetry laboratory (PSDL) such as the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) (125).

Dose rate constant, Λ, is described as the dose rate to water in full scatter condition at a distance of

1 cm on the transverse axis of a, unit air kerma strength, source placed in a water phantom. Dose

rate constant has units of cGyh−1 U−1 and is given as Λ = Ḋ(r0,θ0)/SK . That is, the other dosimetry

parameters in Eq.1.2 have values equal to unity at P(r0,θ0) (52). So, by using Λ, the kerma rate in air

can be converted to dose rate in water at the reference point P(r0,θ0).

Geometry function, G(r,θ), deals with the relative dose variations caused only by the spatial distri-

bution of activity inside the BT source, disregarding photon absorption and scattering in the source

structure (52). The objective of the geometry function in the clinical BT dose calculation is to en-

hance the precision of the dose rate estimations by interpolation from data tabulated at discrete points

(53). In the case of 1D formalism, which is generally applied in TPSs for LDR low-energy photon-

emitting BT using sources such as 125I, the geometry function adopts the simple form of a point-source

(i.e., inverse-square approximation). Nevertheless, in the case of 2D formalism, which is generally

employed in HDR-BT with high-energy photon-emitting sources such as 192Ir, the distribution of ra-

diation emissions is approximated as a line-segment with length L. The geometry function for the

point- and line-source approximations are provided in the Eq.1.3 and 1.4, respectively (53):

GP(r,θ) = r−2 point-source approximation, (1.3)

GL(r,θ) =

{
β/Lr sinθ if θ 6= 0◦ line-source approximation

(r2−L2/4)−1 if θ = 0◦
(1.4)

Radial dose function, g(r), deals with dose fall-off on the transverse plane because of the effects of

absorption and scatter in the medium along the transverse axis of the BT source. That is, omitting the

dose fall-off included by the geometry function (53). The radial dose function in the case of a point
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source is given by gP(r) = Ḋ(r)/Ḋ(r0) · (r/r0)
2. However, in the case of a line-source, the radial dose

function is provided by gL(r) = Ḋ(r,θ0)/Ḋ(r0,θ0) ·GL(r0,θ0)/GL(r,θ0) (11).

Anisotropy function, φan(r) in Eq.1.1 or F(r,θ) in Eq.1.2, is used to calculate the dose rate in the

transverse plane where dose anisotropy due to the BT sources becomes relevant. In other words,

the anisotropy function accounts for the anisotropy of dose distribution around the BT source. This

includes the effects of absorption and scatter just in the medium (52).

Then, as given in Eq.1.5, the total dose of each point i in the volume of interest can be obtained by

summing the dose contributions related to all the positions j of the source (dwell positions) in all the

inserted catheters. For these dwell positions, the stopping time of the source (dwell time) in positions

j, t j, are taken into account. Also, the radioactive decay during irradiation is not considered in Eq.1.5.

That is because the treatment time is considered much smaller than the half-life of a BT source in an

HDR-BT treatment.

Di = ∑
j

Ḋ(ri j,θi j) t j (1.5)

Based on the introduction of the AAPM TG-43 protocol, notable developments in safety, as well as

the dosimetric accuracy, of BT treatments have been reported. As a result of using that formalism,

developments in the standardization of both dose-calculation techniques and dose-rate distributions in

the clinical application of BT have been obtained. For instance, in some BT sources, differences of

about 17% were reported between the dose-rate distributions used in the past and those suggested by

TG-43 (53). The AAPM TG-43 (52), the 2004 update (TG-43U1) (53), the 2007 supplement (TG-

43U1S1) (54), and the 2017 Supplement 2 (TG-43U1S2) (55) have been employed as the basis for

BT dose calculation approach in several TPSs.

The TG-43 dosimetry formalism depends on the superposition of single-source dose distributions,

which are determined in a liquid water phantom with a fixed volume for radiation scattering (11). As-

suming that water is the only medium surrounding the source, the BT source applicators and patient’s

tissues are not taken into consideration in the AAPM TG-43 formalism. Despite that simplification,

the TG-43 approach is still in practice in clinical HDR-BT. That is, firstly, because that photon atten-

uation and scatter build-up in the patient-specific geometry is usually a second-order effect in respect

to the decrease in dose by the inverse-square law (i.e., inversely proportional to the square of the dis-

tance from the BT source). Secondly, current methods have been successfully employed long enough

to yield much empirical knowledge (2, 16, 19, 20). In recent years, there has been growing interest in

methods, such as model-based dose calculation algorithms to be used in clinical BT, that can account

for non-water heterogeneities based on patient-specific information provided by 3D images. AAPM

report of the Task Group 186 (TG-186) provides a detailed introduction, as well as a review, for these

algorithms for BT dose calculations (126). For prostate HDR, TG43 fall within 2% of TG186 thus

being a representative case where TG43 approximation is good (127).
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1.1.3 Planing and Dose Optimization of an HDR Brachytherapy for Prostate Cancer

The Oncentra Prostate (OcP) TPS (Elekta Brachytherapy, Veneedal, The Netherlands) (128) is used

in TRUS-based HDR-BT treatments for the prostate at CHU de Québec–Université Laval. OcP is a

real-time intraoperative 3D US, fully integrated for prostate BT (doing both LDR and HDR). In order

to acquire the TRUS images, a standard tracked probe stepper unit and a compatible segmentation

software are included in the OcP TPS. An image volume reconstructed from sagittal images is used to

segment the prostate and adjacent organs. TRUS guidance is used to accurately show the positioning

of the implanted catheters within the prostate and to visualize the adjacent OARs. Additionally, using

TRUS provides the specification of an optimal plan during the implantation step. Therefore, TRUS

allows to carry out the first treatment while the patient is still in the operating room. Consequently, the

number of steps in an HDR-BT treatment and the corresponding complexity is reduced. Furthermore,

the optimal dose conformity and dose homogeneity are attained. Fig. 1.5(b) shows the 3D real-time

reconstruction of the target, OARs, catheters, and source dwell positions obtained by OcP TPS. Also,

the isodose distributions for the anatomy-based dose optimization by inverse planning simulated an-

nealing (IPSA) are illustrated respectively in Fig. 1.5(a), (c), and (d) in coronal, axial, and sagittal

views, respectively.

The objective of dose optimization in BT, in general, is to produce treatment plans such that a suffi-

ciently high dose of radiation can be delivered to the target while sparing the normal tissues and the

neighboring OARs. The optimization problem, which can be addressed using optimization algorithms

(86, 85, 129), comprises obtaining the best possible values for the variables associated with the mode

of BT under study. Variables are defined as the quantities that can be changed using an optimiza-

tion algorithm. Parameters are described as the settings of the algorithm. Then, the quantities that

are required to be optimized are known as objectives. Moreover, the quantities that represent which

combination of variable settings are not permitted is described by constraints (2).

Generally, two methods are known for dose optimization in BT: forward (direct); and inverse (indirect)

methods. Forward optimization methods are the conventional planning method in which a trial and

error approach is applied. First, the parameters judged to be optimal are determined, and subsequently,

the dosimetric result is calculated and represented. In other words, planners directly control the vari-

ables of the treatment plan in order to adjust the dose distribution. Forwards methods are usually

used when the target volumes are defined based on the implanted volumes. As an example, when the

regions of interest are not determined, and catheter reconstruction for a volume implant must be done

based on the radiographs (2). Inverse methods, however, are the planning method in which the dose

objectives for the target volume and OARs, along with factors of importance (i.e., weights) for each

of them, are determined. Then, an optimization program is used to determine the treatment paramet-

ers. By using the optimization algorithms, the variables of a treatment plan are automatically changed

to modify the dose distribution with respect to an "a priori" specified dose distribution. The inverse

methods are usually applied when the contours associated with the target and OARs of an implant can
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Figure 1.5 – Real-time TRUS-based treatment planning. In (b), the 3D reconstruction of the pro-
state volume (in red), bladder (in brown), rectum (in green), urethra (in yellow), catheters inserted
within the prostate (in yellow lines), and the source dwell positions (in red circles) represented by
the OcP TPS. In (a), the coronal, in (c), the axial, and in (d), the sagittal view of the acquired TRUS
images are given, along with the corresponding isodose distributions provided by the IPSA dose op-
timization. The colors representing isodose distributions are green=75%, dark blue=95%, red=100%
, yellow=125%, purple=150% , and white=200% .

be acquired using 3D imaging modalities including MRI, CT, and US (2). In the TPS OcP (Elekta,

Veneedal, The Netherlands), the inverse planning by simulated annealing (IPSA) and hybrid inverse

planning optimization (HIPO) are used software packages built based on inverse optimization meth-

ods (86, 87). The optimization algorithms that are based on IPSA (85, 120) and HIPO (130) optimize

a total objective function, which is the sum of multiple objective functions. Then, the violation of the

upper and lower dose limits in the target and OARs is linearly penalized by each of these objective

functions (131). Since IPSA and HIPO methods are appropriate to present "class solutions", they are

envisioned as "a priori" methods. Class solutions are the solutions that are obtained by employing

standard values for dose limits. Note that, since each patient is different, and hence the standard val-

ues are rarely precisely correct, patient-specific modifications are needed. That applies mainly in BT

treatment planning due to the discrepancy between the conclusive acceptance ROI brought into play

by the physicians and the optimization objectives developed and used by the optimization algorithms

(2). Additionally, the TPS takes advantage of a postimplant optimization algorithm utilizing an in-

verse dose-volume histogram-based optimization, DVHO, algorithm. By using DVHO method, the
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planner, first, directly define the dose objectives on dose-volume histograms (DVHs) (132). Then,

DVHO iteratively minimizes the volume receiving a dose lower than fL and higher than fH associated

with the target (CTV), the volume receiving a dose higher than fH for the OARs while taking into

account to produce DVHs close to clinical objectives.

In a study, a comparison was performed between the three dose and catheter optimization algorithms

for prostate HDR-BT (i.e., IPSA, DVHO, and HIPO). All of these dose optimization engines have

demonstrated the capability to provide clinical solutions resulting in nearly similar dosimetric out-

comes (132). Nevertheless, IPSA and HIPO were reported to be quicker, less sensitive to catheter

placement, and result in a better dose (D10) to the urethra as compared to the DVHO. By using IPSA,

an optimized plan can be generated under a minute. Additionally, IPSA allows producing plans with

great target coverage, low radiation dose to OARs and high dose homogeneity (133, 134). The out-

comes of the extensive use of IPSA in clinics were proved its effectiveness (85, 132, 135). A great

interest has been given to the development and the application of IPSA, especially in the BT treatment

for prostate (86). Note that the clinical HDR-BT treatment plans for prostate used in this research

study were all made using IPSA algorithm. Here, IPSA will be discussed.

1.1.4 Inverse Planning Simulated Annealing (IPSA)

IPSA is considered as an anatomy-based algorithm, which optimizes the dwell times using simulated

annealing algorithm (136). IPSA was developed for BT application by Lessard and Pouliot (85). IPSA

consists of inverse planning (IP), which is an anatomy-based optimization, and simulated annealing

(SA), which is a stochastic optimization tool. IP defines the problem in the space of the clinical

objectives, including the contour volumes and the dose objectives. The contour volumes consist of

targets, OARs, and other potentially necessary volumes. The dose objectives include determining the

dose minimum, dose maximum, weights, surface, and volume. By using the SA algorithm, the dwell

positions and dwell times are optimized, hence the optimal solution. Consequently, the best treatment

plan with respect to the predetermined objectives is obtained.

In order to designate the clinical objectives, in general, one needs to integrate the definitions of the

regions of interest (ROIs) with the corresponding dose objectives. The ROIs usually designates the

target and the OARs. However, to manage the dose in specific areas in some clinical plans, other

ROIs, such as the boost, applicators, and margins, must be designated. After contouring the ROIs,

many dose points are automatically generated for each ROI. The dose at each of these points is used

to assess a relative penalty in relation to the predetermined dose objectives. Fig. 1.6 represents an

example for the dose constraints, in which the dose objectives are exhibited by a dose-penalty graphs.

In Fig. 1.6(a), the acceptable range for the dose to target is determined by the inferior limit, the

minimum dose (DMin), and the superior limit, the maximum dose (DMax). The DMin limit assures that

the minimum dose is covered, and the DMax limit restricts overdose areas. As illustrated in Fig. 1.6(b),

the DMin limit is not usually needed for an OAR, but the DMax limit must be established. Simply said,
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the optimization process is based on the determination of the DMin and DMax for each of the target and

OARs as well as their corresponding weights.

When the dose decreases below the DMin limit, or increases above the DMax limit, the penalty aug-

ments at the rates of MMin and MMax, respectively. By modifying MMin and MMax limits, relative

importance (i.e., weight) between structures can be set. After setting the dose constraints, the dwell

time combination having the smallest penalty value is found by IPSA using the SA algorithm. After

the target volumes are delineated and the cost function associated with the dose constraints are estab-

lished, the IP is run to specify the active dwell positions and to evaluate the dwell times to satisfy the

dose constraints (137). The penalty associated with each ROI is a sum of the penalties related to the

Figure 1.6 – Dose-penalty graphics representing the dose objectives for the target (a) and OARs (b)
(138). For the target (a), the lower and upper ranges of acceptable doses are shown by DMin and DMax,
respectively. MMin and MMax denote the slope of penalty function for contravening, respectively, the
minimum and the maximum dose constraints. For the OARs (b), DMin is rarely needed, and only DMax

is set.

dose points at the surface and the points within the volume:

PROI = ∑surface+∑volume. (1.6)

The cost function, CF, is the sum of all the penalties related to each dose point for all the ROIs and is

given by

CF = PProstate +PBladder +PRectum +PUrethra +PBoost , (1.7)

where Px is the penalty for the structure x. Finally, the optimal solution is obtained by finding the

minimum value of the cost function. The advantages of IPSA optimization are, but not limited to: tak-

ing into account the patient’s anatomy, obtaining an optimal dose at the target volume, protecting the

OARs, the possibility of controlling the overdosed regions (boost or Dominant Intraprostatic Lesion)

based on a biopsy or imaging, having real-time dosimetry in the operating room, and the availability

for a fast process (138).
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1.1.5 Evaluation of a Brachytherapy Treatment Plan for Prostate Cancer

Definition of the quality of a treatment plan between various physicians and organizations is different

(2). If the tumor control probability (TCP) and the normal tissue control probability (NTCP) could

have been predicted, the quality of a plan could have objectively been evaluated. Moreover, these

objectively evaluated plan quality would have been sufficiently accurate and reliable (15). However,

these TCP and NTCP predictions are based on radiobiological modeling. Also, the advancement in

the field of radiobiological modeling does not allow yet such precise and reliable predictions (139).

Therefore, the TCP and NTCP cannot be used clinically for performing dose optimization using TPSs.

Here, criteria that are used for treatment plan evaluation such as isodoses, Dose-Volume Histograms,

and dosimetric indices are discussed.

Isodose curves, lines that join points of equal dose, can be used for qualitative evaluation of a plan.

These isodose curves can be applied to evaluate treatment plans along with an individual plane or over

a number of planes in the patient. The plan can be evaluated by visually examining the isodoses slice

per slice. Also, isodoses can be mapped in 3D. Then, the resulting isosurface can be put on a 3D

display to represent surface renderings of the target and/or OARs. However, using such displays can

neither indicate the distance between the isosurface and the anatomical volume nor obtain quantitative

volume information (140).

Quantitative analysis of a treatment plan in BT can be performed based on quality indices such as the

Coverage Index (CI), the External Volume Index (EI), the Relative Dose Homogeneity Index (DHI),

and the Dose Non-uniformity Ratio (DNR). CI is defined as "the fraction of the target volume that

receives a dose equal to or greater than the reference dose (Dref)", CI = TVDref/TV (141). Another

index, EI, is defined as "the ratio of the volume of normal tissue that receives a dose equal or greater

than the reference dose to the target volume", EI=NTVDref/TV (141). The next index, DHI, is dis-

cussed as "the ratio of the target volume that receives a dose in the range of 1.0 to 1.5 times of the

reference dose to the volume of the target that receives a dose equal or larger than the reference dose"

(141), DHI = [TVDref−TV1.5 Dref]/TVDref. Subsequently, DNR is defined as the ratio of the target

volume which receives a dose equal to or greater than 1.5 times of the reference dose to the volume of

the target which receives a dose equal to or greater than the reference dose, DNR = TV1.5Dref/TVDref

(141, 142).

Dose-Volume Histogram (DVH) is a powerful tool for the quantitative evaluation of a treatment plan.

DVH is a histogram by which radiation dose is related to the tissue volume. DVH summarizes the

information included in the 3D dose distribution and represents the dose received by the volumes,

and not by the points (140). Two types of DVH are usually applied. These are the direct DVHs,

and the cumulative, also called integral, DVHs. The direct DVHs, also called the differential DVHs,

are produced by, first, summing the number of voxels with an average dose within a certain range.

Subsequently, the corresponding volume, or more commonly the percentage of the total volume, of

an organ is represented with respect to the dose. Based only on the differential DVHs, however, it
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is not possible to give a direct answer to questions regarding the quantity of the target coverage by

the 95% isodose line. To answer such questions, one needs to evaluate the area under the curve for

all the dose levels higher than 95% of the prescription dose. Therefore, cumulative DVHs are more

commonly used. The volumes of the target or OARs receiving at least the given dose are calculated in

order to plot the cumulative DVHs. Then, this volume in absolute, or more commonly in percentage,

is plotted as a function of the dose. Consequently, DVHs allow a quick analysis of the target covering

and degree of the sparing of the OARs. Additionally, the quality indices discussed before can be

extracted utilizing the DVHs. The volume receiving at least an x percentage of the prescription dose,

Vx, and the dose received by an x percentage of the volume, Dx can be obtained. Using DVHs for

plan evaluation has advantages such as allowing for the evaluation of volume coverage and overdoses,

better judgment on the quality of a plan, the possibility of comparing different plans, as well as being

independent of the person responsible for plan evaluation. However, the main disadvantage of DVHs

is that the whole anatomical dose distribution is condensed into numbers and percentages data when

calculating DVHs.

The dosimetry indices are used, dependent on the treated site, for the BT plan evaluation. In the case

of HDR-BT treatment for prostate, the prescription dose must cover more than 95% of the contoured

target volume, and at most 1cc of the rectum and bladder should receive 75% of the dose. These

dosimetry indices, mostly empirical, come from working groups and research protocols in the form

of, for example, AAPM Task Groups. Treatment plan validation in BT is performed using the re-

commendations provided by the American Brachytherapy Society (ABS) on the target covering and

optimization of the dose received by OARs (68). According to the ABS recommendations, V100 >

90%, which indicates the objective of delivering the prescription dose to at least 90% of the CTV. In

the case of the OARs, the ABS recommends V75B < 1 cm3 and V75R < 1 cm3 for the bladder and

rectum, respectively. That means that the volume of the bladder and rectum receiving 75% of the

prescription dose should be kept lower than 1cm3. Also, in the case of the urethra, the volume of the

organ receiving 125% of the prescription dose should be kept lower than 1cm3, that is V125U < 1 cm3

(68). It should be noted that at CHU de Québec–Université Laval, V125 in urethra should be zero.

Therefore, ABS recommends a minimal coverage of 90% of CTV while respecting the minimization

of the dose on the OARs. Furthermore, Radiation Therapy Oncology Group, RTOG 0924, provides

recommendations for dosimetric indices (143).

1.2 Stochastic Frontier Analysis

1.2.1 Frontiers

Multi-objective optimization problems are the ones in which the optimization of more than one ob-

jective function is required (144, 145). In these problems, one needs to take optimal decisions while

taking into account the trade-offs between two or more conflicting objectives. These problem requir-
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ing multi-objective optimization appear, for example, in the business world. Any company desiring

to produce a product, henceforth called a producer, is not typically very successful in dealing with

these optimization problems. That is because producers are not all technically efficient. Technically

inefficient producers are those who fail to employ the minimum needed inputs to produce the chosen

output using the available technology. Additionally, even if these producers are technically efficient,

they are not all cost-efficient. In other words, they do not assign their inputs in a cost-effective way,

given the input prices in hand. Thus, they fail to obtain the minimized expenses needed to produce the

desired output to be produced.

In order to avoid these failures in optimization problems, it is necessary to move away from employing

traditional functions in the production and cost analyses and to go towards frontiers. A production

frontier specifies the minimum input bundles needed to produce the maximum output, or the maximum

output producible with a variety of input bundles while considering a fixed technology. Technically

efficient producers are defined as these performing on their production frontier, whereas technically

inefficient producers are under that production frontier. Furthermore, a cost frontier identifies the

minimum expense essential to produce a given bundle of outputs, while taking into account the prices

of the utilized inputs and the technology at hand. Cost efficient producers are those functioning on

their cost frontier, and cost inefficient producers are functioning above that cost frontier (146).

When functions to analyze the behavior of a producer are reformulated to frontiers, then the symmet-

rically distributed error terms with zero expectations are not relevant anymore. Due to an unexpectedly

favorable operating environment, there is a chance that a producer will find himself above the determ-

inistic kernel of an estimated production frontier or below an estimated cost frontier. However, it

is significantly more likely that a producer appears under an estimated production frontier or above

a cost frontier. That is because, first of all, if the environmental effects are assumed to be random,

then the occurrence of an unfavorable operating environment is as likely as a favorable one. Second

of all, a producer might fail to optimize any of the production or cost optimization problems. As a

result, error terms related to frontiers are not only comprised of a traditional symmetric random-noise

component but also of a new one-sided inefficiency component. Therefore, the error terms corres-

ponding to frontiers are known as "composed error" (i.e., two-component error) terms, which are not

symmetric and do not have zero expectations. In the case of a production frontier, the error terms

are negatively skewed and have negative expectations, whereas, for cost frontiers, the error terms are

positively skewed and have positive expectations.

Owing to random variations in the operating environment, the production frontier and cost frontier

in the previously mentioned reformulation are stochastic. Also, as a result of various types of in-

efficiency, deviations from these stochastic frontiers are one-sided. In this field of work, referred

to as stochastic frontier analysis, the one-sided error components are introduced to catch the effects

of inefficiencies, and to account for the econometric contribution in the production and cost frontier

estimations.
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1.2.2 Stochastic Frontier Analysis

The stochastic frontier (SF) analysis was initially proposed in economic science by two similar papers

in 1977 first by Meeusen and Van den Broeck (88), and a month later by Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt

(89). These two papers, and shortly after a third paper by Battese and Corra (1977) shared the "com-

posed error" structure, and provided a production frontier model. Their models account for random

shocks on the output that is not controllable by producers, as well as the technical inefficiency. The

SF model can be expressed as

yi = f (xi;β )+ εi, i = 1, ...,N (1.8)

where xi is a vector of inputs, and yi is a vector of output, for a firm i. Note that in the optimization of

the plans in this work, the inputs are the geometric parameters (GPs) of the patients and the output are

their dosimetric parameters (DPs) of interest. Additionally, the production frontier is defined for the

DP V100 of the prostate. Furthermore, the cost functions are determined for the DPs such as V75 of

the bladder, V75 of the rectum, and D10 of the urethra. Also, β in Eq.1.8 is a vector of technological

parameters to be ascertained. In this study, β defines the weights on the GPs of the patients. The

"composed error" term, εi, for the production frontier model is given by

εi = vi−ui, i = 1, ...,N (1.9)

where i represents the firm, or in our study, the plan. The first error component, vi, accounts for the

impacts of statistical noise, or symmetric disturbance. It corresponds to uncontrollable factors in a

company that can affect its productivity. For example, the price of raw materials, the temperature, or

chance. In the context of our research, that random term includes all random variables that can affect

the sparing of the OAR, positively or negatively. Since that error component can increase or decrease

productivity, it can shift the company above or below its production frontier, respectively. Therefore,

as shown in Fig. 1.7(a), the error term associated with the random errors follows a symmetric standard,

normal (i.e., two-sided), distribution (147). Furthermore, vi describes a degradation with a stochastic

origin.

The second error term given in Eq.1.9, ui, deals with the effects of technical inefficiency. ui corres-

ponds to the controllable factors in a company, for instance, the expertise of the employees, that can

influence its productivity. Within the framework of our research, ui can be associated with the effi-

ciency of the treatment planner, as well as the competency of the medical physicists and the oncologist.

That error component only reduces the productivity of a company. Thus, it follows an asymmetric half

normal (i.e., one-sided) distribution (147). In our work, the inefficiency term affects the dose to the

OARs negatively. On another note, ui is the degradation with a deterministic origin.

Note that the normal (N)-half normal (N+) model is utilized to describe the degradation, in which the

corresponding distributional assumptions are v∼ N(0,σ2
v ) and u∼ N+(0,σ2

u ). v and u are distributed

independently of each other and of the regressors (146) .
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As ui ≥ 0, the error term εi in Eq.1.9 is asymmetric. Beside that, ui is supposed to be distributed

independently of vi. As demonstrated in Fig. 1.7(b), a case with ui following a positively truncated

normal distribution (u ∼ N+(0,σ2
u )) is studied. If ui=0, Eq.1.9 converts to εi = vi. The error term

is symmetric, and the data shows no sign of technical inefficiency. However, if ui > 0, Eq.1.9 is

negatively skewed, and the data contains technical inefficiency. In Fig. 1.7(c), the superposition of

Figure 1.7 – Graphical representation of the superposition of the two components of the composed
error term. A random error component in (a) combined with the error component related to tech-
nical inefficiency in (b) created a composed error term in (c). The red dashed lines represent the
corresponding frontiers.

the two, previously stated, distributions: the normal distribution and the positively truncated normal

distribution is exhibited. That superposition is given by

g(εi) =
2
σ
· f ∗
(
−εi

σ
;0;1

)
·
[

1−F∗
(
−εiλ

σ
;0;1

)]
, (1.10)

where f ∗(·) is the standard normal density function, and F∗(·) is the cumulative distribution function

of the standard normal density function. In addition, σ2 = σ2
u + σ2

v , where σ is the width of the

distribution. Furthermore, λ = σu/σv represents the asymmetry of the distribution. Having that in

mind, λ can be seen as a measure of the relative variability of the two sources of error that can tell apart

a company from the others. If λ 2→ 0, then σ2
v → ∞ and/or σ2

u → 0. In that case, the dominant error

component in evaluating ε would be the symmetric degradation, whereby Eq.1.10 takes on the form

of the density of a N(0,σ2) random variable. Therefore, the frontier is a simple regression. However,

in case that λ 2→∞, σ2
v → 0, the one-sided error component would be the dominant source of random

variation. in that scenario, the degradation is of deterministic origin, the frontier has a deterministic

characteristic. Then, Eq. 1.10 takes on the form of a negatively truncated normal distribution, hence

an absolute frontier (89).

It is to be noted that the density g(εi) in Eq.1.10 is asymmetric around zero. The corresponding

expectation and variance of that density is provided, respectively, by

E(ε) = E(u) =−
√

2√
π

σu,

V (ε) =V (u)+V (v) =
(

π−2
π

)
σ

2
u +σ

2
v .

(1.11)
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Figure 1.8 – Illustration of a production stochastic frontier (solid line) developed for a number of
clinical HDR-BT treatment plans (empty diamonds) for prostate cancer. The output, the dosimetric
parameter (DP) of interest, is shown as a function of the inputs. The inputs are the linear combination
of all the geometric parameters (LCGP). ε (dashed line) provides the difference between each plan
and the frontier.

Additionally, in order to obtain the equations for cost frontier, one can simply substitute ε by −ε in

Eq.1.10, and Eq.1.11. Also, the error term associated with a cost frontier is obtained by changing the

sign in Eq.1.9 such that εi = vi +ui.

In economics, the most commonly used analytical form of the function f (·) in Eq.1.8 is perhaps the

Cobb-Douglas function (148). Not only the Cobb-Douglas form has been employed several times in

different areas in economics, but it has also found its place in other fields such as frontier production

functions (149). To discuss the Cobb-Douglas function, suppose a situation in which we are dealing

with a single good with only two inputs: the total number of person-hours worked in a period of time,

L, and the real value of all equipment, K. In that simple case, the Cobb and Douglas function is given

by Y = ALγKβ , where Y is the total production, A is the total input productivity. Also, γ and β are the

output elasticities of K and L, denoting the measures of the output responsiveness to a change in the

either K or L levels used in production. In situations where the corresponding models comprise more

than two goods, the Cobb-Douglas function needs to be generalized, which is given by

f (x) = A
n

∏
i=1

xαi
i . (1.12)
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In Eq.1.12, A is the efficiency parameters (A > 0), n is the total number of goods, x1, · · · ,xn are the

quantities of goods consumed, produced, etc, and αi is an elasticity parameter for good i (αi ∈ ℜ)

(148).

Additionally, the Cobb-Douglas function can be simplified to a linear relationship. That is x1, · · · ,xn

in Eq.1.12 can be substituted by the linear combination of all the geometric parameters (LCGP) of

interest. Therefore, Eq.1.12 can be simplified to

f (xi,β ) = a0 +a1 ln
n

∑
i=1

βixi, (1.13)

where f(·) is the output, xi are the inputs. βi is the weight over the geometric parameter i. Also, a0

and a1 are the model coefficients (146). For the sake of an easier visualization of the results in a

2D graphic, Eq.1.13 was transformed to its simplified form in Eq.1.12. Furthermore, the maximum

likelihood technique coupled with simulated annealing can be exploited in the optimization procedure

to obtain the parameters associated with the frontier under study.

SFA has been used before in our research group for radiation therapy treatment planning. The results

of these efforts on the application of SFA in RT planning have been published recently in two peer-

reviewed manuscripts (150, 151). In the first publication by Angelika Kroshko et al. (150), SFA was

utilized to build a predictive model of dosimetric features from GPs associated with patient anatomical

information. In that study, a group of patients who were treated in the past for prostate cancer using

the volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) was investigated retrospectively. Seven GPs were

taken into account to study the relationship between the OARs (i.e., the bladder and the rectum)

and the planning volume (PTV). Also, 37 DPs were examined for the bladder and the rectum. SFA

was used to assess the minimum achievable dose to the bladder and the rectum based on the GPs.

The maximum likelihood estimation technique was exploited to determine the optimum stochastic

frontiers minimizing the dose to the bladder and the rectum. In the second publication by Paul Edimo

et al. (151), SFA method was used to develop patient-specific unbiased quality control models for dose

prediction for CT-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. To build those models, CT-based HDR-

BT plans for prostate cancer were used, in which the patients were treated using a single fraction of 15

Gy preceded by EBRT. Moreover, IPSA algorithm in the Oncentra TPS (Elekta—Brachy, Veenendaal,

The Netherlands) was employed to perform the optimization process of DPs of BT boost treatment

of those patients. Relationships between eight GPs and four DPs, V100 (CTV), V75 (bladder and

rectum), and D10 (urethra), were studied. The maximum likelihood technique was utilized to estimate

the model parameters using a Generalized Simulated Annealing (GenSA) algorithm implemented in

R statistic package. Here, in this research study, we also use the maximum likelihood implemented

in the statistical computing package R (152), as well as its GenSA algorithm (153) in optimization of

prostate HDR-BT plans, which will be discussed here.
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1.2.3 Maximum Likelihood for Optimization

To describe the likelihood function, suppose a random variable, X , with its probability density being

dependent on some unknown parameter θ . The objective is to come up with a point estimator u(X)

such that u(x1,x2, · · · ,xn) is a good point estimate of θ . x1,x2, · · ·xn are the observed values of the

random variable. A good estimate of θ is the value of θ that maximizes the likelihood of obtaining

the observed data. That is the maximum likelihood method. In practice, if the probability density

function of each Xi in the random sample is given by f (xi;θ), then the joint probability density of X

is provided by

P(X) = f (x1;θ) · f (x2;θ) · · · f (xn;θ), (1.14)

where the equality is due to having a random sample and hence the independency of the Xis. Con-

sequently, the likelihood function, L(θ ;ε), is given by

L(θ ;ε) =
n

∏
i=1

f (xi;θ), ε = [x1,x2, · · · ,xn] (1.15)

Given that L is maximal at the point where the observations xi are more probable, the values of the

parameters maximizing that function need to be found. To be brief, one must first choose a model

with one or more unknown parameters for a set of data. Then, the maximum likelihood measurements

aim to maximize the likelihood function, hence to maximize the agreement between the model and

the data. In practice, the logarithm of the L function is used to obtain the value of the parameters

maximizing that function. That is due to the complexity in differentiating the products of n parts in

Eq. 1.15. Therefore, the log-likelihood, L , is given by

L = ln(L(θ ;ε)) =
n

∑
i=1

ln f (xi;θ). (1.16)

By substituting f (xi;θ) in Eq.1.16 with its equivalent given in Eq.1.10, the L function, applicable in

the stochastic frontier model, is obtained as

L =
n

∑
i=1

ln
(

2
σ
· f ∗
(
−εi

σ
;0;1

)
·
[

1−F∗
(
−εiλ

σ
;0;1

)])
. (1.17)

As will be discussed in 2.4, the optimization of the SF models are performed using the maximum

likelihood, or equivalently log-likelihood (MLL) implemented in R as well as its GenSA algorithm.

Additionally, in order to obtain physically meaningful results for the optimization of the parameters

associated with the stochastic frontier model under study, physical constraints such as σu ≥ 0 and

σv ≥ 0 need to be imposed. Also, since different linear combinations of the geometric parameters are

possible, a tool to ascertain the appropriate model generating the optimal stochastic frontier with the

minimum number of parameter is required. That is done by means of the likelihood (or equivalently

log-likelihood) ratio test (LRT) (154). LRT reveals how many times more likely the data is controlled

by one model rather than the other model. The two competing statistical models are usually referred
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to as the null model (i.e., the simple model) and the alternative model (i.e., the general model). The

null model is the one having fewer parameters (n− i parameters) as compared to the alternative model

(n parameters). Then,

D = 2 [ln(Lalt(θ))− ln(Lnull(θ))] ,

=−2ln
(

Lnull(θ)

Lalt(θ)

)
, (1.18)

where Lnull(θ) is the maximum log-likelihood (MLL) of the null model, Lalt(θ) is the MLL of the

alternative model, and Lnull(θ)/Lalt(θ) is the ratio of the two MLLs. Wilks (1938) (155) demonstrated

that as size of the sample approaches infinity (n→ ∞), the D for a nested model (i.e., the model that

is the subset of another model) will takes, asymptotically, the form of a chi-squared distribution with

d f degrees of freedom, assuming that the null model is true. Degrees of freedom, here, is defined as

the difference between the number of the free parameters of the alternative model and the null model,

d falt −d fnull . The MLL ratio can be computed for the data associated with a large range of models.

The ratio in Eq.1.18 is compared with the chi-squared value of the determined statistical significance

in order to obtain an approximate statistical test. Statistical significance is used to find out whether

the null model should be selected or rejected. Significance level (α) is the probability of rejecting the

null model, given that the null model is true. Additionally, p-value (p) is defined as the probability of

getting a result at least as extreme as that observed, given that the null model is true. If the p-value

associated with a result is less than the pre-determined significance level, p < α , then that observed

result is statistically significant, and the null model should be rejected. Drawing data from a sample,

there is always the chance of obtaining a result only due to a sampling error. On the other hand, when

the p-value of a result is equal to or larger than the chosen significance level, the result denotes the

characteristics of the entire sample; thus, the null model should be kept. In literature, the significance

level is usually set to α = 0.05 (or smaller). Alternatively stated, when drawing data from a sample,

the rejection region consists of 5% (or smaller) of the sampling distribution (154).

In this work, a large number of models comprising a variety of possible combinations of GPs are

studied. Different models are compared: the null model having less GPs and the alternative model

with more GPs. Every two competing models are independently fitted to the corresponding data, and

their associated MLL values are evaluated. Then, to establish whether or not the fit obtained based on

the alternate model is significantly better than the one for the null model, the probability or p-value

associated with the difference given in Eq.1.18 is calculated. Because the null model is a specific case

of an alternative model, the probability distribution of the MLL ratio statistic can be assessed, ap-

proximately, as the chi-squared distribution with d f degrees of freedom. d f is the difference between

the number of GPs in the alternative and null models. Having set the significance level α = 0.05, in

case of p-value< 0.05, the null model should be rejected. Conversely, if p-value> 0.05, the alternat-

ive model is rejected. Consequently, it is determined which model, the null or alternative, should be

opted for the data under study. Following the same procedure, a PSF model for the target and a CSF

model for each of the bladder, rectum, and urethra is developed. It is to be noted that an enormous
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number of SF models for each of the production functions or cost functions are possible each with a

different number and/or kind of the GPs. However, to ensure to not include GPs with an insignificant

effect on the DP of interest, and in turn, to save effort and time by avoiding excess computations, the

dominant GPs need to be found for each of the target PSF, and the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF

models. On that account, a nonparametric approach, namely the Spearman correlation coefficient, can

be exploited to measure the monotonic relationships between the GPs and each DP of interest. In the

following section, the Spearman correlation coefficient will be concisely studied.

1.3 Spearman Correlation Coefficient Method

To measure the strength and the direction of a relationship between two variables, in our case a GP

and the DP of interest, a bivariate analysis called correlation is used. Methods such as Pearson’s cor-

relation (156) are satisfactory to measure the relationship between variables only in data-sets showing

a strong linear relationship. In order to avoid falling into these limited methods, a nonparametric

approach is needed. This nonparametric approach should not assume a particular probability distribu-

tion. Therefore, the Spearman correlation coefficient (SCC), also called Spearman rho, can be used

(157). SCC is a nonparametric measure of the statistical dependence between the rankings of two

variables (rank correlation). As opposed to Pearson correlation, normality is not required, hence the

Spearman correlation is considered as a nonparametric statistic. Measuring the monotonic relation-

ship between variables yield SCC to be more reliable than other methods even if that relationship is

not strongly linear. Fig. 1.9(c) and (d) represents a non-monotonic relationship between two variables

in the two examples. However, Figs. 1.9 (a) and (b) (158) show a monotonic relationship, in which by

increasing the magnitude of one variable, the magnitude of the other variable increases (Fig. 1.9 (a))

or decreases (Figs. 1.9 (b)). In other words, in a monotonic relationship, a dependent variable is al-

ways decreasing or increasing (whether linear or not) as its independent variable increases. Therefore,

the variables tend to move in the same relative direction, but not necessarily at a constant rate. Con-

sequently, the monotonicity is less restrictive than that of a linear relationship. Furthermore, due to

limiting the outlier to the value of its rank, the Spearman correlation is less sensitive to strong outliers

as opposed to the Pearson correlation.

As mentioned above, the SCC measures the strength and direction of the monotonic relationship

between two ranked variables. In cases when each of the two variables is a perfect monotone function

of the other variable, even if their relationship is not linear, a perfect SCC equal to +1 or −1 is ob-

tained. The direction of the relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable

is discerned by the signs ± of the SCC. An increasing and a decreasing monotonic trend between

two variables yields a positive and negative SCC, respectively. A correlation coefficient equal to 0

signifies the absence of correlation between the two variables under study. Put it briefly, the SCC, rs,

is constrained as −1≤ rs ≤+1. Furthermore, suppose a number of observations (i.e., n). In order to

obtain rs, the n raw scores Xi and Yi are converted to ranks rgXi, rgYi. Since the SCC can be expressed
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Figure 1.9 – Examples of monotonic relationships between two variables in which as one variable
increases the other variable either increases (a) or decreases (b). Examples of non-monotonic rela-
tionships are presented in (c) and (d) (158).

as the Pearson correlation coefficient but applied to the ranked variable (ρrgX ,rgY ), rs can be given by

(157)

rs = ρrgX ,rgY =
cov(rgX ,rgY )

σrgX σrgY

, (1.19)

where cov(rgX ,rgY ) is the covariance, and σrgX and σrgY are the standard deviations of the rank vari-

ables.

In case of dealing with data with no ties, i.e. when all n ranks are distinct integers, the SCC can be

evaluated using the following formula:

rs = 1− 6∑d2
i

n(n2−1)
, (1.20)

where n is the number of observations, and di = rg(Xi)−rg(Yi) is the difference between the two ranks

of each observation.
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

2.1 Data Collection and Evaluation

To construct the models and to develop the CTV and OARs frontiers, a sample set consisting of 100 pa-

tients were used. Patients were all treated with HDR-BT prostate cancer in CHU de Québec–Université

Laval. All patients were prescribed a single fraction of 15 Gy. Moreover, the IPSA optimizer, imple-

mented in the Oncentra Prostate (OcP) TPS, was employed to perform the dose optimization for the

patients. By using the OcP TPS, the dosimetric parameters (DPs) of interest were extracted for the

CTV and the OARs, as will be discussed in section 2.2. The DPs were obtained based on the clinical

contours for CTV and OARs saved in OcP. Additionally, four geometric parameters (GPs), volumes

of the contoured structures (one CTV and three OARs), were extracted from OcP.

To extract the DPs of interest as well as the volumes of the contoured structures from the OcP TPS,

the DICOM files of all the patients were manually imported into OcP. RTSTRUCT stores contour

information. Note that the optimization contours such as "couv" and "evit" of some patients were not

considered in our study since their purpose is only to help the inverse optimizations to have the best

covering of the CTV and the least dose at OARs. Moreover, the "Bladder-Neck" contour is not taken

into account as a parameter in this study because the guidelines for this organ is not known, and hence

the associated contour is not included in the clinical optimization process.

The RTPLAN files stock information related to the inserted catheters and the radioactive source that

was employed. Furthermore, the data associated with the dose of the CTV and OARs and the associ-

ated isodoses is stored in the RTDOSE. The "Dose Evaluation" tool was used to calculate the DVH of

a selected RTPLAN. Further, the number of sampling points in the DVH Calculation settings was in-

creased to 20,000 points to improve the precision of DVH. RTSTRUCT and RTPLAN will be needed

by our QC tool and exported to it.

A software called "3D Slicer" was used to evaluate 95% confidence interval, max and mean of Haus-

dorff distances, as will be discussed in 2.3.2. 3D Slicer is an open source software with numerous
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powerful plug-in for image-guided therapy research (159). Additionally, the GPs of the ratio of the

number of catheters and maximum surface of the prostate, the ratio of the area enclosing all the cath-

eters and maximum surface of the prostate, the average distance between all the catheters, and the

minimum distance between the active points of the lowest catheters and their closest points on the

midplane and also full length of the rectum were calculated by a series of Python codes.

2.2 Dosimetric Parameters

The DPs taken into account in this study are chosen based on the ABS (68, 19, 160) and RTOG 0924

(143) recommendations. The ideal objective is to deliver the prescribed dose only to the CTV. The

DPs associated to the CTV is V100. Also, in the case of the OARs, such as bladder and rectum,

the DPs are V75B and V75R, respectively. As discussed in 1.1.5, the ABS recommendations for

the CTV is V100 > 90%, for bladder V75B < 1 cm3, for rectum V75R < 1 cm3, and for the urethra

V125U < 1 cm3 (68). So, ABS recommends a minimal coverage of 90% of CTV while respecting the

minimization of the dose on the OARs. Note that V125 and V130 were not considered as DP since

they were 0 for all patients; a hard constraint defined at CHU de Québec–Université Laval. The DPs

of interest in this work are listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 – DPs and their associated structure of interest.

DPs V100 V75B V75R D10U
Structure
of interest Target (CTV) Bladder Rectum Urethra

2.3 Geometric Parameters

In addition to the DPs of interest discussed before, the GPs must be determined to carry out the SFA.

The GPs taken into account in this study included those associated with patients, those related to the

implanted catheters, and a mix of these GPs. The GPs related to patients are the volume of the prostate

(CTV) and OARs and the Hausdorff distance between the prostate and the OARs. The GPs related to

catheters are the ratio of the number of catheters and the maximum surface of the prostate, the ratio of

the area enclosing all the catheters and the maximum surface of the prostate, and the distance between

all the catheters. Furthermore, the average of the minimum distance between the dwell positions on

the two catheters closest to the rectum and their closest points on the rectum were measured. Those

measurements were performed for the midplane and also full length of the rectum and, accordingly,

were considered as two GPs in our study. The GPs studied in this research are listed in Table 2.2 and

are discussed in the following subsections.
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Table 2.2 – GPs of interest and the corresponding abbreviations. X showed in the Hausdorff distances
(HDs) corresponds to the bladder, rectum, and urethra.

Patient GPs
(Volumes) VCTV VB VR VU

Description CTV volume Bladder volume Rectum volume Urethra volume
Patient GPs

(HDs) HMX HAX H95X

Description

Hausdorff distance
between the prostate
and the maximum
volume of the X

Hausdorff distance
between the prostate

and the average
volume of the X

Hausdorff distance
between the prostate

and the 95%
volume of the X

GPs Catheters GPC1 GPC2 GPC3 GPC4 GPC5

Descriptions

The ratio of the
number of the

implanted catheters and
the maximum surface

of the prostate

The ratio of the
area enclosing all

the implanted catheters
and the maximum

surface of the prostate

The average distance
between all the

implanted catheters

The minimum distance
between the active

points of the catheters
implanted in the lowest
portion of the prostate
and their closest point
on the half length of

the rectum

The minimum distance
between the active

points of the catheters
implanted in the lowest
portion of the prostate
and their closest point
on the half length of

the rectum

2.3.1 Volume of the Contoured Structures

The volumes associated with different contoured structures in an HDR-BT treatment for prostate

cancer are considered as four GPs to evaluate the SFs. The volume measured from the DICOM

contours directly. These contoured structures consist of the target (CTV) and OARs including the

bladder, rectum, and urethra.

2.3.2 Hausdorff Distances

In addition to the volumes of the four contoured structures, the GPs representing the distances between

the CTV and three OARs could be considered. However, by considering only the shortest distance

between two regions, very little information is captured. Indeed, the shortest distance is entirely

independent of the shape of each of the regions under study, and also, the shortest distance does not

take the position of the objects into consideration. Therefore, the concept of Hausdorff distance (HD)

(161, 162) was chosen to overcome the previous limitation. HD is defined as the maximum distance

of a set X to the closest point in the other set Y, as shown in Fig. 2.1. In other words, HD is the

worst-case distance between two regions under measurement. The distances between all the points in

a volume X to the closest point in the volume Y are computed. Then, the maximum of those closest

distances yields the HD, which is given by

h(X ,Y ) = max
x∈X

min
y∈Y

d(x,y). (2.1)

Note that asymmetry is the characteristic of maximum functions, and minimum functions are sym-

metrical. Therefore, the HD has asymmetrical properties, and hence, h(X ,Y ) is not always equal to

h(Y,X). A more general form of HD is defined as the maximum of the two directed HDs (undirected
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Figure 2.1 – Illustration of the Hausdorff distance between region X and region Y. "sup" indicates the
supremum and "inf" the infimum (163).

HD), which is given by

H(X ,Y ) = max {h(X ,Y ),h(Y,X)} . (2.2)

Note that h(X ,Y ) in Eq.2.1 is the HD "from" X to Y, namely direct HD, however H(X ,Y ) in Eq.2.2 is

"between" X and Y, namely undirected HD. In addition, the average distance of a point in the set X to

its closest point in the set Y is defined as the directed average HD, as written in the following equation

have(X ,Y ) =
1
|X | ∑x∈X

min
y∈Y

d(x,y). (2.3)

Also, the average of the two directed average HDs yields the (undirected) average HD as

Have(X ,Y ) =
have(X ,Y )+have(Y,X)

2
. (2.4)

Furthermore, the maximum of the two directed average HD measures give rise to the (undirected)

maximum average HD measure as

Hmaxave(X ,Y ) = max {have(X ,Y ),have(Y,X)} . (2.5)

Moreover, by evaluating the pth percentile distance over all distances from points in X to their nearest

point in Y, the directed percent HD is measured for a percentile of p and is provided by

hp(X ,Y ) = Kp

(
min
y∈Y

d(x,y)
)
∀x ∈ X , (2.6)

where Kp is the pth percentile. Finally, the (undirected) percent HD measure is given by the mean as

Hp(X ,Y ) =
hp(X ,Y )+hp(Y,X)

2
. (2.7)

In this study, the directed 95% HD is considered, which is the point in X with a distance to its nearest

point in Y that is larger or identical to precisely 95% of the other points in X.

Bear in mind that in the literature, the undirected HD is referred to as HD (161, 162).
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The HDs studied include the HD between the CTV and bladder, CTV and rectum, and CTV and

urethra. Although the (undirected) maximum HD is usually considered as an appropriate measure

when comparing two volumes, it is an inadequate measure in the case of prostate HDR brachytherapy

treatment. Indeed, the distance between the rectum and the prostate would have a more significant

impact on the dosimetry when the distance is narrow over an extended length of the rectum instead

of a short length. For this reason, the mean HD, and the percent HD (for a percentile 95%) are used

in addition to the (undirected) maximum HD. Therefore, a more extensive study of the impact of the

rectum-prostate distance on the dosimetry is allowed. A total of nine HDs were employed as GPs

to evaluate the stochastic frontiers. The HDs between the CTV and the maximum, mean, and 95%

volume of the OARs of every patient can be assessed using the "Segment Comparison" module in 3D

Slicer, which provides comparison metrics for segments (i.e., contours, structures). However, to make

the calculation process more efficient, a Python code was developed to be used in the Python console

of the 3D Slicer to calculate all the required HDs.

2.3.3 Ratio of the Number of the Implanted Catheters and the Maximum Surface of
the Prostate

An average of 17 catheters was inserted into the prostate gland under ultrasound guidance in this study.

Nevertheless, in some cases between 14 and 22 catheters were used. The number of inserted cathet-

ers in a prostate HDR-BT treatment is an interesting parameter which could impact the dosimetry.

Therefore, a new GP was studied by evaluating the ratio of the number of catheters and the maximum

surface of the prostate. The total number of inserted catheters for each patient was extracted from the

DICOM file imported in the OcP TPS.

The volume and the shape of the prostate were considered in the evaluation of its maximum surface.

As shown in Fig. 2.2(a), the contour of the prostate was extracted from the DICOM file of each patient.

Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 2.2(b), all those contour points were superposed on the xy-plane (2D),

and the points constructing the maximum surface for a given angle were selected.

2.3.4 Ratio of the Area Enclosing All the Implanted Catheters and the Maximum
Surface of the Prostate

In addition to the number of catheters inserted within the prostate gland, the way those catheters fill the

space of the prostate could influence the dosimetry. Accordingly, another GP is proposed which gives

the ratio of the area enclosing all the inserted catheters and the maximum surface of the prostate. The

maximum surface of the prostate is the same as that used in the previous subsection 2.3.3. A Python

code was developed to calculate the area enclosing all the catheters. As shown in Fig. 2.3(a), the 3D

coordinates (xyz) of the dwell positions of all the inserted catheters were obtained. Subsequently, as

illustrated in Fig. 2.3(b), the dwell positions are superposed on a 2D plane (xy-plane). Afterward,
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Figure 2.2 – (a) Illustration of the contour of the prostate in 3D (in red curves) extracted from the
DICOM file of an HDR-BT treatment for prostate. (b) The maximum surface of the prostate super-
posed on a 2D plane.

the convex hull of all the given dwell positions was evaluated, which is the smallest convex set that

contains all the points, as shown by the red line in Fig. 2.3(b). The area of that convex hull yields

the surface area enclosing all the inserted catheters. Finally, the ratio of that area enclosing all the

catheters and the maximum surface of the prostate was considered one GP.

Figure 2.3 – (a) Graphical representation of the dwell positions of all the catheters inserted within the
prostate shown as circles, and the 3D contour of the prostate shown in red curves obtained from the
DICOM files. (b) The dwell positions superposed on a 2D plane (xy-plane) shown in black circles,
and the convex hull of those points represented as a red line.
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2.3.5 Average Distance between All the Implanted Catheters

The positioning (i.e. placement) of the implanted catheters, hence their distribution, in the volume of

the prostate can affect the dosimetry in TRUS-guided real-time prostate HDR-BT (164, 165). There-

fore, the average distance between all the implanted catheters is put forward as a new GP in this study.

As discussed in 2.3.4, the 3D coordinates of the dwell positions of all the implanted catheters were

extracted for every case. Fig 2.4(a) shows an example of a clinical case for the TRUS-guided HDR-

BT treatment for prostate. The central point of each inserted catheter was obtained by computing the

mean along the specified axis (the x, y, and z) for all the dwell positions of each catheter. In Fig.

2.4(b), the superpositions of those central points of all the inserted catheters on a 2D plane are exhib-

ited for the same clinical case as in Fig. 2.4(a). Subsequently, the distances between the central point

of each catheter and the central point of the rest of the catheters are evaluated. Moreover, the double

counting of distances was not permitted in our evaluations. Consequently, the average of all those

distances and their associated variance are computed. Note that in some clinical cases, catheters tend

to be much more diverging as going near the base of the prostate. Then, using those evaluated central

points to calculate the average distance between all the implanted catheters might be a limitation.

Figure 2.4 – (a) A 3D view of a clinical case taken from the OcP TPS showing the active points (red
points) of all the inserted catheters (yellow lines) within the prostate gland (red volume). The bladder
is shown as the brown volume, the rectum as the green volume, and the urethra in yellow volume. (b)
The superpositions of the central active point of each catheter in a 2D plane (xy-plane).

2.3.6 Minimum Distance between the Dwell Positions of the Lowest Implanted
Catheters and their Closest Points on the Rectum

The distance between the active points (i.e., the dwell positions) associated with the implanted cathet-

ers and the rectum has an impact not only on the prostate coverage but also on the rectum dose. Due to

the proximity of the rectum to the prostate, the rectum is prone to be the dose-limiting structure in the

prostate HDR-BT treatments. Overdosing of the rectum can lead to the occurrence of early and late

toxicities (166, 167). Therefore, the average of the minimum distances between the dwell positions
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of the catheters placed in the lowest portion of the prostate and their closest points on the rectum was

used as another GP in the models developed in this research. A Python code was developed that uses

the dwell positions and rectum points to determine the minimum distance of all the dwell positions on

each catheter and all the points on the rectum. As a result, the catheters situated on the lowest portion

of the prostate, hence in the closest proximity to the rectum as compared with the other catheters, were

found. Consequently, the average of the minimum distances between the lowest catheters and rectum

was evaluated.

Fig. 2.5(a) and (b) illustrate two different clinical cases in which the positioning of the rectum with

respect to the prostate, and hence the distance between the rectum and the lowest implanted catheters

are different. In the first case, Fig. 2.5(a), given the position of the rectum with respect to the pro-

state, the distance between the rectum and the lowest inserted catheters varies along the length of the

rectum. However, in the second case, Fig. 2.5(b), which occurs more frequently in clinical plans, that

distance is nearly identical all along the length of the rectum. Having very small distances between

the rectum and the lowest inserted catheters all along the length of the rectum can greatly increase the

rectum dose. To study the importance of considering those different cases in our frontier models, two

GPs were used. In the first GP, the mean of the minimum distances between the dwell positions of

the lowest implanted catheters and the points from the beginning of the rectum to its midplane was

evaluated. In the second GP, the mean of minimum distances from the dwell positions of the lowest

catheters and the points of the full length of the rectum was calculated.

Figure 2.5 – Graphical representation of the two different clinical cases in which the positioning of
the rectum with respect to the prostate, and hence the distance between the rectum and the lowest
implanted catheters changes along the length of the rectum in (a), but is almost identical all along the
length of the rectum in (b). The prostate is pictured in the red, rectum in green, and the dwell positions
of the lowest implanted catheters in blue circles.

Two of the possible pitfalls of calculating the minimum distance between the dwell positions of the

lowest implanted catheters and their closest points on the rectum are worth mentioning here: 1) con-

sidering only the surface area of the rectum obtained based on its convex hull area; 2) taking into

account solely the implanted catheters with lower vertical axis (Y ) values rather than the other cathet-

ers. The first pitfall can appear because the vertical line between a given dwell position of the lowest

inserted catheters and a point on the rectum surface does not necessarily yield the required minimum
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distance. Furthermore, the coordinates of the convex hull area of the rectum do not always correspond

with the coordinates of the points on the surface of the rectum contour. For example, as shown in

Fig. 2.6(a) and (b), the agreement between the coordinates of the rectum contour and the ones for

the calculated convex hull are examined for two different TRUS-guided HDR-BT treatments for the

prostate. As opposed to the case in Fig. 2.6(a), the coordinates of the convex hull of the rectum are not

in accordance with the coordinates of the rectum surface exhibited in Fig. 2.6(b). To avoid that pitfall

in our research project, all the points on the surface as well as in the volume of the rectum were used

to evaluate the minimum distances between the rectum and the lowest implanted catheters. To discuss

Figure 2.6 – Comparison between the rectum contour and its convex hull areas in two different TRUS-
guided HDR-BT treatments for prostate cancer. Contrarily to the case in (a), the coordinates of the
convex hull area for the rectum (dashed line) in (b) do not perfectly match with its contour (solid
lines). The dwell positions of the inserted catheters are shown as dots.

the second possible pitfall mentioned above, one can refer to the example shown in Fig 2.7(a) and (b).

Note that some of the catheters with smaller y values in their dwell position coordinates show much

larger distances to the rectum contour as compared with the other catheters.

Figure 2.7 – Illustration of the positioning of the implanted catheters and their distances with respect
to the rectum for a TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer. The contour of the rectum
(green lines), and the dwell positions of all the inserted catheters (red dots) shown in the x-y plane (a),
and in the yz-plane (b).
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2.4 Stochastic Frontier Optimization Process

Calculation of the global minimum of multidimensional functions is demanded in numerous prob-

lems in physics, medical physics, medicine, statistics, economics, biology, and many other fields

(136, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172). In general, optimization methods are categorized as deterministic or

stochastic. Standard deterministic approaches can provide satisfactory results for simple non-convex

functions that do not include many dimensions. Deterministic methods are known to be fast; how-

ever, they are prone to trap the system to a local minimum instead of finding the global minimum.

On the other hand, the stochastic methods offer solutions for global optimization problem including

multi-dimensions. As compared to the deterministic methods, using stochastic methods allow find-

ing a good approximation of the global minimum through a relatively small amount of computations,

with significantly less risk of getting the system stuck within a local minimum (153). Examples of

the stochastic methods are evolution algorithms (173, 174), genetic algorithms (175, 176), and SA

(177, 136, 178, 179). The SA optimization method is inspired by annealing in metallurgy. By heating

materials and then cooling them in a controlled way to influence both the temperature and the ther-

modynamic free energy, larger sized crystals with the least defects can be obtained. To simulate the

thermal noise in the SA optimization method, an artificial temperature is introduced and then gradu-

ally reduced. The SA has a statistical nature, and it avoids falling into a local minimum. Therefore,

the SA optimization method provides finding the global minimum of any given multi-body problem

with a large number of minima (180).

The problems in this research project include optimization of the PSF models for the target, and

the CSF model for bladder, rectum, and urethra. To find the optimal PSF model for the target and

the optimal CSF model for each of the bladder, rectum, and urethra, a large number of SF models

including all the possible combinations of the dominant GPs associated with each of these SF models

needs to be optimized. Therefore, finding the global minimum of a multidimensional function is

the challenge associated with these optimization processes. To perform these complex, non-linear

optimization problems with a large number of optima, MLL method implemented in R (181) and its

GenSA algorithm (153, 182, 183) are used. Please note that because the global minimum of a given

SF model is obtained using the GenSA algorithm, a minus one (-1) needs to be multiplied to the

LL function in Eq.1.17 in order to obtain the maximum of the LL (i.e., MLL). R is a programming

language for statistical calculation (181). The R programming was done in RStudio, which is an

open-source, integrated development environment for R (184). Additionally, generalized simulated

annealing is a calculation method based on stochastic dynamics. The objective of these optimization

processes is to find the MLL for each of the different target PSF and the bladder, rectum, and urethra

CSF models. dnorm and pnorm are used to apply the LL function (185). dnorm function provides

the value of the probability density function (PDF) for a normal distribution. The PDF for the normal
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distribution is given by

p(x | µ,σ) =
1

σ
√

2π
e

(x−µ)2

2σ2 , (2.8)

where µ is the mean, and σ is the standard deviation. In case of µ = 0 and σ = 1, Eq.2.8 turns to

p(x | 0,1) = 1/
√

2π exp(x2/2). pnorm is the cumulative density functions (CDF) of the normal distri-

bution. pnorm function is the integral from −∞ to q of the probability density function of the normal

distribution. The integral from q to ∞ can be tackled by simply choosing the argument lower.tail of the

pnorm function as FALSE. In that case, similar results as given by 1−pnorm(q, lower.tail = FALSE)

can be produced by the pnorm(q) (185). Consequently, the LL of a production function given in

Eq.1.17 in R language is written as

L = sum
(

log
(

2
σ

)
∗dnorm(

ε

σ
,0,1)∗ pnorm(−ελ

σ
,0,1)

)
, (2.9)

where sum is the summation over n plans, σ =
√

σ2
u +σ2

v , and λ = σu/σv. Also, ε = log(y)−
f (xi,β ), is the difference between the dose measured by the OcP TPS (y) and the dose obtained

by stochastic frontier analysis in Eq.1.13. Furthermore, the term 1− pnorm(−ελ/σ ,0,1) in Eq.2.9

was replaced by its equivalent: pnorm(−ελ/σ ,0,1). Moreover, as stated above, GenSA results in the

global minimum. Hence, a minus one (-1) must be introduced to the summation in Eq.2.9 to maximize

the LL function. As a result, the MLL value is obtained for the target PSF model. Additionally,

to define a cost function in R, the last term in Eq.2.9 must be replaced with pnorm(ελ/σ ,0,1).

Therefore, the MLL value is determined for each of the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models.

In the SF optimization process using GenSA algorithm, the values of the model coefficients a0, a1, and

the weight over the associated GPs, βi in Eq.1.13 are obtained by maximizing the LL associated with

a given SF model under study. These SF models are developed based on the Eq.1.13. Accordingly,

the difference between the dose predicted by each of these optimized SFs and the dose provided

by the IPSA, ε , is assessed. The probability of occurrence of this difference between each of the

SF optimized values and its relevant observation value is determined using Eq.1.17, or equivalently

Eq.2.9 in R. Following the same procedure for every plan, the logarithms of these probabilities are

summed. To minimize this sum, hence to maximize the LL of the next iteration, GenSA alters the

a0, a1, βi, σu, and σv values. A minus one (-1) is introduced to the LL function in Eq.1.17 to obtain

the MLL. Note that several arguments can be used in GenSA to adjust, for example, the initial values

for the parameters to be optimized, as well as the lower and upper bounds for these parameters.

Other arguments can be employed, such as the maximum number of iterations, the initial value for

the temperature, the maximum running time, the maximum number of call of the objective function,

and the number of steps after which the program will stop when there is no any improvement (153).

We adjusted the default values for the initial values of the parameters under optimization such that

they can be generated automatically. Moreover, we applied constraints such as: σu > 0 and σv > 0

on Eq.1.13 and Eq.2.9. Also, we set the lower and upper bounds for the rest of the parameters, for

example, a0, a1, and βi to accept all the real numbers (R). As a consequence, enough freedom is given

to the GenSA algorithm to explore the optimal parameters.
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2.5 Application of Spearman Correlation Method in Finding the
Dominant Geometric Parameters

The number of possible SFs for each of the target PSF and the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF

models can be computed by summing up all the different combinations of GPs. The number of

combinations when choosing r elements from a set of n elements is given by rCn = n!/r!(n− r)!. If

the number of GPs in the set (n) is 18 and the number of GPs in each combination (r) is taken as, for

example, 12, then the number of combination (i.e., n things taken r at a time) is 18,564. Since for the

total of n = 18 GPs, r can be taken between r = 1, · · · ,18, there would be 18 different combination

to be summed. The result of the sums of all the possible combinations of all the 18 GPs in our study

(1+18+153+ · · ·+18) gives a total of 262,143 potential SFs for each of the target PSF or bladder,

rectum, and urethra CSF models. Additionally, the MLL in Eq.1.17 or its equivalent Eq.2.9 would

need to be evaluated for all these SFs. That is a very large number which would require a prohibitively

long computing time, and thus would not be practical. To tackle that difficulty, the correlation between

GP and DP was calculated to simplify the problem. To do so, the SCC method, discussed in chapter

1.3, is brought into play to asses the strength and direction of a monotonic relationship between two

variables. The two variables in our study are a GP and a DP of interest. Also, the SCC between

every two GPs can be evaluated. By evaluating the SCC between a DP and a GP, the dominant GPs

associated with a given SF model are obtained. As a result of only taking into account these dominant

GPs, the total possible combinations to be optimized for the target PSF and the bladder, rectum, and

urethra CSF models would be significantly reduced. For example, if 12 dominant GPs is considered

(rather than 18 GPs) for the target PSF model, only 4095 (as compared to 262,143) combinations need

to be studied. That leads to a reduction in the cost of the corresponding calculations.

It should be noted that R built-in functions in Rstudio are used to evaluate the SCC matrix including

all the possible pair parameters between all the GPs and the DP of interest. These R built-in functions

in Rstudio are provided in A.3. For more details related to the R built-in functions in Rstudio, the

interested reader is referred to (186).

2.6 Brute-Force Search

The dominant GPs for each of the target PSF and the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models are

found using the SCC method. Then, the target PSF, as well as the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSFs

models including all the possible combinations of their corresponding dominant GPs are optimized.

The optimizations of these SF models are carried out using the MLL method implemented in R, and

its GenSA algorithm. The SF with the largest value of the MLL as compared to the other possible

target PSFs is determined for the target PSF. Afterward, to specify the optimal SF model for the

target PSF, the LRT, given in Eq.1.18, and its corresponding p-value are used. By employing LRT,
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the statistical significance of adding new GPs to a given SF model is studied. In other words, LRT

and its corresponding p-value are performed between the obtained target PSF model with the highest

MLL and another PSF model with nearly the same MLL value yet a lower number of GPs. Then, one

examines whether choosing the target PSF model with a higher number of GPs rather than selecting

the PSF model with a lower number of GPs is statistically significant. If choosing the PSF model

with a larger number of GPS is statistically significant, this model is selected as the optimal target

PSF model. Otherwise, the target PSF model with the lower number of GPs is selected. Therefore,

the LRT is carried out between this model and another PSF model with even less number of the

dominant GPs. This process is continued, and different LRTs are studied until the point where it is

not statistically significant to select a model with a lower number of GPs anymore. At that point, the

model with a higher number of GPs is chosen as the optimal PSF model for the target. Please bear in

mind that a similar process is followed, individually, for each of the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF

models, and their corresponding optimal CSF models were determined.

Independent optimization of a significant number of target PSF and bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF

models including different possible combinations of their dominant GPs, as well as individual evalu-

ation of their corresponding MLL values, are not efficient. Therefore, a systematic approach, namely

brute-force search, was used to tackle these difficult problems (187). Brute-force search, also called

an exhaustive search, is a search over all the plausible solutions for a problem, without eliminating

any possibilities. It is a general problem-solving approach in which all the possible solutions are

systematically enumerated. Finally, the fulfillment of the problem’s statement is verified through the

analysis of each of the possibilities. In general, after determining all the constraint defined by the

problem under study in a brute-force search, a method of generating all possible solutions that satisfy

the constraints of the problem is developed. Indeed, one needs to ensure there are no unacceptable

solutions among all the generated solutions and to verify the accuracy of the results.

For the target PSF model in this research project, the DP of interest is the dose V100. Then, a

list including all the dominant GPs for the target PSF model is defined. As explained in 2.5, these

dominant GPs are determined using the SCC method. Furthermore, a loop iterating over various

combinations of the parameters in the list of the dominant GPs is established. Various forms of PSFs

are defined in the loop. Depending on the length of the GPs in each of these PSFs, the form of the

frontier in Eq.1.13 changes. For instance, for a list of 12 dominant GPs, frontiers including 12 GPs, 11

GPs, · · · , and 1 GP are developed. As discussed in 2.5, the number of combinations can be calculated

for each of these PSF models. For example, 12 possible combinations for the PSF with 1 GP, 66

combinations for the PSF with 2 GPs, · · · , and 1 combination for the PSF with 12 GPs are obtained.

Accordingly, all the possible PSF models including various combinations of these dominant GPs are

systematically generated in R. The SF optimization process is conducted for each of these target PSF

models using the MLL approach and its GenSA algorithm as discussed in 2.4. As a result, the MLL

values and the optimized parameters are evaluated for all the generated target PSF models. Note

that the same procedure is carried out individually for the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models
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considering their relevant dominant GPs.

Consequently, using the brute-force test, the MLL value associated with all the possible combinations

of dominant GPs for each of the target PSF, as well as the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSFs are

systematically calculated. Automation of all the optimization processes and the MLL evaluations as-

sociated with a great number of PSF and CSF models are accomplished using parallel calculations in

R. Moreover, the obtained results of these calculations are collected in parallel. The parallel compu-

tations in R are fulfilled using the corresponding Rstudio packages including R built-in functions for

parallel execution of the codes on systems with several cores or processors or many computers (188).

To increase the speed of these parallel calculations, they are executed on a machine with multiple

cores. The interested reader is referred to A.3 to obtain details on R built-in functions in Rstudio to

perform a brute-force search using loops and parallel computations.

2.7 Application of the SF Models on the CT-based HDR-BT Plans for
Prostate Cancer

Once the target PSF and the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models are developed based on the

TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment plans, we verify if these SF models are universal. In other words,

we study whether these SF models succeed to perform well outside of the respective TRUS-based cat-

egory of the HDR-BT for prostate cancer. The generalization of the developed SF models is performed

using another category of the HDR-BT treatments, such as CT-based.

Therefore, another cohort consisting of one hundred CT-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer

is used in which CT was used rather than TRUS. Furthermore, all the patients in this cohort were

treated with a single fraction 15Gy. Moreover, the treatments of all these patients were optimized

using the IPSA algorithm in the Oncentra Brachy TPS. Using this cohort, a CT-based PSF model

is developed for the target. Subsequently, the CT-based PSF model for the target is compared to its

corresponding TRUS-based model. Additionally, a CT-based CSF model is developed for each of the

bladder, rectum, and urethra. Finally, each of the bladder, rectum, and urethra CT-based models was

compared to its corresponding TRUS-based CSF model.

Please note that our objective in comparing the developed rectum, as well as the target and urethra,

models with their corresponding models using the CT-based plans including the modified GPs is to

verify if these SF models can be applied to another category of the HDR-BT treatment for prostate

cancer. Therefore, in the case of the CT-based SF models, the SCC approach is not used to specify

the dominant GPs for the CT-based models. For the sake of the comparison between the TRUS-based

and CT-based categories of the HDR-BT treatments, the dominant GPs similar to their corresponding

TRUS-based SF models are used to design four new SF models. These SF models include a PSF model

for the target and a CSF model for each of the bladder, rectum, and urethra. Afterward, each of these
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SF models is individually applied to one hundred CT-based HDR-BT plans. Then, the optimization

approach, similar to the TRUS-based models, is followed, however, this time using the CT-based

plans. The corresponding MLL values are obtained. Further, several LRTs are carried out, and the

corresponding p-values between every selected null and alternative models are evaluated. Thus, the

optimal CT-based target PSF model is obtained. Finally, the dominant GPs in the CT-based target PSF

model are compared with the GPs in the corresponding TRUS-based target PSF model. Additionally,

the same approach is followed to figure out the optimal CT-based CSF models for the bladder, rectum,

and urethra CSF models. The dominant GPs in the CT-based CSF model for the bladder, rectum, and

urethra are compared with the dominant GPs in their corresponding TRUS-based CSF model.

It should be noted that differences are observed between the range of the bladder and rectum volumes

in the two categories of the HDR-BT treatments under study. These differences in the bladder and

rectum volumes between the TRUS-based and CT-based plans are due to the variations in the con-

touring of the structures in each of these two categories of the HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer.

On average, the contoured volumes of the bladder in CT-based HDR-BT plans under investigation

are obtained five to six times bigger than the corresponding contoured volumes in TRUS-based plans.

In the case of the rectum, the CT-based contours are, on average, three to four times bigger than

the corresponding TRUS-based contours. As a result of the limited image field-of-view in US-based

HDR-BT, only fractions of rectum and bladder can be contoured. As an example, Figs. 2.8(a) and (b)

show the prostate and OARs contours, associated with, respectively, CT-based and TRUS-based. The

prostate contour is represented in red, the bladder in the blue, the rectum in brown, and the urethra in

yellow. As can be deducted form Fig. 2.8(a), in the case of using CT-based HDR-BT for prostate, the

OAR volumes are fully contoured. However, in TRUS-based HDR-BT for prostate, as exhibited in

Fig. 2.8(b), only parts of the rectum and bladder volumes are contoured. Additionally, as mentioned

in 1.1.1.2, the limitations in the capacity of the crystals used in the current US equipment lead to

restrictions in the production and detection of the sound waves. More importantly, since the probe

tube of TRUS equipment is placed inside the rectum, solely the interior part of the rectum can be

contoured. Due to these limitations exist in contouring the entire volume of the structures, such as the

rectum and bladder, for Dose-Volume Histogram (DVH) calculation, the BT OAR dose distribution

information is restricted. Bear in mind that TRUS images provide sufficient information needed to

verify whether the volumes of bladder and rectum receive 75% of the prescription dose. Therefore,

the agreement with the ABS recommendation for bladder and rectum: V75B < 1 cm3 and V75R < 1

cm3 respectively, is controlled (68).

As will discussed in 3.3, the modified GPs are introduced into the CT-based HDR-BT plans for the

sake of the comparison between the developed TRUS-based SF models and their corresponding CT-

based SF models. In the CT-based plans including the modified GPs, the extra volumes associated with

the variations in contouring the structures in the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT treatments for

prostate cancer. In 3.3, the TRUS-based rectum CSF model is compared with the rectum CSF model

developed using the CT-based HDR-BT treatment plans in which the modified GPs were applied.
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Figure 2.8 – Comparison between the contours obtained by using CT-based (a) and TRUS-based (b)
images in HDR-BT for the prostate. The contours of the prostate shown in red, bladder in the blue,
rectum in brown, and urethra in yellow. Dark dots represent the dwell positions within the prostate.

The rectum CSF model will be discussed as the first example to verify whether the variations in the

contouring of the structures in the CT-based as compared with the TRUS-based HDR-BT treatments

for prostate cancer can lead to differences in the dominant GPs of the corresponding SF models.

Therefore, the extra contoured volume of the rectum, such as the part of the rectum that extends

further than the length of the prostate, is discarded from the CT-based HDR-BT treatment plans.

Additionally, the GPs related to the HDs between the CTV and rectum, and the minimum distance

between the active points of the catheters placed in the lowest portion of the prostate and their closest

points on the rectum will vary accordingly. Then, the CT-based rectum CSF models are designed

including different combinations of these modified GPs. Consequently, the rectum CSF models in

the TRUS-based are compared with the corresponding models in the CT-based plans including the

modified GPs. It should be noted that the same process is followed for the target PSF and urethra CSF

models, which will be discussed in 3.3.
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Chapter 3

Results and Discussion

3.1 Production Stochastic Frontier

In the following section, the results of the SCCs for the target PSF are discussed. Then, once the

GPs having negligible correlation with the DP of interest have been discarded, the brute-force search

is implemented. Finally, the CSF with the highest MLL value but the minimum number of GPs is

established for bladder, rectum, and urethra.

3.1.1 Results of the Spearman Correlation Coefficient and Brute-Force Search for
the Target Parameters

A pairwise SCC matrix provides measures of the SCC between every combination of the parameters of

interest. Employing such a pairwise SCC matrix is a great way to investigate new data. Fig. 3.1 shows

the V100 DP and all the 18 GPs of the target. The horizontal and vertical axes of the table in Fig. 3.1

represent all the 18 GPs and the DP V100 for the target covering. Furthermore, the spectrum on the

right of the figure exhibits the strength and the direction of the correlation between the pair parameters.

+1 shown in dark blue indicates a strong positive correlation, and−1 displayed in dark red signifies a

strong negative correlation. The parameters in Fig. 3.1 were ordered to detect more easily the pattern

of high and low correlations, and also the positive or negative correlations between many parameters.

The intensity of the color filled in the entire block denotes the strength of a correlation associated with

the relationship between every pair of parameters. Additionally, the magnitude and direction of an

SCC between two parameters are signified respectively by a value and its± sign inside of each block.

Every parameter in the diagonal is auto-correlated with itself. The auto-correlations of all parameters

are shown using a dark blue color and +1 value along the diagonal. Other forms of representing the

pairwise SCC matrix are possible. Two examples of these different forms using geometrical shapes

are provided in A.1. However, the SCC representation in Fig. 3.1 is easier to follow and is used in this

research to choose the dominant GPs.
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Figure 3.1 – Target SCC matrix representing the strength and direction of the SCCs of all the pair
parameters between the 18 GPs and the DP (V100) of the target. The color spectrum along with the
corresponding number indicate the direction and strength of each correlation. The darkest blue and
red illustrate the strongest positive and negative correlations, respectively.

As discussed in 2.6, after finding the dominant GPs for each SF by means of the SCC method, brute-

force search was carried out. This search included a systematic optimization of the possible com-

binations of dominant GPs, and subsequently calculation of the corresponding MLL value for each

model. The dominant GPs with larger values of the SCCs as compared with the other pair parameters

of the target covering given in Fig. 3.1 was selected for the brute-force search. Table. 3.1 provides

the selected GPs along with their SCCs with respect to dose V100 to the target. The GPs with higher

correlation with the selected GPs in Table. 3.1, and smaller correlation with the DP of interest as com-

pared with the corresponding selected GPs, were not selected for the target PSF model. For example,

as shown in Fig. 3.1, the volume of CTV (VCTV) has a high correlation (0.84) with the Hausdorff
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distance of the max of the volume of the rectum (HMR). Also, the HMR has a higher SCC (0.14)

with the V100 DP as compared with the VCTV (0.07). Therefore, VCTV was not taken into account

in the target PSF model. The 12 selected GPs were sorted in Table. 3.1 based on their SCC values in

descending order regardless of their ± signs. As discussed in 2.5, by taking the 12 dominant GPs into

Table 3.1 – The GPs with higher values of the SCC, hence more significant correlation with respect to
the DP V100 for the target.

GPC5 VR GPC2 HMB GPC4 HAR HMR GPC3 H95R HAB H95B VB
V100 0.2881 -0.2574 0.2474 0.2414 0.2176 0.2087 0.136 0.1348 0.1197 0.0857 0.0834 -0.0806

account, a total of 4,095 possible SFs need to be verified for the target, and the corresponding MLL

values need to be computed.

3.1.2 Target Production Stochastic Frontier

As discussed in 1.2.3, the LRT in Eq.1.18 was performed to evaluate the statistical significance of

adding different GPs in a PSF model. Table. 3.2 shows the MLL values related to a number of target

PSF models including various GPs (n). It should be noted that all the possible combinations were

examined, but only the values for n =18, 12, 7, 5, 4, 3, and 2 are presented. The p-value, provided in

Eq.1.18, corresponding to the LRT for the two competing SF models under study was computed. The

two competing models are the model with the fewer number of GPs (i.e., null model) and the model

with more parameters (i.e., alternative model). Moreover, the difference between the number of GPs

of the null and alternative models, d f , is provided.

The last column in Table. 3.2 shows the rejected model in the LRT between the two considered com-

peting models. The MLL values of all the possible combinations of the GPs for the target PSF models

were calculated in the previous section 3.1.1. After, the LRT is performed between every two selected

models and the corresponding p-value is studied. For example, the LRT between the two models with

18 and 12 parameters resulted in a p-value larger than the significance level of 0.05. As a result, the

alternative model with 18 parameters was rejected, and the model with 12 parameters was chosen. In

the same way, we calculated the LRT and the corresponding p-value of each two competing null and

alternative models in Table. 3.2. As another example, the LRT between the null model with two para-

meters and the alternative model with three parameters resulted in a p-value less significant than 0.05.

Thus, the null model was rejected, and the alternate model with three parameters was chosen. These

dominant GPs for the target PSF model are the volume of the rectum (VR), the Hausdorff distance

(HD) between CTV and the average volume of the rectum (HAR), and the ratio of the area enclosing

all the implanted catheters and the maximum surface of the prostate (GPC2).

Additionally, one can examine the LRT between the alternative model with 18 parameters and the null

model with three parameters. Then, the corresponding p-value showed a value of 1, which is larger
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Table 3.2 – MLL values for some optimized target PSF models including different number of GPs
using the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. P-value related to the LRT between the
selected null and alternative models. The null model has a lower number of parameters with respect
to the alternative model on its higher row with a larger number of parameters. The degree of freedom
(df) is the difference between the number of parameters between the null and alternative models. The
rejected model in each LRT is shown.

GPs included in each
target PSF model (TRUS-based) n MLL p-value Null model Alternative model df Rejected model

All the GPs 18 -289.7524
VB, VR, HMB, HAB, H95B, HMR, HAR,

H95R, GPC2, GPC3, GPC4, GPC5
12 -290.1153 1 12 par. 18 par. 6 Alternative

VB, VR, HMB, H95B, HMR, HAR, GPC4 7 -289.5159 0.9449 7 par. 12 par. 5 Alternative
VB, VR, HAB, HAR, GPC5 5 -291.9008 1 5 par. 7 par. 2 Alternative

VR, HMB, GPC2, GPC5 4 -290.0231 0.0526 4 par. 5 par. 1 Alternative
VR, HAR, GPC2 3 -291.2876 1 3 par. 4 par. 1 Alternative

VR, HAR 2 -286.9135 0.003 2 par. 3 par. 1 Null

than the selected significance level. Therefore, the alternative model with 18 parameters was rejected,

whereas the null model with three parameters was selected.

Furthermore, the LRT between the two models with five and three GPs was carried out, and the corres-

ponding p-value was evaluated. The resulting p-value (0.541) was larger than the chosen significance

level. Thus, the alternative model with five GPs was rejected, and the null model with three GPs was

chosen. Therefore, the model with three GPs was determined as the main model for the target PSF

model. Eq.3.1 gives the target PSF model for the TRUS-based HDR-BT along with the corresponding

weights of all its dominant GPs.

Target PSF model (TRUS-based) =−1319.072× (VR)+2579.514× (HAR)

+9981.375× (GPC2). (3.1)

Fig. 3.2 shows the hundred TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment plans for prostate cancer along with the

developed target PSF. This frontier is based on the PSF model in Eq.3.1. Note that 94% of these plans

were found below the target PSF.

3.2 Cost Stochastic Frontiers

Following the same methods as in the preceding section 3.1, the resulting SCCs, brute-force searches,

and the developed optimum CSFs are obtained for the three OARs. The considered OARs are the

bladder, rectum, and urethra. The results are provided in the following.
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Figure 3.2 – One hundred TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer demonstrated by the empty
diamonds. The developed target PSF exhibited by the solid line.

3.2.1 Bladder

3.2.1.1 Results of the Spearman Correlation Coefficient and Brute-Force Search for the
Bladder Parameters

Fig. 3.3 shows the results of the SCCs for the dominant GPs determined for the bladder. This figure

represents the pattern of strong, weak, positive or negative correlations between all the GPs for the

bladder. Other graphical representations of the bladder SCCs are provided in A.1. Fig. 3.3 was

selected to decide the parameters included in the bladder CSF model.

As mentioned previously in 2.6, the GPs with larger values of SCCs for paired parameters of the blad-

der provided in Fig. 3.3 were selected. Then, the brute-force search was carried out to systematically

evaluate the MLL value of each of the possible combinations of these GPs for the bladder. Table. 3.3

represents the chosen GPs and their corresponding SCCs with respect to dose V75 to the bladder

(V75B). By considering 13 dominant GPs, a total of 8,191 possible PSF models for the bladder need

to be optimized and the corresponding MLL values calculated.
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Figure 3.3 – Bladder SCC matrix indicating the strength and direction of the SCCs of all the pair
parameters between the 18 GPs and the DP (V75) of the bladder. The color spectrum and the cor-
responding number represent the direction and strength of each correlation. The darkest blue and red
indicate the strongest positive and negative correlations, respectively.

Table 3.3 – The GPs with higher values of the SCCs, hence higher correlation, to dose V75 to the
bladder (V75B).

VB GPC1 HMR HAB VCTV GPC3 HAU H95R HAR H95U HMU GPC2 VR
V75B 0.3308 -0.2714 0.2292 -0.2257 0.2244 0.2158 0.2076 0.1991 0.1732 0.1707 0.1663 -0.117 0.1118

3.2.1.2 Bladder Cost Stochastic Frontier

Referring to our previous discussion in 3.1.2, the MLL values of all the possible combinations of the

GPs for the bladder CSF models in 3.2.1.1 were obtained. Note that all combinations were tested,

however only the values for 18, 13, 7, 6, and 5 GPs are presented in Table. 3.4. The LRT and the cor-

responding p-value was evaluated for each of the two selected models; the null model and alternative

models.
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Table 3.4 – MLL values for some optimized bladder CSF models including different number of GPs
using the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. P-value related to the LRT between the
selected null and alternative models.

GPs included in each
bladder CSF model (TRUS-based) n MLL p-value Null model Alternative model df Rejected model

All the GPs 18 124.0163
VCTV, VB, VR, HAB, HMR, HAR, H95R,
HMU, HAU, H95U, GPC1, GPC2, GPC3

13 125.6517 0.6583 13 18 5 Alternative

VB, VR, HAB, HMR, HAU, H95U, GPC1, GPC3 8 130.0937 0.1137 8 13 5 Alternative
VB, HAB, HMR, HAU, H95U, GPC1, GPC3 7 129.9388 1 7 8 1 Alternative

VB, HAB, HMR, HAU, GPC1, GPC3 6 131.4082 0.0864 6 7 1 Alternative
VB, HAB, HMR, H95R, GPC1 5 137.1237 0.0007 5 6 1 Null

The LRT between the alternative model with 18 parameters and the null model with six parameters was

considered. The corresponding p-value was obtained (0.2534) more substantial than the significance

level of 0.05. Therefore, the alternative model with 18 GPs was rejected, and the null model with six

GPs was chosen. The same way every two competing bladder CSF models were verified. Furthermore,

by performing the LRT between the alternative model with six and the null model with five GPs, the

corresponding p-value was evaluated (0.0007) smaller than the significance level. As a result, the null

model with five GPs was rejected, and the model with six GPs was selected. Although not presented

in Table. 3.4, all the possibilities below n = 5 were tested. Consequently, the chosen bladder CSF

model is composed of six dominant GPs. These dominant GPs are: the volume of the bladder (VB),

the HD between the CTV and the average volume of the bladder (HAB), the HD between the CTV

and the maximum volume of the rectum (HMR), the HD between the CTV and the average volume

of the urethra (HAU), the ratio of the number of implanted catheters and the maximum surface of

the prostate (GPC1), and the average distance between all the implanted catheters (GPC3). Eq.3.2

provides the developed bladder CSF model.

Bladder CSF model (TRUS-based) = 1124.7473× (VB)−6887.3695× (HAB)

+3516.2393× (HMR)+3840.7572× (HAU)+8962.7214× (GPC1)

−5634.4686× (GPC3). (3.2)

Fig. 3.4 exhibits the hundred TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer along with the developed

bladder CSF. 63% of the plans were found above the bladder CSF.

3.2.2 Rectum

3.2.2.1 Results of the Spearman Correlation Coefficients and Brute-Force Search for the
Rectum Parameters

Fig. 3.5 exhibits the SCCs associated with all the pair parameters for the rectum. These parameters

were arranged following a pattern of strong and weak, as well as positive or negative correlations.
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Figure 3.4 – One hundred TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer exhibited by the empty
triangles. The corresponding developed bladder CSF shown by the solid line.

Other illustrations of the SCCs for rectum are given in A.1, however Fig. 3.5 was used to decide on

the dominant GPs in the rectum CSF model.

As explained in 2.6, the brute-force search were performed using GPs with larger values of the SCCs

with respect to V75R, as provided in Table. 3.5.

Table 3.5 – The GPs with higher values of the SCC, hence more significant correlation, dose V75 for
the rectum (V75R).

GPC5 GPC4 HAR GPC2 H95R HMR H95U VR VB GPC1 HAU HMU VCTV
V75R -0.5419 -0.4798 -0.4458 -0.3674 -0.3262 -0.2356 0.181 0.1737 0.161 -0.1375 0.1367 0.1094 0.0746

Since 13 dominant GPs are taken into consideration, the MLL needs to be evaluated for a total of

8,191 possible SF frontiers for the rectum.

3.2.2.2 Rectum Cost Stochastic Frontier

Table. 3.6 provides the MLL values resulting from the optimization of some of the possible combin-

ation the rectum CSF models for TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. The LRT between every two selected

models was carried out and the corresponding p-value was calculated. Note that all the possible com-
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Figure 3.5 – Rectum SCC matrix providing the strength and direction of the SCCs of all the pair para-
meters between the 18 GPs and the DP (V75) of the rectum. The strength and direction of correlations
are exhibited by a color spectrum and a related number. The darkest blue and red show the strongest
positive and negative correlations, respectively.

binations were studied, but only the values for the rectum CSFs including 18, 13, 8, 7, 6, and 5 GPs

are presented in Table. 3.6. The LRT between the general model including all the 18 parameters and

the model with six parameters resulting in the p-value (1) larger than the significance level. Therefore,

the alternative model with 18 parameters was rejected and the null model with six parameters was

selected. Moreover, the LRT between the alternative model with six GPs and the null model with

5 GPs gave rise to a p-value of 0.0041. Therefore, the null model was rejected and the alternative

model with 6 GPs was selected. Note that the other possibilities below n = 5 were examined as well,

however they are not shown in Table. 3.6.

Consequently, the selected rectum CSF model consists of six dominant GPs including: the volume of

the rectum (VR); the HD between the CTV and the maximum volume of the rectum (HMR); the HD

between the CTV and the maximum volume of the urethra (HMU); the HD between the CTV and the
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Table 3.6 – MLL values for some optimized rectum CSF models including different number of GPs
using the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. P-value related to the LRT between the
selected null and alternative models.

GPs included in each
rectum CSF model (TRUS-based) n MLL p-value Null model Alternative model df Rejected model

All the GPs 18 106.0698
VCTV, VB, VR, HMR, HAR, H95R, HMU, HAU,

H95U, GPC1, GPC2, GPC4, GPC5
13 99.8337 1 13 18 5 Alternative

VB, VR, HMR, HMU, HAU, H95U, GPC2, GPC5 8 98.37778 1 8 13 5 Alternative
VB, VR, HMR, HMU, H95U, GPC2, GPC4 7 94.88882 1 7 8 1 Alternative

VR, HMR, HMU, H95U, GPC2, GPC4 6 96.03932 0.1295 6 7 1 Alternative
VR, HMR, H95U, GPC2, GPC4 5 100.1528 0.0041 5 6 1 Null

95% volume of the urethra (H95VU); the ratio of the area enclosing all the implanted catheters and

the maximum surface of the prostate (GPC2); and the minimum distance between the active points of

the catheters situated in the lowest portion of the prostate and their closest points on the midplane of

the rectum (GPC4). Eq.3.3 provides the dominant GPs and the corresponding optimized weights for

the developed rectum CSF.

Rectum CSF model (TRUS-based) = 391.4045× (VR)−1041.2476× (HMR)

−1585.6728× (HMU)+8140.0598× (H95U)+9999.9928× (GPC2)

−3392.6239× (GPC4). (3.3)

Fig. 3.6 represents the hundred TRUS-based HDR-BT plans, along with the rectum CSF in Eq.3.3.

71% of these plans were found above the rectum CSF.

3.2.3 Urethra

3.2.3.1 Results of the Spearman Correlation Coefficient and Brute-Force Search for the
Urethra Parameters

Fig. 3.7 shows the SCCs associated with all the pair parameters of the urethra. The brute-force search

was performed to systematically optimize the models including all the possible combinations of the

GPs for the urethra and to calculate the corresponding MLL values. 12 different GPs with larger

SCCs values between the GP and dose D10 to the urethra (D10U) were selected. Table. 3.7 provides

combinations of these 12 selected GPs for the urethra model. The MLL values were calculated for all

the possible combination of the 12 GPs, in other words, a total of 4,095 possible urethra CSFs.

Table 3.7 – The GPs with higher values of the SCC, hence more important correlation, for the dose
D10 to the urethra.

GPC2 VB H95B HAB HMB VR GPC1 VCTV H95R HAR VU GPC4
D10U -0.4484 0.34 0.3247 0.2851 0.268 0.2626 -0.2012 0.1933 0.1256 0.1197 0.1094 -0.0684
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Figure 3.6 – One hundred TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer shown by the empty circles
and the developed rectum CSF by the solid line.

3.2.3.2 Urethra Cost Stochastic Frontier

A similar process as described for the other two OARs in 3.2.1.2 and 3.2.2.2 was followed in order

to find the optimal urethra model. Negligible technical inefficiency (σu) was resulted for almost all

the urethra CSF models including different combinations of GPs. Table. 3.8 shows the MLL value

associated with some of the urethra models including different GPs. The LRT between each two

chosen models were carried out, and the corresponding p-value were evaluated.

Table 3.8 – MLL values for some optimized urethra CSF models including different number of GPs
using the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. P-value related to the LRT between the
selected null and alternative models.

GPs included in each
urethra CSF model (TRUS-based) n MLL p-value Null model Alternative model df Rejected model

All the GPs 18 -214.2277
VCTV, VB, VR, VU, HMB, HAB,

H95B, HAR, H95R, GPC1, GPC2, GPC4
12 -211.4032 0.4636 12 18 6 Alternative

VB, VR, HMB, H95B, GPC1, GPC2 6 -209.4899 0.7001 6 12 6 Alternative
VB, VR, H95B, GPC1, GPC2 5 -208.3598 0.1327 5 6 1 Alternative

VB, VR, H95B, GPC2 4 -205.7679 0.0227 4 5 1 Null

The LRT between the alternative model including all the 18 GPs for the urethra and the null model
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Figure 3.7 – Urethra SCC matrix exhibiting the strength and direction of the SCCs of all the pair
parameters between the 18 GPs and the DP (D10) of the urethra. The strength and direction of correl-
ations are shown by a color spectrum and the related number. The darkest blue points to the strongest
positive correlation and the red to the strongest negative correlation.

with five parameters resulted in the p-value of 0.2534. Therefore, the alternative model was rejected,

and the null model with five GPs was chosen. Moreover, the LRT between the alternative model

with five parameters and the null model with four parameters resulted in p-value=0.02. As a result,

the null model was rejected, and the model with five GPs was kept. The same test was performed

for other possibilities of the urethra model including a lower number of GPs. Consequently, the

model including five parameters was selected as the optimal urethra model. This model has five

dominant GPs including: the volume of the bladder (VB); the volume of the rectum (VR); the HD

between the CTV and the 95% volume of the bladder (H95VB); the ratio of the number of implanted

catheters and the maximum surface of the prostate (GPC1); and the ratio of the area enclosing all the

implanted catheters and the maximum surface of the prostate (GPC2). Eq.3.4 provides the urethra

model. Fig. 3.8 shows the hundred TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer and the developed
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urethra model. An equal number of these TRUS-based plans were found above and below the urethra

model line.

Urethra CSF model (TRUS-based) = 53.1001× (VB)+174.4364× (VR)

+426.6623× (H95B)−4.971673× (GPC1)−9900.526× (GPC2). (3.4)
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Figure 3.8 – One hundred TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment plans for prostate cancer presented in
empty squares. The solid line demonstrates the developed urethra model.

3.3 Application of the Developed SF Models to the CT-based HDR-BT
Treatment Plans

So far in this chapter, the target PSF and the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models were success-

fully developed for the TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer. Now, in this section,

we verify whether these SF models succeed to be used on the CT-based HDR-BT plans for prostate

cancer. Therefore, a different cohort consisting of one hundred CT-based plans was used to develop

a CT-based PSF model for the target. Then, the CT-based PSF model for the target was compared to

its corresponding TRUS-based model discussed in 3.1.2. Additionally, a CT-based CSF model was

developed individually for each of OARs: the bladder, rectum, and urethra. Finally, comparisons were
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performed between each of the bladder, rectum, and urethra CT-based models and the corresponding

TRUS-based CSF model, given in 3.2.1.2 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.3.2 respectively. The DPs including the

dose V100 to the target, V75 to the bladder, V75 to the rectum, and D10 to the urethra were taken into

account as discussed in 2.2. Table. 3.9 provides the average and standard deviation (SD) of these DPs

using one hundred CT-based HDR-BT treatment plans for prostate cancer (second cohort). Addition-

ally, the average and SD of these DPs are provided for one hundred TRUS-based HDR-BT plans (first

cohort).

Table 3.9 – The average and standard deviation (SD) associated with the DPs including the dose V100
to the target, V75 to the bladder, V75 to the rectum, and D10 to the urethra using one hundred TRUS-
based HDR-BT treatment plans for prostate cancer. The results of using one hundred CT-based plans
are given as well.

SF
model

V100 (%) target
TRUS-based

V100 (%) target
CT-based

V75 (cm3) bladder
TRUS-based

V75 (cm3) bladder
CT-based

V75 (cm3) rectum
TRUS-based

V75 (cm3) rectum
CT-based

D10 (Gy) urethra
TRUS-based

D10 (Gy) urethra
CT-based

Average 96.19 96.28 0.824 0.697 0.739 0.672 16.68 16.54
SD 1.5448 1.2528 0.5600 0.2792 0.3839 0.2782 0.5695 0.3747

Note that the objective in this section is to examine if the developed target and OARs SF models for

TRUS-based category of HDR-BT treatment are universal. In other words, if the developed SF models

can be implemented in another category of the HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer. Thus, different

target PSF and the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models are designed using the dominant GPs as in

their corresponding TRUS-based SF models. Then, each model is individually applied to one hundred

CT-based HDR-BT plans. Following the same optimization process as in the TRUS-based models,

the MLL values were calculated. For example, the MLL values were obtained for the CT-based target

PSF models including the same GPs as in their corresponding TRUS-based models in Table. 3.2. The

LRTs were carried out between the null and alternative models, and the corresponding p-values were

evaluated. Therefore, the optimal CT-based target PSF model was determined. Finally, the dominant

GPs in this CT-based target PSF model were compared with the GPs in the corresponding TRUS-

based target PSF model. The same procedure was followed to find the optimal CT-based bladder,

rectum, and urethra CSF models using the models with similar combinations of the dominant GPs

as in their corresponding model in Tables.3.4, 3.6, and 3.8, respectively. Tables.3.10, 3.11, 3.12, and

3.13 show the MLL values obtained for all the CT-based target PSF, and the bladder, rectum, and

urethra CSF models under investigation. The p-values resulted from the LRTs between different null

and alternative models are compared.

Table. 3.10 shows the p-values associated with different LRTs. These LRTs were performed between

the null model with a lower number of GPs and the alternative model on its upper row with a larger

number of GPs. The CT-based target PSF model with the highest MLL value and the lowest number

of GPs has three dominant GPs: VR, HAR, and GPC2. Eq.3.5 gives the the dominant GPs as well as

the weights over the GPs in the CT-based target PSF. Fig. 3.9(a) shows one hundred CT-based plans

and the developed CT-based target PSF model. 85% of CT-based plans are below the CT-based target
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Table 3.10 – MLL calculated for the target PSF models including different number of GPs using the
CT-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. The p-value corresponding to LRTs between different
null and alternative model are compared. The null model chosen as the model with a lower number of
GPs with respect to an alternative model on its higher row with a larger number of GPs.

GPs included in each
target PSF model (CT-based) n MLL p-value Null model Alternative model df Rejected model

All the GPs 18 -297.8254
VB, VR, HMB, HAB, H95B, HMR, HAR,

H95R, GPC2, GPC3, GPC4, GPC5
12 -296.4884 0.8485 12 par. 18 par. 6 Alternative

VB, VR, HMB, H95B, HMR, HAR, GPC4 7 -296.2747 0.994 7 par. 12 par. 5 Alternative
VB, VR, HAB, HAR, GPC5 5 -296.0379 0.7891 5 par. 7 par. 2 Alternative

VR, HMB, GPC2, GPC5 4 -295.2243 0.202 4 par. 5 par. 1 Alternative
VR, HAR, GPC2 3 -295.5493 1 3 par. 4 par. 1 Alternative

VR, HAR 2 -292.622 0.0155 2 par. 3 par. 1 Null

Table 3.11 – MLL calculated for the bladder CSF models with different number of GPs (n) using the
CT-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. The LRTs between different null and alternative models
are performed, and the resulting p-values are compared.

GPs included in each
bladder CSF model (CT-based) n MLL p-value Null model Alternative model df Rejected model

All the GPs 18 240.722
VCTV, VB, VR, HAB, HMR, HAR, H95R,
HMU, HAU, H95U, GPC1, GPC2, GPC3

13 237.9421 1 13 18 5 Alternative

VB, VR, HAB, HMR, HAU, H95U, GPC1, GPC3 8 238.4298 0.9645 8 13 5 Alternative
VB, HAB, HMR, HAU, H95U, GPC1, GPC3 7 240.317 0.052 7 8 1 Alternative

VB, HAB, HMR, HAU, GPC1, GPC3 6 243.635 0.009 6 7 1 Null

Table 3.12 – MLL calculated for the rectum CSF models with different number of GPs (n) using the
CT-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. The LRTs between different null and alternative models
are performed, and the resulting p-values are compared.

GPs included in each
rectum CSF model (CT-based) n MLL p-value Null model Alternative model df Rejected model

All the GPs 18 113.493
VCTV, VB, VR, HMR, HAR, H95R, HMU, HAU,

H95U, GPC1, GPC2, GPC4, GPC5
13 116.7086 0.2664 13 18 5 Alternative

VB, VR, HMR, HMU, HAU, H95U, GPC2, GPC5 8 119.2973 0.3946 8 13 5 Alternative
VB, VR, HMR, HMU, H95U, GPC2, GPC4 7 120.3514 0.1465 7 8 1 Alternative

VR, HMR, HMU, H95U, GPC2, GPC4 6 121.5776 0.1173 6 7 1 Alternative
VR, HMR, H95U, GPC2, GPC4 5 121.7648 0.5406 5 6 1 Alternative

VR, HMR, H95U, GPC4 4 121.7945 0.8074 4 5 1 Alternative
VR, H95U, GPC4 3 123.9284 0.0388 3 4 1 Null

Table 3.13 – MLL calculated for the urethra CSF models with different number of GPs (n) using the
CT-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. The LRTs between different null and alternative models
are performed, and the resulting p-values are compared.

GPs included in each
urethra CSF model (CT-based) n MLL p-value Null model Alternative model df Rejected model

All the GPs 18 -243.6617
VCTV, VB, VR, VU, HMB, HAB,

H95B, HAR, H95R, GPC1, GPC2, GPC4
12 -242.1881 0.8154 12 18 6 Alternative

VB, VR, HMB, H95B, GPC1, GPC2 6 -241.1653 0.9154 6 12 6 Alternative
VB, VR, H95B, GPC1, GPC2 5 -241.3882 1 5 6 1 Alternative

VB, VR, H95B, GPC2 4 -239.1187 0.0331 4 5 1 Null
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PSF.

Target PSF model (CT-based) =−1582.595× (VR)+7755.235× (HAR)

−6578.814× (GPC2). (3.5)

Figure 3.9 – Plots of one hundred CT-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer along with The target
PSF (a), and the bladder (b), rectum (c), and urethra (d) CSFs.

Fig. 3.10(a) compares the developed target PSFs using the TRUS-based and CT- HDR-BT plans

for prostate cancer. The dominant GPs associated with the optimal CT-based target PSF model are

equivalent to the GPs in the TRUS-based target PSF model (Table. 3.2). As will later be seen in

this section, the shape of the target PSF curves for the CT- and TRUS-based HDR-BT plans are

compared. In order to better compare these curves, an outlier (the first plan point in the horizontal

axis with V100= 91.96%) was excluded from Fig. 3.2. Fig. 3.10(a) shows the resulting TRUS-based

target PSF.
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Figure 3.10 – Comparisons between the target PSF models developed, as well as the bladder, rectum,
and urethra CSF models, using the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT plans. One hundred TRUS-
based and one hundred CT-based HDR-BT plans shown along with the corresponding frontiers.
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Table. 3.13 points to the model with five dominant GPs as the optimal CT-based urethra CSF model.

These dominant GPs are: VB, VR, H95B, GPC1, and GPC2. Furthermore, Eq.3.6 provides the op-

timal CT-based urethra CSF model. Fig. 3.9(d) exhibits one hundred CT-based HDR-BT plans along

with the developed CT-based urethra CSF model. 88% of these CT-based plans were found above the

CT-based urethra CSF.

Moreover, Fig. 3.10(d) compares the optimal urethra CSF model for the CT-based TRUS-based HDR-

BT plans for prostate cancer. Identical dominant GPs were obtained for both urethra CSF models

using the CT- and TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. Note that an outlier (i.e., the plan point with the

lowest LCGP value and a D10 = 15.77 Gy) was excluded from the CT-based plans in Fig. 3.9(d)

in order to better compare the urethra CSF curves associated with the CT- and TRUS-based HDR-

BT plans. Eq.3.6 gives the resulting urethra CSF model using CT-based HDR-BT plans excluding

one outlier. As opposed to the predicted fit for the urethra model using TRUS-based HDR-BT plans

(Fig. 3.8), a stochastic frontier was yielded for the CT-based urethra model.

Urethra CSF model (CT-based) * = 2576.366× (VB)+943.4741× (VR)

−4913.513× (H95B)−9981.531× (GPC1)−9928.864× (GPC2). (3.6)

In the case of the bladder and rectum, however, Tables.3.11 and 3.12, respectively, represents the

resulted optimal CSF models including a number of dominant GPs. Following the same method as

discussed for the TRUS-based models, the LRTs were performed between the competing null and

alternative models, and the corresponding p-values were compared to decide on the optimal SF model

using the CT-based plans. As can be inferred from Table. 3.11, the model with seven GPs was chosen

as the optimal CT-based bladder CSF model. The seven GPs in the CT-based bladder CSF model

are: VB, HAB, HMR, HAU, H95U, GPC1, and GPC3. Eq.3.8 gives the optimal CT-based bladder

CSF model. Fig. 3.9(b) illustrates the hundred CT-based HDR-BT plans along with the developed

CT-based bladder CSF model. 81% of these CT-based plans were situated above the bladder CSF.

Therefore, in contrast to the six dominant GPs obtained for the optimal TRUS-based bladder model

(Table. 3.4), the corresponding bladder model using CT-based HDR-BT plans includes seven domin-

ant GPs. Fig. 3.10(b) compares the bladder CSFs for the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT plans

for prostate cancer. Moreover, for rectum, Table. 3.12 points out to the model including four domin-

ant GPs as the optimal rectum CSF model using CT-based HDR-BT plans. These four dominant GPs

are: VR, HMR, H95U, and GPC4. Eq.3.7 gives the developed CT-based rectum CSF model. Also,

Fig. 3.9(c) represents the hundred CT-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer along with the cor-

responding rectum CSF. 69% of these CT-based plans are located above the rectum CSF. As opposed

the six dominant GPs determined for the optimal TRUS-based rectum CSF model (Table. 3.6), the

optimal CT-based rectum CSF consists of four dominant GPs. Fig. 3.10(c) compares the rectum CSFs

associated with the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT plans.

Rectum CSF model (CT-based) =−58.8073× (VR)+812.1918× (HMR)

−1696.563× (H95U)+9987.567× (GPC4) (3.7)
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Bladder CSF model (CT-based) = 539.3829× (VB)−1966.5788× (HAB)

−168.25359× (HMR)+9050.4987× (HAU)−3586.78959× (H95U)

+9851.0892× (GPC1)−294.6391× (GPC3). (3.8)

According to our discussion in 1.1.1, the contoured volumes of the bladder and rectum in the case

of CT-based plans are bigger than the corresponding contours in the TRUS-based plans. The limited

capacity of the crystals used in the TRUS equipment yields limitation in the image field-of-view for the

TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer. Furthermore, only the interior part of the rectum

can be contoured in the TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer because the probe tube

of TRUS equipment is placed in the rectum. Therefore, as opposed to the CT-based, only fractions

of the entire bladder and rectum volumes can be contoured in the TRUS-based HDR-BT for prostate

cancer. The bladder volume, as well as the rectum volume, in TRUS-based HDR-BT plans ranges,

respectively, from 3.57 cm3 to 69.33 cm3, and from 8.45 cm3 to 29.46 cm3. Nevertheless, the ranges

of the bladder and the rectum volumes in the case of the CT-based plans are, respectively, from 64.65

cm3 to 304.5 cm3, and from 29.41 cm3 to 122.14 cm3. Furthermore, the volume of the urethra in

the TRUS-based plans ranges from 0.75 cm3 to 2.92 cm3, which is comparable to the range of the

corresponding volume in the CT-based plans from 0.88 cm3 to 2.63 cm3. Further, the ranges of the

prostate volume in the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT plans are similar. In the TRUS-based

plans, the prostate volume ranges from 21.62 cm3 to 150.39 cm3, and in the CT-based plans from

33.25 cm3 to 112.95 cm3. Moreover, as discussed in 1.2.2, the developed SF models directly depend

on the patient-specific geometry knowledge, hence on the GPs. Accordingly, the observed differences

in the dominant GPs between the bladder and rectum CSF models for the TRUS-based and CT-based

categories of the HDR-BT may arise from the discrepancies in the data associated with dominant GPs

applied in each of these models. These discrepancies in the GPs are attributed to the variations in the

ways the bladder and rectum are contoured in the case of TRUS-based as compared to the CT-based

HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer.

In order to confirm this hypothesis, one can exclude the extra contouring volumes associated with

these structures, and then develop the CT-based SF models based on the modified GPs. In the case

of the rectum CSF model, CT-based CSF models including various combination of the modified GPs

were designed. For the sake of comparison, the dominant GPs in these CT-based models were chosen

according to the CT-based rectum models given in Table. 3.12; however, the modified values of the

dominant GPs are taken into consideration. Table. 3.14 represents the MLL values obtained for these

rectum CSF models using CT-based HDR-BT plans including the modified GPs. The LRTs were

carried out between the null and alternative models within these rectum CSF models, and the corres-

ponding p-values were compared. The LRT, for instance, between the null model with six GPs and

the alternative model with all the 18 GPs resulted in a p-value of 1. Therefore, the alternative model

was rejected and the null model with six dominant GPs was chosen. Also, the LRT between the null

model with five GPs and the alternative model with six GPs yielded a p-value much smaller than the

chosen significance level. Therefore, the model with six GPs was selected as the optimal rectum CSF
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model in the case of CT-based plans with modified GPs. Eq.3.4 provides the rectum CSF model for

the CT-based HDR-BT including the modified GPs. As a result, there are the same six dominant para-

meter (GPs) in the optimal rectum CSF model using the CT-based HDR-BT plans with modified GPs

and in the corresponding model using the TRUS-based plans.

Table 3.14 – MLL obtained for the rectum CSF models including different number of GPs using the
CT-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer including the modified GPs. p-values corresponding to
the LRTs between the null and alternative models are compared.

GPs included in each
rectum CSF model (CT-based_Modified) n MLL p-value Null model Alternative model df Rejected model

All the GPs 18 113.8544
VCTV, VB, VR, HMR, HAR, H95R, HMU, HAU,

H95U, GPC1, GPC2, GPC4, GPC5
13 116.8002 0.3169 13 18 5 Alternative

VB, VR, HMR, HMU, HAU, H95U, GPC2, GPC5 8 119.1902 0.4433 8 13 5 Alternative
VB, VR, HMR, HMU, H95U, GPC2, GPC4 7 120.3514 0.1275 7 8 1 Alternative

VR, HMR, HMU, H95U, GPC2, GPC4 6 113.951 1 6 7 1 Alternative
VR, HMR, H95U, GPC2, GPC4 5 121.7648 0.00007 5 6 1 Null

Rectum CSF model (CT-based-Modified GPs) = 266.2561× (VR)−395.0085× (HMR)

+242.3593× (HMU)+1342.663× (H95U)+9584.1× (GPC2)−9876.329× (GPC4). (3.9)

Fig. 3.11(c) exhibits the hundred CT-based plans including the modified GPs along with the cor-

responding rectum CSF. Fig. 3.11(a) and Fig. 3.11(b) show the comparison between this rectum CSF

model for the CT-based plans including the modified GPs and the corresponding models for the TRUS-

based and CT-based plans, respectively. As compared to the CT-based (Fig. 3.11(b)), the TRUS-based

rectum CSF (Fig. 3.11(a)) has two extra dominant GPs: HMU and GPC2. Moreover, the curves of

these TRUS-based and CT-based rectum CSFs exhibited in the Figs. 3.11(a) and (b), respectively,

are not identical. Nevertheless, the dominant GPs obtained for the rectum CSF model using the CT-

based plans including the modified GPs (Fig. 3.11(c)) and the TRUS-based plans (Fig. 3.11(a)) are in

agreement. Also, the curve of the frontier in Fig. 3.11(c) is comparable with the curve of the frontier

in Fig. 3.11(a). Therefore, the differences in the GPs and the frontier curves between the CT-based

and TRUS-based CSF models for the rectum are due to the variation existed in the contouring of the

volumes in the the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT for prostate cancer.

In the case of the target, the CT- and TRUS-based PSFs have the same dominant GPs. However,

different curves, as shown in Figs. 3.12(a) and (b), are observed for, respectively, the CT- and TRUS-

based PSFs. As mentioned in 3.1.2, the rectum volume is one of the dominant GPs of the target

PSF model. Hence, the difference between the two curves for the CT- and TRUS-based PSFs may

stem from the variations in the contouring of the volumes between the CT- and TRUS-based HDR-BT

treatments for prostate cancer. In order to verify this hypothesis, the extra contoured GPs for the target

PSF model in the case of the CT-based plans were discarded following the same procedure as for the

rectum. Then, the shape of the target PSF for the CT-based including the modified GPs (Fig. 3.12(c))
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Figure 3.11 – Comparison between the TRUS-based rectum CSF (a) with the corresponding frontiers
for the CT-based plans (b), and for the CT-based plans including modified GPs (c). The TRUS-based
HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer represented by empty circles, the CT-based plans by full circles,
and the CT-based plans including the modified GPs by full rectangles. The corresponding curves for
these rectum CSFs shown by solid lines.

was obtained identical to the TRUS-based plans (Fig. 3.12(a)). Eq.3.10 shows the target PSF model

using the CT-based plans including the weights over the dominant GPs.

Target PSF model (CT-based-Modified GPs) = 74.25001× (VR)+1564.696× (HAR)

9855.687× (GPC2). (3.10)

Figure 3.12 – Target PSF model developed for the TRUS-based plans (a) compared with the corres-
ponding model for the CT-based plans (b), and for the CT-based plans including the modified GPs
(c). The TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer shown by empty diamonds, the CT-based
plans by full diamonds, and the CT-based plans including the modified GPs by full circles. Solid lines
represent the corresponding curves for these target PSFs.

In the case of the urethra, a null technical-inefficiency, and a fit was obtained for the TRUS-based

urethra model (Fig. 3.13(a)). Additionally, in the CT- (Eq.3.4) and TRUS-based (Eq.3.6) urethra

CSF models, the variations in contouring the volumes in TRUS and CT-based HDR-BT treatments

for prostate cancer resulted in different values for the parameters such as the rectum volume. These
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variations in the contouring, hence in the dominant GPs, may be the cause for the difference observed

in the urethra models using TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT plans. In order to confirm this

hypothesis, the urethra CSF model for the CT-based plans was developed, but this time using the

modified values of the dominant GPs. Figs. 3.13(b) and (c) show the resulted urethra CSFs for the

CT-based plans and CT-based plans including the modified GPs, respectively. Eq.3.11 provides the

urethra CSF using the CT-based plans including the modified GPs as well as the weights over the

dominant GPs.

Urethra CSF model (CT-based Modified GPs) * = 2992.103× (VB)+776.3866× (VR)

−893.5612× (H95B)−9812.360× (GPC1)−9971.997× (GPC2), (3.11)

Figure 3.13 – The urethra model developed for the TRUS-based plans (a) compared with the urethra
CSFs for the CT-based plans before (b), and after (c) considering the modified dominant GPs. Empty
rectangles in (a) represent the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer, full diamonds in (b)
show the CT-based plans, and the full rectangles in (c) the CT-based plans including the modified GPs.
The corresponding curves for these urethra CSFs illustrated by solid lines.

As a result, the optimal target PSF model and the rectum and urethra CSF models developed for the

TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment for the prostate were shown to include the same dominant GPs as

the corresponding models in the CT-based category. Therefore, we confirmed the hypothesis that our

target PSF and OARs CSF models developed using TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer,

can be used for the CT-based category of the HDR-BT treatment. Therefore, the developed SF models

can perform well outside of the TRUS-based category of the HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer.

In other words, the developed SF models are universal.

The dominant GPs, along with the corresponding weights were obtained for all the developed optimal

TRUS-based and CT-based (modified GPs) target PSF and bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models.

These weights of the dominant GPs were evaluated through the optimization of the corresponding SF

model explained in 2.4. All the dominant GPs in the target PSF models associated with the TRUS-

based and CT-based (modified GPs) HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer, as given, respectively, in

Eqs.3.1 and 3.10 are identical. These dominant GPs include the volume of the rectum (VR), the
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HD average between the target and rectum volume (HAR), and the ratio of the area enclosing all the

implanted catheters and the maximum surface of the prostate (GPC2). The HAR and GPC2 parameters

impact positively the target covering in the TRUS-based as well as the CT-based (modified GPs) target

PSF models. A comparison between the weights obtained for all the dominant GPs in the TRUS-based

and CT-based (modified GPs) target PSF models showed that GPC2 has the most significant influence

on the target (V100) covering. A greater ratio of the area including all the inserted catheters and the

maximum surface of the prostate (i.e., GPC2) indicates delivering the dose of radiation to a larger

regions of the target: hence, increased the dose V100 to the target. Further, as discussed in 2.3.2, HD

measurements take into account not only the distances between the two structures but also their distinct

shapes. Therefore, the differences between the two structures in term of their shapes and distances are

provided by HD measurements. As stated above, a positive impact of the HAR parameter on the target

V100 covering were obtained in both the TRUS-based and CT-based (modified GPs). Therefore, when

the HAR parameter augments, the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT plans will shift towards the

target PSFs and above this production frontier. In the case of the parameter related to the volume

of the rectum (VR), as opposed to the negative impact on the target covering obtained related to the

VR parameter in the TRUS-based target PSF model, a positive impact was observed for VR in the

CT-based (modified GPs) target PSF model.

In the case of the rectum, both the TRUS-based and CT-based (modified GPs) CSF models given

in Eqs.3.3 and 3.9, respectively, include the same dominant GPs. These six dominant GPs are the

volume of the rectum (VR), the HD maximum between the target and the rectum (HMR), the HD

maximum between the target and the urethra (HMU), the HD 95% between the target and the urethra

(H95U), the ratio of the area enclosing all the implanted catheters and the maximum surface of the

prostate (GPC2), and finally, the minimum distance between the active points of the catheters placed

in the lowest portion of the prostate and their closest points on the midplane of the rectum (GPC4).

In the TRUS-based and the CT-based (modified GPs) rectum CSF models, the VR, H95U, and GPC2

parameters exhibited a positive impact on the dose V75 received by the rectum. Indeed, greater dose

V75 to the rectum is associated with larger volumes of the rectum (VR). Furthermore, HDs point out

the dissimilarities between the two structures in term of distance and shape. It should be noted that

since the urethra is situated within the target, the distance between the target and urethra is irrelevant.

Therefore, only the shape of the structure is considered in H95U. A positive weight was obtained for

the H95U parameters in both the TRUS-based and the CT-based (modified GPs) rectum CSF models.

Also, the resulted weight associated with the HMU parameter in the rectum CSF model showed a

negative influence on the dose V75 to the rectum. This is contrary to the positive weight obtained

for the HMU parameter in the rectum CSF model developed using CT-based (modified GPs) plans.

Further, in the case of the TRUS-based target PSF model, the GPC2 parameter has the most substantial

influence on the dose V75 to the rectum. In other words, the ratio of the area enclosing all the inserted

catheters and the maximum surface of the prostate is of higher importance as compared with the other

GPs in the rectum CSF model using TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. In the case of

the CT-based (modified GPs) rectum CSF model, the most important impact on the dose V75 to the
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rectum was acquired related to the GPC4 parameter. The GPC4 parameter impact negatively the dose

V75 to the rectum in the TRUS-based and the CT-based (modified GPs) rectum CSF models. When

the minimum distance between the dwell positions related to the catheters situated in the lowest part

of the prostate and their nearest points on the midplane of the rectum (i.e., GPC4) increases, the dose

V75 to the rectum is reduced. Additionally, negative weights were obtained associated with the HMR

parameters in both the TRUS-based and CT-based (modified GPs) rectum CSF models. Hence, the

increase in the HMR parameter indicates the decrease in the dose V75 to the rectum.

In the case of the last OAR, urethra, five identical dominant GPs were determined in the TRUS-based

as well as the CT-based (modified GPs) models, given in Eqs.3.4 and 3.11, respectively. These five

dominant GPs are the volume of the bladder (VB), the volume of the rectum (VR), the HD 95%

between the target bladder (H95B), the ratio of the number of implanted catheters and the maximum

surface of the prostate (GPC1), and the ratio of the area enclosing all the implanted catheters and the

maximum surface of the prostate (GPC2). The VB and VR parameters showed a positive impact on

the dose D10 to the urethra in both the TRUS-based and CT-based (modified GPs) CSF models. Con-

trarily, the GPC1 and GPC2 parameters both revealed negative impacts on the dose D10 to the urethra

in the TRUS-based and CT-based (modified GPs) urethra models. Moreover, the weight associated

with the H95B parameter on the dose D10 to the urethra was found to be positive. However, this

weight (H95B) was obtained negative in the case of CT-based (modified GPs) urethra CSF model.

Additionally, Table. 3.15 shows the results predicted by the developed SF models using the cohort

including one hundred TRUS-based and the cohort with one hundred CT-based HDR-BT treatment

plans for prostate cancer. The number of the plans above the target PSF and below the bladder, rectum,

and urethra CSFs in each cohort under study are provided. 94% of the TRUS-based plans in the first

Table 3.15 – The percentage of the TRUS-based and CT-based plans predicted to be below and above
the target PSF and bladder, rectum, and urethra CSFs, respectively.

Number of plans below
the target PSF

Number of plans above
the bladder CSF

Number of plans above
the rectum CSF

Number of plans above
the urethra CSF

TRUS-based 94% 63% 71% 50%
CT-based 85% 81% 69% 88%

cohort were positioned under the developed TRUS-based target PSF. Additionally, 63% and 71% of

these plans were found above the bladder and rectum CSFs, respectively. In the case of the urethra,

50% of the TRUS-based plans were placed above and 50% below the urethra model. It should be

noted that finding a treatment plan under the target PSF or above the bladder, rectum, and urethra

CSFs do not point to a clinically unacceptable plan in the HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer. The

optimization of all the plans under study was provided a clinically acceptable dose V100 to the target,

V75 to the bladder and rectum, and D10 to the urethra. In other words, the optimization of all these

plans was carried out in agreement with the ABS recommendations for each of the dose criteria in

the HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer. However, the observed differences between the plans op-

timized by the TPS and the ones predicted by the developed SF models point out to the possibility of
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further improvement in the target covering and OARs dose minimization for these plans under invest-

igation. For instance, the target covering can be improved for 94% of the patients in the TRUS-based

plans. Furthermore, using the TRUS-based bladder and rectum CSF models indicate that the irradi-

ated volume of the bladder and rectum can be reduced for, respectively, 63% and 71% of the patients

in the TRUS-based plans. Accordingly, there is room to spare a greater volume of the bladder and

rectum for, respectively, 63% and 71% of the patients in the TRUS-based plans under study. Further-

more, the predictive power of the developed SF models was examined using the hundred CT-based

HDR-BT treatment plans for prostate cancer in the second cohort. 85% of the CT-based plans were

positioned under the CT-based target PSF. Hence, the target PSF predicted that the target covering

could be improved for 85% of the plans in the CT-based HDR-BT plans under study. Additionally,

81% of these CT-based plans under study were placed above the bladder, 69% above the rectum, and

88% above the urethra CSFs. Therefore, the dose received by the bladder, rectum, and urethra could

be minimized for the 81%, 69%, and 88% of the CT-based plans, respectively.

Table. 3.16 provides the developed optimal SF models for the two category of the HDR-BT treatment

for prostate cancer, i.e., the TRUS-based and CT-based. The number (n) and the type of the dominant

GPs included in each of these TRUS-based and CT-based optimal models for the target PSF and for

the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models are given. MLL values are obtained through optimization

of the SF models using the hundred TRUS-based as well as the CT-based HDR-BT treatment plans

for prostate cancer. Furthermore, the statistics of the probability density of ε , the mean (E(ε)) and the

variance (V(ε)), were evaluated for each of these SF models. Moreover, the standard deviation (SD)

of the two error terms; the technical inefficiency (σu) and the random noise (σv) in Eq.1.17 or Eq.2.9

were calculated. The model parameters, a0 and a1 in Eq.1.13, were obtained for each model as well. A

technical inefficiency of σu = 0.0219 was obtained for the target PSF using the TRUS-based HDR-BT

plans, which is contrary to the urethra CSF model with a null technical inefficiency. Therefore, using

the developed target PSF model predicted a larger improvement in the target covering as compared

with the minimization of the dose D10 to the urethra using the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. Thus,

the urethra was found to be the organ for which the minimization of the dose is well optimized in

TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment plans. In other words, no variability was related to the planners’

competency and judgment in the optimization of the urethra in the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. In

fact, medical physicists, under the recommendation of radiation oncologists, put many efforts in the

minimization of dose to the urethra. Indeed, hundred percent (i.e., the highest) technical efficiency

is associated with the minimization of the dose D10 to the urethra using the TRUS-based HDR-BT

plans. Consequently, no further improvement of the dosimetric parameter D10 for the urethra was

possible based on the developed urethra CSF model using the TRUS-based plans under study. The

most significant technical inefficiency between the OARs sparing in the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans

under study was predicted based on the rectum CSF model for the minimization of the dose V75 to

the rectum (σu = 0.208).

In comparison to the bladder, a higher mean, E(ε) = 0,166, was obtained for the minimization of the
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Table 3.16 – The number of the dominant GPs (n), the dominant GPs, the optimized MLL, the model
parameters a0 and a1, the mean E(ε), the variance V(ε), and the standard deviation (SD) of the two
error terms (i.e., σu and σv) calculated for all the optimal TRUS-based and CT-based SF models.

SF model n Dominant
GPs MLL σu σv a0 a1 E(ε) V(ε) SD

TRUS-based
target PSF

3
VR, HAR,

GPC2
-291.2876 0.0219 0.0049 4.44581 0.01390 -0.0175 0.0002 0.0141

TRUS-based
bladder CSF

6
VB, HAB,

HMR, HAU,
GPC1, GPC3

131.4082 0.1028 0.8987 -17.54720 1.55900 0.0820 0.8115 0.9008

TRUS-based
rectum CSF

6
VR, HMR,

HMU, H95U,
GPC2, GPC4

96.03753 0.2081 0.6200 -3.66957 0.33517 0.1660 0.4001 0.6326

TRUS-based
urethra CSF

5
VB, VR,

H95B, GPC1,
GPC2

-208.3598 0.0000 0.0301 2.20701 0.06542 0.0000 0.0009 0.0301

CT-based
target PSF

3
VR, HAR,

GPC2
-295.5493 0.0174 0.0074 4.6133 -0.0028 -0.0139 0.0002 0.0128

CT-based
bladder CSF

7

VB, HAB,
HMR, HAU,

H95U, GPC1,
GPC3

240.317 0.4314 2.6696 -16.2794 1.4964 0.3442 7.1944 2.6822

CT-based
rectum CSF

4
VR, HMR,

H95U, GPC4
121.7945 0.0004 0.8 11.3983 -1.1348 0.0003 0.6400 0.8000

CT-based
urethra CSF *

5
VB, VR,

H95B, GPC1,
GPC2

-239.6553 0.0284 0.0136 2.74314 0.00349 0.0227 0.0005 0.0219

CT-based
modified GPs

target PSF
3

VR, HAR,
GPC2

-295.9722 0.0189 0.0063 4.3785 0.0195 -0.0151 0.0002 0.0130

CT-based
modified GPs
rectum CSF

6
VR, HMR,

HMU, H95U,
GPC2, GPC4

113.951 0.0089 0.7604 -3.3521 0.3073 0.0071 0.5782 0.7604

CT-based
modified GPs
urethra CSF *

5
VB, VR,

H95B, GPC1, GPC2
-239.7017 0.0291 0.0131 2.72043 0.00600 0.0232 0.0005 0.0219

dose V75 to the rectum through the rectum CSF model using the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. Higher

technical inefficiency for the rectum predicts higher variations in the quality of the TRUS-based HDR-

BT plans. As discussed in 1.2.2, a higher technical inefficiency can be linked to a higher variation in

the planners’ experience and judgment. The bladder CSF model predicted that further improvement

in the minimization of the dose V75 to the bladder was possible in the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans.

However, this improvement would be on a smaller scale as compared with the dose V75 to the rectum.

Therefore, the developed rectum CSF model can provide predictive information on how to improve

the minimization of the dose V75 to the rectum in the TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment for prostate

cancer.

Table. 3.16 shows that the technical inefficiency of the target covering (σu = 0.017) and the urethra

sparing (σu = 0.028) is of the same order of magnitude using the CT-based HDR-BT plans in the

second cohort separately. Furthermore, the highest variability in the planner’s experience and judg-

ment in the CT-based HDR-BT plans under study was related to the minimization of the dose V75
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to the bladder (σu = 0.431). As compared to the other OARs in the CT-based plans, larger mean

(E(ε) = 0.344) was obtained for the bladder. Moreover, the lowest technical inefficiency in the CT-

based HDR-BT plans was associated with minimization of the dose V75 to the rectum σu = 0.0004

with the mean E(ε) = 0.0003. In other words, rectum was found as the OARs the most spared in the

CT-based HDR-BT treatment plans under investigation.

Additionally, the comparison between the two developed target PSF models using the TRUS-based

and CT-based HDR-BT plans individually revealed that the technical inefficiencies predicted by the

models in the two cohorts have the same order of magnitude. However, slightly larger technical

inefficiency was obtained for the target PSF model using the TRUS-based (σu = 0.0219) than for the

corresponding model using the CT-based (σu = 0.0174) HDR-BT plans under study. Furthermore,

a better balance between the target covering and urethra sparing was predicted for the TRUS-based

plans rather than the CT-based HDR-BT plans under study. Therefore, a more critical improvement

for the trade-off between the target covering and urethra sparing was predicted based on the urethra

CSF model using the CT-based, as compared to the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer.

As compared with the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans, the developed bladder CSF models predicted

more considerable variability between the clinically optimized treatment plans for the CT-based plans.

Moreover, larger values of the mean and the corresponding SD of the ε was predicted by the bladder

CSF model using the CT-based plans (E(ε) = 0.344, SD=2.68) in comparison with the TRUS-based

plans (E(ε) = 0.083, SD=0.90). Thus, the bladder CSF model predicted a considerable dispersion

associated with the implanter variability. This is because of the greater variability in the catheter

geometry at the tip of the catheters, which is also the closets to the bladder.

As shown in Table. 3.16, the technical inefficiency of the rectum CSF model for the CT-based plans

(σu = 0.0004) is negligible in comparison with the one for the TRUS-based plans under study (σu =

0.2081). The very low technical inefficiency obtained for the CT-based plans indicates that rectum

is the OAR that was better optimized in the case of the CT-based plans in comparison to the TRUS-

based HDR-BT plans under study. In other words, lower variations due to planners’ experience and

judgments in minimization of the dose V75 to the rectum was predicted for the CT-based plans as

compared with the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. It should be noted that in the TRUS-based HDR-BT

treatment for prostate cancer, the presence of the TRUS tube in the rectum can affect the shape of the

rectum wall, prostate, and its adjacent anatomy. The separation between prostate and rectum due to

the impact of the presence of the TRUS probe in HDR-BT treatment was studied by Rylander et al.

(189). The distance between the prostate and rectum, as well as the rectal DVH parameters for HDR-

BT for prostate, were compared for two different cases; one case with, and the other case without

the TRUS probe in place during the dose delivery. An increase of 1 cm of the median distance at the

base of the prostate was observed due to the variation in distance between the prostate and the anterior

rectal wall. Also, the decrease of 0.2 cm at the apex was reported (189).

The comparison between the urethra model for the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT plans under
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investigations showed that, as opposed to the null technical inefficiency in the case of the TRUS-based

plans, a relatively small technical inefficiency (σu = 0.0284) was obtained for the CT-based HDR-BT

plans under study. The more critical technical inefficiency associated with the urethra sparing in the

CT-based plans relative to the TRUS-based plans can be linked to the more significant variations exist

in the planners’ experience and judgment in minimization of the dose D10 to the urethra in the case

of CT-based plans. In fact, in the case of the CT-based HDR-BT treatment plans under study, less

control existed on the precision of the needle positioning. Changes in needle positioning can occur

when the patient’s legs are lowered in order to acquire the CT images. As a result, potential errors in

the distance between the needles and the urethra in the CT-based plans can be more significant than

in the TRUS-based plans. This confirms that it is not just the planner’s experience but rather team

experience globally: how the catheters are implanted changes what it is possible to do on the planning

side of the HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer.

Table. 3.16, also, represents a comparison of the mean and the SD of the ε between different TRUS-

based and CT-based SF models. The target covering and the average of all the bladder, rectum, and

urethra (OARs) sparing were compared between the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT plans under

investigation. The target PSF model predicted a similar target covering for the TRUS-based (E(ε) =

−0.0175, SD=0.014) and for the CT-based (E(ε) = −0.0139, SD=0.012) HDR-BT plans. However,

the average OAR sparing was better performed in the case of the TRUS-based plans (E(ε) = 0.082,

SD=0.521) rather than the CT-based (E(ε) = 0.122, SD=1.16) HDR-BT plans. Higher values of

the mean and SD of ε obtained for the average of the OARs sparing in the CT-based in comparison

with the TRUS-based plans showed a larger variation of planner’s experience and judgment in the

minimization of the dose to the OARs in CT-based HDR-BT plans. As compared with the TRUS-

based plans, a larger number of the CT-based plans were founded for which despite having a similar

dominant GPs, the optimization of the dose to the OARs was performed differently. Therefore, the

developed bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models predicted more important improvement of the

optimization of the dose received by each of the OARs in the case of the CT-based plans in comparison

with the TRUS-based plans.
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Conclusion

The SF analysis, a model in economics, was successfully applied to develop the QC tool based on the

patient-specific anatomic knowledge. The treatment plans of previous patients treated by the TRUS-

based HDR-BT were employed to develop the SF models. The purpose was to provide treatment

planners for the HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer with a geometry-based QC tool. This QC tool

allows planners to base their decision-making process on quantitative factors, rather than only based

on subjective methods. It should be noted that practical or subjective methods should still, but to a

lesser extent, be taken into consideration in the treatment planning process. However, the QC tool can

be used as a quantitative benchmark to provide planners, before the planning, with the knowledge on

how to cope with the challenge of attaining a trade-off between target-coverage and OARs-sparing.

Consequently, the quality of planning for the HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer is improved.

To develop the SF models, one hundred clinical HDR-BT treatment plans for prostate cancer were

used in this research project, in which TRUS was employed as the only imaging modality. Further-

more, a single fraction of 15 Gy was prescribed for these patients. The clinical optimizations of these

TRUS-based HDR-BT plans were carried out using the IPSA algorithm. Additionally, OcP TPS was

used. Moreover, the ABS recommendations for the dose parameters were followed for the target

(CTV), and the three OARs: bladder, rectum, and urethra. The DPs include: V100 of the target;

V75 of the bladder; V75 of the rectum; and D10 of the urethra. These DPs were extracted for all the

clinical patients in the TRUS-based cohort.

In total, 18 different GPs were taken into account in this study. Thirteen of these GPs are associated

with the geometry of the patient. These GPs include the volume of the CTV, bladder, rectum, and

urethra, as well as the Hausdorff distance (HD) between the prostate and the three OARs. Furthermore,

five of these GPs are related to the implanted catheters within the prostate. These catheter-related GPs

consist of the ratio of the number of implanted catheters and the maximum surface of the prostate; the

ratio of the area enclosing all the implanted catheters and the maximum surface of the prostate; the

average distance between all the implanted catheters, and the minimum distance between the active

points of the catheters placed in the lowest portion of the prostate and their closest points on the

midplane and full length of the rectum.

The SCC approach was used to study the relationships between the GPs and DPs of interest. Ex-

amining the monotonic relationships between the GPs and DPs provided information regarding the
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dominant GPs in a given SF model. Subsequently, to systematically explore all the possible combin-

ations of the dominant GPs, and to optimize the corresponding SF models, brute-force searches and

parallel computations were carried out in the statistical computing package R. Indeed, the optimiza-

tion of each of the SF models was performed using a maximum likelihood method implemented in the

R, and its GenSA algorithm. Then, in order to make a comparison between the optimized SF models

including different combinations of GPs, the LRT and its corresponding p-value were employed. The

LRT and its p-value indicate the accepted or rejected model between the two competing models: the

null and alternative models. As a result, an optimal PSF model for the target, and an optimal CSF

model for each of the bladder, rectum, and urethra were developed using the TRUS-based HDR-BT

for prostate cancer.

Based on the SCCs matrices evaluated individually for the target as well as each of the OARs, the GPs

with a more significant correlation to the dose V100 to the target, V75 to the bladder and rectum, and

D10 to the urethra were selected. Different possible combinations were studied using the dominant

GPs for the target PSF, bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF. These possible target PSF and OARs CSF

models were optimized in different brute-force searches, and parallel computations in R. In the brute-

force searches for the target, bladder, rectum, and urethra, a total of, respectively, 4,095, 8191, 8191,

4095 possible combinations of the GPs were studied. Consequently, the optimal target PSF and blad-

der, rectum, and urethra CSF models comprise three, six, six, and three GPs, respectively. Table. C.1

provides the dominant GPs for the optimal target PSF and bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models

for the TRUS-based HDR-BT.

The following step was to examine if the developed TRUS-based target PSF and the bladder, rectum,

and urethra CSF models may be generally used for another category of the prostate HDR-BT. We

verified whether or not the four developed TRUS-based SF models could be applied for the CT-based

HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. Therefore, we designed CT-based SF models for the target PSF

and bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF including the same GPs as in their corresponding TRUS-based

SF models. After, we examined if each of the optimal target PSF or OARs CSF models developed

using the CT-based HDR-BT plans has the same GPs as its corresponding optimal TRUS-based SF

model. The optimal SF model was chosen using the evaluated MLL values, and based on the LRTs

and the corresponding p-values. The evaluation of these MLL value was carried out through optim-

ization using the same method of the maximum likelihood implemented in the R and also its GenSA

algorithm. It should be noted that the second cohort used in this research consisted of one hundred

clinical HDR-BT treatment plans for prostate cancer, in which CT was used as the imaging modality

rather than TRUS. These plans were all associated with the patients who were treated with a single

fraction of 15 Gy. The planning of all these CT-based HDR-BT treatment plans was done using the

IPSA algorithm implemented in the OcB TPS (Nucletron, Veenendaal, The Netherlands). The DPs

taken into consideration for the CT-based SF models were similar to those for the TRUS-based mod-

els. Furthermore, the same as for the TRUS-based models, 18 GPs were used for the TRUS-based

models.
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Table C.1 – The optimal target PSF and bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models for the TRUS-based,
CT-based, and CT-based including the modified GPs HDR-BT plans for prostate cancer. The number
of the dominant GPs (n), the dominant GPs, the percentage of the plans above and under each SF, the
technical inefficiency (σu), the ratio of the two error terms (i.e., σu and σv), the expectation E(ε), and
the standard deviation (SD) of the two error terms evaluated for the given SF models.

SF model n Dominant
GPs

Plans under the
SF (%)

Plans above the
SF (%)

Tech. inefficiency
(σu) σu/σv E(ε) SD

TRUS-based
target PSF

3 VR, HAR, GPC2 94 6 0.0219 4.469 -0.0175 0.0141

CT-based
target PSF

3 VR, HAR, GPC2 85 15 0.0174 2.351 -0.0139 0.0128

CT-based
modified GPs

target PSF
3 VR, HAR, GPC2 - - 0.0189 3 -0.0151 0.0130

TRUS-based
bladder CSF

6
VB, HAB, HMR,

HAU, GPC1, GPC3
37 63 0.1028 0.114 0.0820 0.9008

CT-based
bladder CSF

7
VB, HAB, HMR,

HAU, H95U, GPC1,
GPC3

19 81 0.4314 0.161 0.3442 2.6822

TRUS-based
rectum CSF

6
VR, HMR, HMU,

H95U, GPC2, GPC4
29 71 0.2081 0.335 0.1660 0.6326

CT-based
rectum CSF

4
VR, HMR,

H95U, GPC4
31 69 0.0004 0.0005 0.0003 0.80

CT-based
modified GPs
rectum CSF

6
VR, HMR, HMU,

H95U, GPC2, GPC4
- - 0.0089 0.0117 0.0071 0.7604

TRUS-based
urethra CSF

5
VB, VR, H95B,

GPC1, GPC2
50 50 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0301

CT-based
urethra CSF*

5
VB, VR, H95B,

GPC1, GPC2
12 88 0.0284 2.088 0.0227 0.0219

CT-based
modified GPs
urethra CSF*

5
VB, VR, H95B,

GPC1, GPC2
- - 0.0291 2.2213 0.0232 0.0219

Table. C.1 represents the dominant GPs associated with the optimal CT-based target PSF and bladder,

rectum, and urethra CSF models. Each of the optimal CT-based target PSF and urethra CSF models

includes the same dominant GPs as its corresponding TRUS-based model. However, differences were

observed in the dominant GPs obtained for the optimal bladder and rectum CSF models between the

TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT plans under investigations. We suggested that the differences

between the bladder and rectum CSF models associated with the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT

plans for prostate cancer may arise from the variations in the contouring of the structures in these two

categories of HDR-BT treatments. To confirm this hypothesis, we, first, studied the differences in the

dominant GPs caused by the variations in the contouring of the bladder and rectum between the TRUS-

based and CT-based HDR-BT. The limitation in the contouring of the volumes in the TRUS-based

plans is due to the limited capacity of the crystals used in the TRUS equipment. Moreover, the TRUS

tube is placed inside of the rectum during the TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer.

Consequently, only fractions of the bladder and rectum volumes were contoured in the TRUS-based,

which is contrary to the CT-based plans. In the CT-based HDR-BT for prostate cancer, the entire

bladder and rectum volumes are contoured. Note that despite contouring fractions of the bladder and

rectum in the case of the TRUS-based plans, their corresponding volumes required in order to verify
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the fulfillment of the ABS recommendations (V75B < 1 cm3 and V75R < 1 cm3) were adequately

contoured. In the next step to prove our hypothesis, we developed CT-based CSF models in which

the extra contoured volumes in comparison with the TRUS-based plans were discarded from the CT-

based HDR-BT treatment plans under study. Following the optimization approach discussed before

for the TRUS-based and CT-based plans, the MLL values were obtained for the CT-based SF models

including the modified GPs. After, the LRTs were carried out between the null and alternative models

using the CT-based plans including the modified GPs. Then, the resulting p-values were compared to

decide the statistical significance of adding new GPs to an SF model, hence to determine the optimal

SF model. As a result of using the CT-based plans including the modified GPs, the optimal rectum

CSF model was concluded to possess six dominant GPs. Therefore, the dominant GPs found for

the optimal rectum CSF model using the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT plans including the

modified GPs are in agreement and consists of six identical dominant GPs.

Table. C.1 summarizes the results obtained by comparing the dosimetric parameters obtained through

the TPS with the ones predicted by the developed target PSF and the bladder, rectum, and urethra

CSF models using the TRUS-based and CT-based HDR-BT plans. Note that all the plans in the first

(TRUS-based) and second (CT-based) cohorts under study were optimized using the TPS. Hence,

all the ABS recommendations for the dosimetry indices in HDR-BT treatments for prostate cancer

were sufficiently fulfilled by the plans under investigation. Therefore, all these plans were clinically

accepted. Nevertheless, the percentage of the plans predicted to be below the target PSF or above the

OARs CSFs suggest that the optimization of these HDR-BT treatment plans using the TPS did not

necessarily result in the most optimal attainable plan. In other words, the developed target PSF and

bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models predicted that further improvement in the covering of the

target and sparing each of the OARs are possible for the HDR-BT plans under study. The target PSF

model predicted that the dose V100 received to the CTV can be improved more in the case of the plans

situated under the corresponding frontier. Therefore, the target covering can be improved for the 94%

of the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans under study, which is relatively more significant than for the CT-

based plans (85%). Thus, the dose V100 to the target (CTV) was better covered in the TRUS-based

as compared with the CT-based plans. Moreover, the bladder CSF model predicted that minimization

of the dose V75 received to the bladder can be improved for the 63% of the TRUS-based HDR-BT

plans under examination. In the case of using CT-based plans, bladder sparing can be improved for a

higher number of plans (81%) than the TRUS-based plans. Hence, the rectum is an OAR for which

the dose V75 is minimized for a more significant volume in the CT-based HDR-BT plans than in

TRUS-based plans. Furthermore, the developed rectum CSF models predicted that the improvement

in minimization of the dose V75 to the rectum was possible for 71% of the TRUS-based plans, which

is comparable to the CT-based (69%) plans under study. Moreover, in the case of the TRUS-based

HDR-BT plans, urethra model behaved as a fit, with an equal number (50%) of the plans above and

below the model line. As is discussed in the following, a null technical inefficiency was predicted by

the urethra CSF model using the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. Therefore, the TRUS-based urethra

model includes no predictive knowledge for the dose D10 to the urethra in the TRUS-based plans
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under study. In other words, no further improvement of the minimization of the dose D10 to the

urethra was possible for these TRUS-based plans. As opposed to the TRUS-based plans, the urethra

CSF model predicted the possibility to minimize the irradiated volume of the urethra for a significant

number (88%) of the CT-based HDR-BT plans under examination. As a result, urethra was the OAR

that was much better spared using the TRUS-based, as compared to the CT-based plans, HDR-BT

treatment plans for prostate cancer.

Although the comparison between the optimal TRUS-based and CT-based target PSF models showed

different frontier curves, similar curves were observed for the target PSF models using the TRUS-

based and CT-based HDR-BT plans including the modified GPs. Moreover, Table. C.1 shows that

the urethra CSF model developed using the CT-based plans including the modified GPs comprise the

same dominant GPs as its corresponding models for the TRUS-based and CT-based plans. The frontier

curve of the CT-based urethra CSF was shown to be different from the fit obtained for the TRUS-based

urethra model. However, identical frontier curves were observed for the urethra CSF model using the

CT-based plans and CT-based plans including the modified GPs. Additionally, similar curves were

observed associated with the frontiers developed for the rectum CSF models using the TRUS-based

and CT-based plans including the modified GPs. Consequently, we showed that the optimal TRUS-

based target PSF and the rectum and urethra CSF models were successfully applied to the CT-based

HDR-BT treatment plans for prostate cancer.

Table. C.1 also gives the expectation of ε (E(ε)), the standard deviation (SD) of the two error terms;

the technical inefficiency (σu) and the random noise (σv) in Eq.1.17 or Eq.2.9, as well as the ratio

of the two error terms in Eq.1.10 for each of the optimal SF models, as discussed in 1.2.2. In the

case of the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans under study, as opposed to the null technical inefficiency

predicted by the urethra CSF model, the target PSF model predicted a technical inefficiency of σu =

0.0219. Therefore, the possibility to better improve the target covering is more significant than the

urethra sparing using the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. The urethra model predicted no variation

associated with the planners’ experience and judgment in the minimization of the dose D10 to the

urethra using the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. In effect, great effort was made to spare the most

possible of the urethra volume in the TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment plans under study. However,

the largest technical inefficiency between the target covering and OARs sparing using the TRUS-based

HDR-BT plans was obtained based on the rectum CSF model for the minimization of the dose V75 to

the rectum (σu = 0.208). A higher technical inefficiency specifies a more significant variation in the

planners’ experience and judgment for the minimization of the dose V75 to the rectum in the TRUS-

based plans. On a lesser extent than the rectum sparing, further improvement in the minimization of

the dose V75 to the bladder was predicted by the bladder CSF model using TRUS-based plans. In

the case of the CT-based HDR-BT plans under examination, the best trade-off was between the target

covering (σu = 0.017) and the urethra sparing (σu = 0.028). The highest technical inefficiency (σu =

0.431), and expectation value (E(ε) = 0.344), were obtained associated with the minimization of the

dose V75 to the bladder using the CT-based HDR-BT plans. Consequently, the highest variability in
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the planner’s experience and judgment using the CT-based HDR-BT plans was related to the bladder

sparing. The lowest technical inefficiency was predicted for the minimization of the dose V75 to the

rectum (σu = 0.0004). As a result, rectum was the organ for which the minimization of the irradiated

volume was better performed as compared with the other OARs in the CT-based HDR-BT treatment

plans.

The developed bladder CSF model predicted a more significant variability in the quality of the CT-

based HDR-BT plans in comparison with the TRUS-based plans under study. As compared with the

TRUS-based plans (E(ε) = 0.083, SD=0.90), a higher expectation value and the corresponding SD

was obtained based on the bladder CSF model (E(ε) = 0.344, SD=2.68) using the CT-based plans. In

other words, a more extreme variation in the planners’ experience and judgment in sparing the bladder

was associated with the CT-based than the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. Furthermore, as opposed to

the TRUS-based plans, a relatively negligible technical inefficiency obtained for the minimization of

the dose V75 to the rectum in the CT-based HDR-BT plans. Thus, variations in the quality of the

TRUS-based HDR-BT plans associated with the optimization of the dose V75 to the rectum due to

planners’ experience and judgment are more critical as compared with the CT-based plans. Note that

the TRUS tube is placed in the rectum during the HDR-BT delivery, which affects the shape of the

rectum wall, prostate and the surrounding anatomy hence changes the distances between the prostate

and rectum.

In the case of the urethra CSF model, contrarily to the technical inefficiency of σu = 0.0284 for the

CT-based HDR-BT plans, a null technical inefficiency was obtained using the TRUS-based plans.

Therefore, more variations in the Planners’ experience and judgment in minimization of the dose D10

to the urethra was associated with the CT-based than TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. Note that in the

case of the CT-based HDR-BT treatment, changes in the patient position (i.g., lowering the legs) to

acquire CT images can reduce the precision in the needle positioning.

Additionally, according to the expectation and SD of the ε obtained for different TRUS-based and

CT-based SF models, the target covering in the TRUS-based plans (E(ε) =−0.0175, SD=0.014) was

comparable with the target covering in the CT-based plans (E(ε) = −0.0139, SD=0.012). Neverthe-

less, as compared with the CT-based plans (E(ε) = 0.122, SD=1.16), a better average OAR sparing

was predicted in the case of the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans under study (E(ε) = 0.082, SD=0.521).

Therefore, a more considerable variation in planner’s experience and judgment in the average OARs

sparing was observed in the CT-based than in the TRUS-based HDR-BT plans. Thus, the developed

bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models predicted a more significant improvement in the minim-

ization of the dose received by the OARs in the CT-based plans as compared with the TRUS-based

plans.

In conclusion, we successfully developed the target PSF and the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF

models for the TRUS-based HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer. Additionally, we confirmed that

these PSF and CSF models succeed to perform well in another category of the HDR-BT treatment
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for prostate cancer (i.g., CT-based). Hence, we showed that the target PSF and OARs CSF models

developed for the TRUS-based category of the prostate HDR-BT are universal. Finally, the target PSF

and the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models developed for the HDR-BT treatment for prostate

cancer can be included in a QC tool. Using this QC tool can provide the planners with the knowledge

of any possible further improvement of the dosimetric parameter such as V100 of the target, V75

of the bladder, V75 of the rectum. In other words, planners can generate optimized plans to obtain

the possible patient-specific dosimetry for each patient according to the patient-specific geometrical

information. Thus, the QC tool can be used to minimize the impact of the subjective judgment on

the best trade-off between target covering and OARs sparing due to the variability in the planners’

experience and judgment on the quality of a plan in HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer. There-

fore, the quality of the HDR-BT treatment plans for prostate cancer can be improved. Furthermore,

the developed SF models can predict the possible dosimetric indices for each patient based on the

patient-specific geometrical knowledge. Thus, the planners can continue the optimization process if

the geometry of the patient allows further improvement in the target covering and OARs sparing. In

the case of a patient for whom no further improvement in the dosimetry is possible due to the patient’s

geometry, the planner can stop the inefficient optimization at the right time. As a result, planners can

save more planning time.

Furthermore, one can exploit the developed SF models for the target PSF and bladder, rectum, and

urethra CSF models in order to generate the corresponding DVHs. In order to construct these DVHs,

the SF models can be utilized to predict the dose V100 to the target, V75 to the bladder and rectum,

and D10 to the urethra based on the geometric knowledge of each patient in an HDR-BT treatment for

prostate cancer. Then, DVHs are produced by relating the predicted dose to the tissue volumes. The

generated DVHs provide planners the possibility to evaluate an HDR-BT treatment plan for prostate

cancer before the planning process.

The outcome of this research project will be published in a main article. The article is dedicated

to the development of a geometry-based target and OARs dose prediction tool, built by bringing the

concept of SF analysis into play. The developed QC tool can be employed in the HDR-BT planning

for prostate cancer treatment to increase the target coverage and OARs sparing, hence to improve the

quality of these treatments. The PSF model will be proposed for the target covering, as well as one

CSF model for each of the OARs: the bladder, rectum, and urethra. In each of these PSF and CSF

models, the dominant GPs and their corresponding weights will be provided. We will discuss that

these target PSF and OARs CSF models developed based on TRUS-based plans are applicable for

another category of HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer, CT-based HDR-BT. Furthermore, a multi-

dimensional plot will be considered comprising the optimal PSF for the target and the CSF for the

bladder, rectum, and urethra. These optimal SFs developed based on the specific-anatomical know-

ledge of preceding HDR-BT prostate patients can be used to tackle the multi-objective problems of

new patients. Each dimension of the multi-dimensional plot will be associated with different object-

ives. These objectives are either increasing the dose to the target or reducing the dose received by each
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of the OARs. Therefore, planners using this multi-dimensional plot could be able to predict, before

the planning, the possible balance between target coverage and OARs sparing for a new prostate pa-

tient. Consequently, planners can avoid wasting time and effort attempting to achieve dose objectives

in cases that the patients’ geometries do not allow further improvements. Moreover, in the case of

new planners with fewer competencies, as compared to the well-experienced planners, the developed

QC tool can be used as a guide to teach them the details of the planning procedure for the HDR-BT

treatment for prostate cancer.

As a final thought, I feel privileged to have had the chance to touch on clinical research. The brilliant

concept of SF, initially used in economics, was successfully brought into play to develop SF models

to improve the quality of the HDR-BT treatment for prostate cancer.
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Future works

The developed PSF and CSF models can be used to predict the dose to the target and OARs, re-

spectively. The subsequent step in researching the current topic could be the implementation of these

developed SF models in the clinical environment. For this, a QC tool comprising the developed target

PSF and bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models need to be designed. Then, scripts including these

PSF and CSF models can be implemented into clinical workflow. In this way, the clinicians will be

allowed to ascertain what should be plausible for new prostate patients who are going to be treated

using HDR-BT. Following the clinical implementation of these models, for instance after four months,

a thorough survey can be performed. This survey will show the impact of these models on planners’

work, as well as on the quality of plans, and on saving the time. Furthermore, the QC tool can be used

to compare HDR-BT plans produced by different clinics quantitatively. Therefore, this QC tool can

be used to benchmark the procedures and capabilities of different institutions.
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Appendix A

Appendices

A.1 Different Representations of the SCCs

Fig. A.1 exhibits the V100 DP and all the 18 GPs of the CTV. Furthermore, their associated density

plots, as well as histograms, are indicated along the diagonal. The SCCs designating the associations

between all the possible pairs among the 18 GPs and DP V100 are shown in the upper triangle of

Fig. A.1. The scatter plots between every two parameters along with the related LOESS (local re-

gression) smoothed fit are represented in the lower triangle of Fig. A.1. Since a nonlinear trend line

that expresses the movement in the data is required, LOESS regression is used to fit a smooth curve

between two or more points in the data series. LOESS is a nonparametric regression method, which

combines the simplicity of linear least squares regression with the flexibility of nonlinear regression,

and fits several multiple regressions in the local neighborhood. A LOESS regression divides the data

under study into localized subsets and fits regression on each of those subsets. Then, by using the

LOESS regression results, the data series can be fitted by a LOESS curve where each point is acquired

by weighing the individual regressions (190). Note that the pairs.panels function from psych package

in RStudio was used here.

The corrplot provides a graphical analysis package to look at the correlation coefficient of a number of

variables at once package in R. In Fig. A.2, the degree of association between every pair of parameters

is visualized with the ellipse and the pie methods. In the upper triangle of Fig. A.2, the SCC between

every set of parameters is represented by a pie. The intensity of the color and the arc length (and hence

its central angle and area) of each slice of pie indicate the size of the correlation. So, a relatively small

slice of light blue pie denotes a weak positive correlation between two parameters, whereas a red slice

indicates a negative correlation. In the lower triangle of Fig. A.2, the two parameters are represented

with ellipses. The tendency of an ellipse to be oriented either from lower left to upper right or from

the bottom right to top left, are respectively indicatives of a positive and a negative correlation. Also,

the width (minor axis) of an ellipse is a demonstration of the strength of a correlation. The smaller

the minor axis of an ellipse, the stronger the correlation. Additionally, the intensity of the blue or red
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color of an ellipse shows the strength of a respectively positive and negative correlation.
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Figure A.2 – Two different visualizations of the relationships between pair parameters in a CTV PSF
model obtained by the SCC method. The strength and direction of the correlation are illustrated by
color code, dark blue depicting a strongly positive correlation and red being strongly negative. The
arc length of a pie and the minor axis size of an ellipse show the strength of a correlation. The bigger
the arc length of a pie (or equivalently the smaller the width of an ellipse), the stronger the correlation.

The same method, as discussed above, was applied to obtain the density plots as well as the histo-

grams for the DP V75 and each of the 18 GPs of the bladder, which are shown in the diagonal of

Fig. A.3. The values for the SCCs between all pairs of parameters of the bladder are indicated above

the diagonal, and the scatter plots and their associated LOESS smoothed fits are exhibited below the

diagonal. Furthermore, the Spearman correlation ellipses and pies associated to the bladder are shown

in Fig. A.4.

In the case of the rectum, Fig. A.5 exhibits all the pairwise combinations of the DP V75 and the entire
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Figure A.4 – Graphical display of the correlation pies and ellipse associated to the SCCs for the
bladder.

18 GPs in scatter plots. Additionally, the histograms were shown on the diagonal, the SCCs above the

diagonal, and scatter plots and the corresponding LOESS regression fits below the diagonal.

Fig. A.6 represents the ellipses and pies corresponding to the SCCs between all the parameter pairs of

the bladder.

In the case of the urethra, Fig. A.7 represents a scatter plot of D10 DP for the urethra and the total of

the 18 GPs. The scatter plots are exhibited below the diagonal, histograms on the diagonal, and the

SCCs above the diagonal. Furthermore, Fig. A.8 exhibits the correlation pies and ellipse related to the

SCCs for the urethra.
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Figure A.6 – Graphical display of the correlation pies and ellipse corresponding to the SCCs for the
rectum.

A.2 Degradation of a Plan with respect to an Optimal SF

A.2.1 TRUS-based Plans

As discussed in Eq.1.10, the marginal density function, f (ε), of the CTV volume coverage is shown

in Fig. A.9(a). ε is the difference between the values obtained by the IPSA optimization and the ones

by the corresponding SF model. As we expected, according to our review in 1.2, a negatively skewed

function is obtained for the PSF. Furthermore, in Fig. A.10(a), the distribution of the differences

between the observations evaluated by IPSA and the values predicted by the CTV PSF model (ε) over

all the plans considered in our data cohort are illustrated in the form of a histogram. Furthermore, in

Fig. A.10(a), the distribution of the differences between the observations evaluated by IPSA and the

values predicted by the CTV SF model over all the plans considered in our data cohort are illustrated
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Figure A.8 – Graphical display of the correlation pies and ellipse related to the SCCs for the urethra.

in the form of a boxplot and a histogram, respectively.

Fig. A.9(b) illustrates a positively skewed marginal density function, f (ε), for the bladder volume cov-

erage. Additionally, the differences between the IPSA evaluated values and the dose values obtained

using the bladder CSF model (ε) are demonstrated by a histogram in Fig. A.10(b). Furthermore, the

differences between the IPSA evaluated values and the ones in the bladder CSF model were demon-

strated by Fig. A.9(c) shows a positively skewed marginal density function for the rectum volume

coverage.

Moreover, Fig. A.10(c) exhibits the histograms of the evaluated differences between the IPSA com-

puted optimized values and the values predicted by the rectum CSF model (ε).

Fig. A.9(d) shows the resulted marginal density function for the urethra model developed for TRUS-

based HDR-BT plans. Due to having an equal number of the plans above and below the urethra model

line, the density function is symmetric around zero. Furthermore, Fig. A.10(d) shows the histogram
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Figure A.9 – Marginal density function, f (ε), of the CTV (a), bladder (b), rectum (c), and urethra
(d) volume coverage for the TRUS-based plans. ε is the difference between the values optimized by
IPSA and by the corresponding SF model for the TRUS-based imaging HDR-BT.

associated with the differences between the values obtained by IPSA and the urethra model.

A.2.2 CT-based Plans

Fig. A.11(a) shows the marginal density function, f (ε), of the CTV volume coverage is illustrated,

which is negatively skewed. Also, the histogram represented in Fig. A.12(a) illustrates the ε for the

target CT-based PSF.

Fig. A.11(d) shows a positively skewed marginal density function related to the urethra volume cov-

erage. Additionally, in Fig. A.12(d), ε is exhibited for the urethra CT-based CSF model.

Figs. A.11 (b) and (c) show the marginal density functions associated with the bladder and rectum

volumes coverage respectively. Moreover, ε for the bladder and rectum CSFs are shown as the histo-

grams in Figs. A.12 (b) and (c) respectively.
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Figure A.10 – Histograms representing the difference between the IPSA optimized values and the
values optimized by SF (ε) for the CTV (a), bladder (b), rectum (c), and urethra (d).

A.3 R built-in Functions in Rstudio

GenSA Function

The global minimum of a complex non-linear objective function including an extremely large num-

ber of optima can be obtained using the Generalized Simulated Annealing (GenSA) function. The

application of the R built-in function corresponding to the GenSA function in Rstudio is given as

GenSA(par, fn, lower, upper, control=list(), ...),

where the first argument, par, is the vector of the initial values for the components to be optimized.

In case the default value of this argument (i.e., NULL) is selected, hence the default values will be

generated automatically. The next argument in the GenSA function, fn, is a function to be minimized.

Note that the first argument of the fn function is the vector of parameters over which minimization is

to carried out. The two following arguments in the GenSA function, lower and upper, are vectors with

length of par. They are used to determine, respectively, the Lower and Upper bounds for components.

Furthermore, the control=list() argument is used to control the behavior of the GenSA algorithm.

control=list() is a list including different arguments such as temperature, nb.stop.improvement, maxit,

max.time, max.call, simple.function, and verbose.
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Figure A.11 – The marginal density function, f (ε), of the CTV (a), bladder (b), rectum (c), and urethra
(d) volume coverage for CT-based plans. ε is the difference between the values optimized by IPSA
and by the corresponding SF model for the CT-based HDR-BT.

By providing a numeric value for temperature, the initial value for temperature in the GenSA al-

gorithm can be chosen. Moreover, the nb.stop.improvement argument can be applied to stop the

program when no improvement is observed in its corresponding steps. Also, the maximum number

of iterations of the algorithm can be appointed using an integer value for maxit. The running time

is selected in seconds employing max.time. Moreover, an integer value for max.call determines the

maximum number of call of the objective function. Default is set to 1e7, however, in this research

project, max.call was increased to 1e8. Additionally, in the course of our research project, the default

(i.e., FALSE) was chosen for simple.function indicating that the objective function is complicated

with many local minima. Besides, TRUE was selected for verbose, which enables messages from the

algorithm to be represented.

MLL Method

As discussed in 2.4, Eq.2.9 yields the LL of a production function. This equation includes the built-in
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Figure A.12 – Histograms representing the difference between the IPSA optimized values and the
values optimized by CTV PSF (a), bladder (b), rectum (c), and urethra (d) CSF models in the case of
CT-based plans.

functions in Rstudio such as dnorm and pnorm. The density and distribution function for the normal

distribution with mean given by mean and standard deviation given by sd are defined using dnorm and

pnorm, respectively. These two R built-in functions are written as

dnorm(x, mean = 0, sd = 1, log = FALSE),

pnorm(q, mean = 0, sd = 1, lower.tail = TRUE, log.p = FALSE),

where x, q are the vector of quantiles. Moreover, mean=0, sd=1 were selected for dnorm and pnorm.

If TRUE is selected for log, log.p, then probabilities p are given as log(p). Additionally, if the de-

fault (i.e., TRUE) is selected for the lower.tail, probabilities are P[X 6 x], otherwise P[X > x]. As

discussed in 2.4, Eq.2.8 provides the PDF for the normal distribution. In Eq.2.8, dnorm function

yields the value of the PDF for the normal distribution given parameters for x, µ , and σ . There-

fore, dnorm function gives the density. Moreover, pnorm function gives the distribution function.

pnorm function is the integral from −∞ to q of the PDF of the normal distribution. In order to

deal with the integral from q to ∞, the argument lower.tail of the pnorm function must be set to

FALSE. Then, 1−pnorm(q, lower.tail = FALSE) can be replaced by its equivalent, pnorm(q) (185).

So, pnorm(−ελ/σ ,0,1) was used in Eq.2.9 as an alternative to 1− pnorm(−ελ/σ ,0,1). Note that

GenSA algorithm provides the global minimum. Consequently, in order to maximize the LL function

of a given SF model, a minus one (-1) needs to be inserted into the summation in Eq.2.9. As a result,
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the MLL value is evaluated for the target PSF model. Please note that in order to evaluate the MLL

value for each of the bladder, rectum, and urethra CSF models, the last term in Eq.2.9 was substituted

with pnorm(ελ/σ ,0,1).

LRT

Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) and its corresponding p-value were used to verify if adding new GPs to

a given SF model is statistically significant. Hence, LRT gives the optimal SF model between two

competing SF models: the null and alternative models (154). The model with less number of the GPs

is considered as the null model, and the one with more GPs is the alternative model. If the obtained

p-value is less than the significance level of 0.05, the alternative model is chosen, and the null model

is rejected. However, in case the corresponding p-value is equal to or larger than the significance level

of 0.05, the null model is selected, and the alternative model is rejected.

In order to specify the optimal SF model for each of the target PSF as well as the bladder, rectum,

and urethra CSF models, one must carry out LRTs and the corresponding p-values between all the

competing null and alternative models. Thus, the test statistic given in Eq.1.18 is used. As discussed

in 1.2.3, when the size of a sample increase towards infinity, the test statistic for a nested model will,

asymptotically, take the form of a chi-squared distribution with d f degrees of freedom. Note that the

assumption that the null model is true is taken into account (155). d f is the difference in the number

of GPs between the null and alternative models considered in a given LRT. The pchisq function in R is

utilized to carry out LRTs and to evaluate the corresponding p-values. In R, the distribution function

for the chi-squared (χ2) distribution with d f degrees of freedom is given by pchisq(q, df, lower.tail =

FALSE).

SCC Method

In order to evaluate the SCC and the corresponding p-value, R built-in functions in Rstudio, such as

corr$estimate and corr$p.value, respectively, can be applied. Additionally, the SCC and the corres-

ponding p-value can be obtained using

cor.test(x, y, method = "spearman", ...),

where x and y are numeric vectors of data values. In the case of this research project, x and x are the

GP or DP of interest. The method is chosen as "spearman", hence Spearman correlation statistic is

used as the method to estimate a rank-based measure of association.

Additionally, the correlation of x and y vectors can be computed using cor function. In the case that x

and y are matrices, cor function provides the correlations between the columns of x and the columns

of y are computed. The cor function in Rstudio is written as

cor(x, y = NULL, method = "spearman"),
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Note that one has to either give a matrix or data frame given for x, or provide both x and y. The

method was selected as "spearman" indicating the SCC statistics applied to compute the correlation

coefficients. For more description regarding the R built-in functions for SCC, the interested reader is

referred to the reference (186).

Brute-Force Search and Parallel Computation

R code needs to be executed several times in order to perform the brute-force test in R. Therefore, the

foreach package was used, which offers a looping construct to carry out the R code repeatedly. Note

that foreach is similar to the standard for loop, however foreach does not need the body of the for

loop to become a function. Also, as opposed to the for loop, the return of a foreach is a list of values.

That is an advantage of foreach when dealing with a loop that is meant to produce a data structure

such as a list, a vector, or a matrix. Another advantage of using foreach is the parallel execution, as it

provides us with the possibility of performing repeated R operations on many cores of a computer or

many nodes of a cluster, and hence bringing down the overall runtime. Consequently, three steps of

parallel computing can be performed by applying the foreach package: the complex problem is split

into pieces by the iterators, the pieces are executed in parallel by the %dopar% function, and finally

the results are collected back together by the specified .combine (191).

Before carrying out a parallel computation, doParallel package is registered, which is a "parallel

backend" for the foreach package. doParallel employs R’s built-in a parallel package to perform

foreach in parallel. Note that to execute an R code in parallel, the foreach has to be used together with

the doParallel package, or else foreach will do the operations sequentially. Furthermore, to register

doParallel to use with foreach, the registerDoParallel function is required. Here, an argument can be

called to define a cluster, which is generated by the makeCluster function. Also, the number of cores

to be used by the doParallel to execute tasks can be defined as "core" argument (192).
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A.4 R codes

A.4.1 MLL
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A.4.2 LRT

A.4.3 SCC
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A.4.4 Brute-Force Search and Parallel Computations
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##	Note:	the	cases	for	17	GPs,	16	GPs,	…,	2	GPs	are	omitted	here	for	simplicity.	
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